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Preface: Why This Book?

2019 is the centenary year of Steiner Education since the first Waldorf
School was established by Emil Molt and Rudolf Steiner in Stuttgart,
Germany in 1919. One hundred years later, there are now over 1100
Waldorf Schools and 2000 Waldorf Kindergartens in more than 80 countries around the world including the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia and New Zealand and throughout Europe, as well as such
diverse cultural environments as China, Israel, Kenya, and Brazil (Waldorf
world list 2019).
This book offers a critical review into the way in which the initial
impulse of Steiner Education has grown steadily over the last century to
become a worldwide alternative movement in education. The aim of the
book is to analyse and compare the growth and development of Waldorf
Schools and Steiner-inspired educational institutions around the world
and the extent to which the original underpinning philosophy has been
maintained against the context of other contemporary trends in education. The book investigates what it is about Steiner Education that makes
it ‘alternative’ in comparison with mainstream schooling, yet appears to
continue to be attractive to parents from very diverse contexts and cultures who are ‘looking for something different’ for their children.
It would appear timely to offer such a review and comparative analysis
given both the established success and perseverance of Steiner Education
as an alternative to mainstream schooling; as well as acknowledging the
v
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current debates within educational, social and political circles as to the
effectiveness and future development of schooling systems and practices
in the twenty-first century, given that the world has irrevocably changed
politically, economically, technologically and even climatically over the
last 100 years. To that extent, an underpinning question posed throughout the book is:
What do we as a society want for the future of our children, and to what extent
is the current system of education adequately preparing our children now and
for the future?

However the book also highlights some of the controversies, critiques
and challenges that Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools have attracted
and faced since the establishment of the very first school. The very specific pedagogies and methodologies that on the one hand have signified
and distinguished Steiner Education have also been seen as dogmatic,
inflexible and outdated by informed critics as well as casual observers.
The book therefore includes a review of some of the literature that over
the years has documented and presented conflicting and varying views on
the methods, purposes and outcomes of Waldorf schooling (for example,
see Chap. 5).
A survey of Waldorf Schools in a number of different countries and
settings further aimed to highlight the similarities, difference, challenges
and opportunities that those working within the global Steiner Education
movement are able to identify and articulate. In particular, the intention
here is to investigate the extent to which the schools have been able to
operate within the various modern day pressures of external regulatory
environments and increasing state-based accountability frameworks, as
well as societal expectations and traditions; against the internal challenges of maintaining the integrity and spirit of Steiner’s initial indications about how to manage a Waldorf School. This is of particular
interest, since the first school established in 1919 was known as the
Waldorf Freieschule, or Free School. It was to be free of state control, dogmatic ideology and bureaucratic constraints; but also free to accept children from all social classes. Contrary to other uses of the term ‘free
school’ it does not refer to the type of school developed by AS Neill for
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example—Summerhill in England—where children were free to decide
what, when and how they wanted to learn anything, if at all (Neill 1960).
As this book reinforces, the Steiner curriculum is actually highly structured and follows a definite sequence through the childhood years,
although it is also argued that within that prescribed framework, Waldorf
teachers are free to interpret and deliver this curriculum in their own
creative way (see Chaps. 3 and 6).
In order to provide some empirical data to illuminate and support this
retrospective and contemporary review of Waldorf Schools as a global
community, the overall research question driving the text is as follows:
Is there a universal essence of Waldorf education that can be recognised in different social and cultural contexts?

In addition to the aim of addressing and seeking to understand this
overarching comparative analysis, the book concludes with a series of
questions and propositions about the future of schooling in general and
the future of Steiner Education in particular, against this review of its first
one hundred years.

 he Author’s Position and Perspective:
T
Personal and Professional
My own interest in Steiner Education developed initially through my
involvement as a parent at the Mount Barker Waldorf School in South
Australia in the 1980s. My partner Christobel and I were living in the
Adelaide Hills, and when our eldest daughter Mimi was 5 years old we
enrolled her in the local state primary school. As a secondary English and
Humanities teacher myself I had experience of the bureaucratic and often
impersonal nature of the state education system, and we were disappointed to find this even extended to the early years, as the Reception
teacher had very firm and intractable views on how these precious,
impressionable and trusting infants should be inculcated and commodified into the world of institutionalised schooling.

viii
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Around the same time we had been introduced to the work of Rudolf
Steiner through our interest in Biodynamic gardening, one of the many
movements that Steiner founded during his influential life (see Chap. 1),
and a close friend had just started teaching at the newly established school
at Mt Barker that was based on the educational philosophies of Steiner.
We knew very little about the details of this philosophy and teaching
methods, but the school environment, the passion and commitment of
the teachers, and the opportunity to place Mimi into an atmosphere of
creativity, love and freedom was such a strong calling that we took a leap
of faith and plunged into what would become a life-changing journey for
the whole family. In joining the Waldorf community at Mount Barker we
eventually realised that we became part of a world-wide movement in
education that had begun in 1919 and by the 1980s was a global
phenomenon.
As parents we also embarked on a learning journey, attending parent
education talks and workshops, learning how to make toys out of natural
materials, joining reading groups to undertake formal studies of Steiner’s
writings, and slowly changing our habits and routines in the home to
align with what Mimi was experiencing at school. We put away the television and most of the plastic toys, we made family meals more of a ritual,
we were more aware of daily routines and rhythms, we encouraged outdoor play; and by the time Mimi’s little sister Artemis was a year old, we
had moved to a one-hectare property that was still not far from the school
but offered more opportunities to develop a proper organic and
Biodynamic garden, and for the children to be closer to nature. Artemis
and our third and youngest daughter Dorothy were then able to start at
the beginning of the educational cycle and experience the Waldorf kindergarten as well as the primary years. The kindergarten is an environment of warmth, love and caring that gently introduces the children into
the world of institutionalised schooling through creative play and the sort
of activities one would find in the home rather than in a classroom.
Again, this informed our understanding of the parenting role in the early
years, and Artemis’ kindergarten teacher is still a dear friend of the family
25 years later.
The apparent change in our consciousness not only towards parenting
but to our own spiritual awareness and development was so striking that
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it became the subject of my doctoral research. I wanted to know if other
parents had embarked on a similar learning journey by committing to
Waldorf Education and whether they had become more aware of deeper
aspects of child development and the role of parenting through the experience of their child(ren). The thesis was published as a book in 2002
with a second edition in 2015—Each parent carries the flame: Waldorf
Schools as sites for promoting lifelong learning, creating community and educating for social renewal (Stehlik 2002, 2015).
In 1996 we hosted an exchange student from a Waldorf School in
Sweden, and in 1997 sent Mimi off to spend six months living with his
family and attending his school in Norrköpping. Despite having no
Swedish language ability she fitted right in to the school environment
with its familiar curriculum, rhythm and rituals; and we felt comfortable
sending our 16 year old daughter half way around the world to live with
strangers, since they were part of the Waldorf community and we knew
they would be like-minded people—and they had entrusted us with
looking after their son.
I was able to take the family to Sweden in 2006 when I had a three-
month visiting fellowship at Umeå University, and at age thirteen
Dorothy attended Class 7 at the Umeå Waldorf School. Again, with no
Swedish language she fitted right in to the rhythm of the class, and we
were able to experience at first hand the environment of the school and
participate in the festivals, rituals and activities of the school community
that were so familiar to us from Australia. This gave me direct insight into
the way in which Waldorf Schools seem to maintain a distinct essence
and atmosphere that is immediately familiar even in diverse and differing
contexts, which has been reinforced by my visits to many other Waldorf
Schools large and small, in Australia, England, the Czech Republic,
Sweden and Finland.
After ten years of school teaching I had moved into teacher education
at the University of South Australia in the early 1990s, and as an academic writer and researcher published a number of papers, articles and
books around various aspects of Steiner’s theories and methods, as well as
having an interest in how Steiner Education fitted into the general educational landscape in Australia. For several years I also taught the course
Introduction to Steiner Education for pre-service teachers at the university
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and was proud to see some of the graduates become fully fledged Waldorf
teachers; since finding teachers with the right blend of skill, knowledge,
aptitude and love for the children is one of the perennial challenges for
Waldorf Schools.
I also found when working with the teacher education students at
UniSA, especially in the last few years before I retired at the end of 2017,
that they came to the profession with very little broad conceptual background knowledge and information about the history and philosophy of
education; or with much awareness that there were any alternatives to
mainstream schooling as almost all of them had experienced. Most of
them had not even heard of Steiner Education or Waldorf Schools, for
example. However, interestingly and anecdotally, the occasional student
who came to us having experienced a Waldorf education stood out as
being more confident, self-motivated and able to think critically—as
observed not only by me but some of my colleagues.
However, I also observed a trend over the years for the teacher education programs at UniSA and other Australian institutions to become
highly prescriptive, focussing more and more on what to teach, how to
teach, when and where, with very little attention given to the bigger picture question of why we teach our children and what we expect them to
achieve by spending twelve of the best years of their lives in formal institutionalised schooling. In other words, Philosophy of Education is no longer part of the curriculum in most teacher education programs, which are
being driven in Australia as well as elsewhere by regulatory requirements,
accountability standards for teachers, high stakes testing, national curriculum documents and increasingly managerialist bureaucratic
approaches to education. It is an outcome of what Pasi Sahlberg and others have termed the Global Education Reform Movement, with the intentional acronym GERM (Sahlberg 2012; see Chap. 8).
I therefore wrote a book for these students—and anyone else who is
interested in alternatives to the schooling structures that were developed
during the industrial revolution but are mostly still with us today—as a
sort of historical introduction to educational philosophy and a long meditation on my thoughts about education from a lifetime as a student,
parent, teacher, educator, writer and researcher (Educational philosophy
for 21st Century Teachers, Stehlik 2018). As the introduction states, the
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book is addressed to anyone who is involved in teaching our children
including parents, as I subscribe to the aphorism that as a parent ‘you are
your child’s first teacher’.
This current book then is offered not only as a review but as a celebration of one aspect of an alternative approach to learning, teaching and
schooling that has become a worldwide phenomenon and offers hope for
the future for our children who are the inheritors of our societies and our
planet. It is worth celebrating; especially the vision, passion and efforts of
those pioneering parents and teachers who have maintained the spirit of
Steiner Education in establishing Waldorf schools, kindergartens and
centres around the world, sometimes in very challenging circumstances
and environments. To them, and to all the children of the future, this
book is dedicated.
Magill, SA, Australia

Thomas Stehlik
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1
The World in 1919: The Context
for the Founding of the First Waldorf
School

Introduction
Chapter 1 begins the book with an outline of the establishment of the
first Waldorf School in Stuttgart, Germany in 1919 in the context of the
prevailing post-war social and political climate that led to its foundation.
The first ‘Free Waldorf School’ came about through the efforts and vision
of two key people—Rudolf Steiner and Emil Molt. The chapter describes
the circumstances in which these two men, both from working-class
backgrounds but with very different life trajectories—one became a
scholar and scientist, the other a capitalist and industrialist—came
together through a mutual interest in creating new social forms through
the early education of children. This key event is then placed in the context of the times and the developments that were taking place in progressive education on both sides of the Atlantic; for example, the work of
John Dewey in the United States and Maria Montessori in Europe
(Dewey 1944; Montessori 1912).
In Europe after the Great War, there was a strong impulse for social
renewal and re-building a better society after the devastating effects of
world war. Rudolf Steiner (1861–1925) was already developing practical
© The Author(s) 2019
T. Stehlik, Waldorf Schools and the History of Steiner Education, Palgrave Studies in
Alternative Education, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-31631-0_1
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ideas and theories for human development in a number of disciplines,
including the sciences and the humanities (Shepherd 1983; Selg 2018).
A brief biography of Steiner in this chapter includes a discussion of his
influence on the European social and intellectual milieu of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and the lectures, publications and
activities which led to his considered views on ‘the problem of education’
and the establishment—in only three months—of the first school to be
completely organised according to his methods.
The origins of this first school tell an interesting story. Steiner was
approached by Emil Molt, who owned the Waldorf Astoria cigarette
factory in Stuttgart, to establish a school for the children of his workers.
Molt was a philanthropist as well as a businessman, and after his
attempts to provide free adult education classes for his workers failed
due to their lack of interest, he realised that education had to begin
with the very young (Murphy 1991). The ‘Free Waldorf School’ opened
on September 7 1919, with an enrolment of 256 children and an
entirely new curriculum based on Steiner’s theories of child development and his firm notion that the school should be free of state control,
free of dogma and open to children of any class or background. This set
the template for all the schools that have since been established in the
ensuing 100 years.

Rudolf Steiner—‘A Western Sage’
There is a wealth of extant literature on the life and work of Rudolf
Steiner, and the reader who is interested in more detail about his upbringing and education and the way in which he developed his unique set of
philosophical approaches to scientific, spiritual and societal matters is
directed to these biographies and commentaries (eg Dahlin 2017; Selg
2018; Shepherd 1983), as well as Steiner’s own autobiographical writings
(eg Steiner 1928, 1951, 1985). However, there are many biographical
works in other languages that have not necessarily been translated into
English; for example German (Lindenberg 1997) and Norwegian (Skagen
2015). This chapter begins with a brief biography of Steiner in order to
set the scene for a discussion of the founding of the Anthroposophical
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Society and the first Waldorf School. The reference to Steiner as a ‘Western
Sage’ comes directly from the work of Swedish academic Bo Dahlin, who
suggests that “Sages have access to spiritual wisdom that goes beyond science and ordinary experience” and while still being recognised in the
East, have largely disappeared from public life in the West since the
Renaissance and the increasing dominance of a scientific worldview; and
he goes on to assert that Steiner possessed spiritual insight and wisdom as
well as extensive knowledge of science and technology, and could be considered as “a sage of our time” (Dahlin 2017: 15).
Rudolf Steiner was born in February 1861 and grew up in that part of
the Austro-Hungarian Empire which is now Lower Austria, to a German-
speaking middle-class family. His father was a station master, and living
at a railway station Steiner writes in his memoir how he developed an
early fascination with technology, mechanics and mathematics, and an
intense curiosity into the way in which things worked in both the natural
and man-made worlds. In childhood he showed an astounding precocity,
teaching himself geometry at the age of eight and absorbing the fundamentals of philosophy, trigonometry, analytical geometry, calculus, and
geography by the age of fifteen, then learning Latin and Greek by his
early twenties. This ability for self-directed learning would be a distinguishing feature throughout his entire life. Formal education consisted of
the Realschule and the Vienna Technische Hochschule where Steiner
took a degree in physics, chemistry and mathematics while simultaneously attending lectures in literature and philosophy at the University of
Vienna, eventually completing a thesis on epistemology and achieving
the status of Doctor of Philosophy in 1891.
In addition to this polymathic interest in scientific and philosophical
knowledge, Steiner also claimed to be clairvoyant from early childhood,
and writes in his memoir of a number of personal spiritual experiences
that confirmed for him “two conceptions which were naturally undefined, but which played a great role in my mental life even before my
eighth year. I distinguished things as those ‘which are seen’ and those
‘which are not seen’” (Steiner 1928, Chapter 1). His various biographers
cover these experiences and the way he dealt with them in some detail;
but all note that Steiner spent many years undertaking what he believed
to be rigorous scientific research into this ‘supersensible’ realm before
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feeling confident in being able to reveal and share his findings in writings,
lectures and publications.
By his early twenties Steiner had begun to develop his own philosophy
which eventually came to be known as Spiritual Science
(Geisteswissenschaft), based on a thorough empirical understanding and
experience of both the scientific and the spiritual worlds. These theories
were strongly influenced by the scientific writings of Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe, which Steiner had been appointed to edit for Kurschner’s
edition of German National Literature at Weimar in 1883. The influence
of Goethe as ‘the last true Renaissance man’ on Steiner’s eventual world-
view was profound. From Goethe, Steiner inherited the ideal of precision
and devotion to detail in experimentation; the significance of the relationship between object and subject and the relationship to the whole; a
spiritual-scientific approach to the world of sense; the use of metaphor
and symbol to explore psychological and social dynamics; and the determination to resist imposing thought-systems upon Nature (Baigent and
Leigh 1997: 260; Childs 1991: 11; Shepherd 1983: 53; Koepf and Jolly
1978: 25).
Weimar has proven to be a significantly important place for the development of many streams of thought in western consciousness; for example the Weimar Republic, German Romanticism and Idealism, and the
Bauhaus Art movement. It was also Goethe’s hometown, and his house is
still there as a living museum. Steiner moved there in 1890 and spent
several years immersed in the newly established archives devoted to the
work of Goethe and his contemporary, the poet and playwright Friedrich
von Schiller. These were obviously very formative years during which the
landmark text The Philosophy of Freedom (1894) was published, and in his
autobiographical reflections Steiner writes (in the third person) of his
time there:
Many visitors came—scientists from Germany and abroad, even from
America—so that the Goethe-Schiller archives became a gathering place
for the most varied scholarship …. At the same time he had a unique
opportunity to immerse himself in old recollections connected with the
time of Goethe and Schiller. Because Weimar was really the centre for
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many artistic interests … it was possible to grow together with many artistic interests. (Steiner 1985: 40)

In 1898 Steiner moved to Berlin, where he became editor of a literary
magazine and began his career as an adult educator at the Berlin Workers
Educational Institute. Apparently Steiner was very popular with the
working class adult men and women, but his lectures on religious, artistic
and moral motives for living were in contrast to the prevailing Marxist
outlook of the Institute, whose leaders eventually asked him to leave.
However, his fame as an inspiring public speaker was now spreading, and
after being invited to be guest speaker for 7000 members of the German
Printers Union at the Gutenberg 500th Anniversary Festival, Steiner
went on to conduct literally thousands of public and private lectures on
a diverse range of topics all over Europe for the next twenty-five years.
Many of these lectures were recorded, transcribed and published, and are
still in print (Rudolf Steiner Press 2015).
The intellectual climate in Europe at the turn of the century seemed to
be heavily influenced by esoteric thought and metaphysical ideas—an
emerging stream of consciousness which attracted many people who were
looking for more than established religious dogma and rationalist materialistic values could offer. A contemporary of Steiner’s was HP Blavatsky,
founder of the Theosophical Society, which Steiner was associated with
for a time as leader of the German Section, under which aegis he conducted many lectures on a variety of subjects related to the spiritual background of life. However Steiner’s views increasingly diverged from the
official outlook of Theosophy due to the increasing knowledge gained
from his own direct spiritual experiences, and:
… partly because it was more concerned with the study of the ancient
mystic teaching of the East, than with realising in man today the faculties
of direct supersensible knowledge which the present stage in the evolution
of humanity demanded and had made possible. (Shepherd 1983: 65)

This led in 1913 to the formation of the Anthroposophical Society,
which Steiner saw as a manifestation of a Western stream of esoteric consciousness that was more relevant to twentieth century Europe and
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represented an essentially Christian impulse as opposed to the Eastern
mysticism of Theosophy. Of the term Anthroposophy, various definitions
have been given, but according to Shepherd:
… perhaps no one definition would contain its whole meaning. The word
‘sophia’ always denotes the divine wisdom, and ‘Anthroposophy’ indicates
that this wisdom is to be found in the knowledge of the true being of man
and of his relation to the universe. (1983: 73)

The essence therefore of this world-view is that a study of the evolution
of humanity through various stages of civilisation and consciousness will
reveal the true direction for the development of society and the individual person. Two criticisms of this world-view need to be highlighted however. One is that this represents an exclusively white, European—some
would say Germanic—orientation and is not inclusive of all cultural and
historical contexts; and the other is the gendered use of the term ‘man’ in
nearly all of the Anthroposophical literature. Both are acknowledged as
problematic and are issues that usually surface in any discussion of
Anthroposophy. The latter issue, though, can be partly attributed to the
loss of meaning in translation from the word mensch, which in the
German language really refers to humanity as a whole, and the gender
exclusive effect of the English word man, not only in this context but in
many others (Collins German Dictionary).
The re-uniting of science and spirit in a new spiritual science became the
leitmotif or design theme of his life’s work. For Steiner this meant applying
the clarity of thinking characteristic of Western philosophy and scientific
method to spiritual questions, in a way that was distinctly different from
traditional mystical approaches. (Haralambous 2018: 9)

In 1913 Steiner went on to establish a centre for the study of music,
drama, art and sciences in Dornach near Basel in Switzerland, where he
planned the construction of the Goetheanum, a wooden building
designed in accordance with his unique indications on architecture, form
and space, as illustrated in the example of his own house (Fig. 1.1). The
Goetheanum was conceived essentially as a centre for adult education
and is still the ‘spiritual headquarters’ of the Anthroposophical Society.
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Fig. 1.1 Steiner’s house, Dornach. (Photograph taken by Dr. John Paull)

While continuing to provide travelling lecture courses, Steiner began to
advocate what he called the Three-fold Social Order, in part responding
to post-war needs for social reconstruction and as one of the practical
manifestations of Anthroposophy, which also found realisation in major
new movements in education, the arts, medicine and agriculture, which
are briefly outlined below. However, this activity and its focus on the
three ideals of liberty, equality and fraternity earned Steiner many enemies, and in 1922 the Goetheanum was destroyed in an arson attack.
Steiner’s response was to immediately begin work on a second
Goetheanum built of reinforced concrete; however, he died in 1925
before it was finished. His death is shrouded in some mystery and,
although unsubstantiated, has been attributed to the dark forces that
were massed against him and his radical ideas, as by this time he had
attracted a large and influential following in Western Europe. Steiner is
still regarded with suspicion and hostility by detractors of his work, and
has been labelled variously as a “pretentious mystagogue” (O’Connor
1963: 26), and the initiator of a dangerous and mysterious cult (Dugan
and Daar 1994). Even in his lifetime, Steiner warned against the danger
in taking his ideas literally and treating them as dogma, and also strove
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not to present Anthroposophy as a religion or sect, especially in relation
to its educational philosophy:
If people spread such things in a sectarian manner, as if it were a kind of
religious creed, very little good will result for the culture of mankind and
for life as it exists today. Such knowledge will be of value only if one can
look upon it as indicating a new direction in order to enrich life, rather
than accepting the existing abstract concepts of man and of the developing
child. (Steiner 1981: 16–17)

Yet one hundred years later these issues are still being debated not only
within Steiner communities but within sections of society that presuppose spirituality to equate with religious creed; in particular with those
who argue that Waldorf Schools are ‘religious schools’—a label which in
some countries makes a big difference to state funding but which also
influences the way in which the schools are generally perceived. These
issues will be taken up and discussed in more detail in Chap. 5.
Steiner’s biographer AP Shepherd actually stresses the point that “many
people’s knowledge of Anthroposophy is entirely limited to its [practical]
expressions in such [applied] activities, educational, therapeutic or agricultural”, and that the central spiritual principles underlying such activities are often not well understood, leading to misinformation,
misunderstanding, and even ignorance and hostility towards the world of
Spiritual Science (1983: 174).
Even within school communities some parents are adamant that
Waldorf Schools are Christian schools, while others would argue that
they are, according to published information brochures, ‘non-sectarian and non-denominational’ (Madison Waldorf School 2019). The
fact that Waldorf Schools exist in Islamic, Hindu and Jewish cultural
settings for example, and that in Germany all denominations are
invited to give religious instruction in Waldorf Schools would seem to
negate the former. However, there is no doubt that Steiner’s representation of the development of western civilisation is based on a
Christocentric world view; and the fact that the schools can still function quite happily despite the seemingly fundamental opposition of
views even amongst the parent body suggests a philosophy that is
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capable of being inclusive of all creeds and allows space for a complete
range of personal beliefs—what has been described as a sort of “global
Christianity” that is beyond denominationalism (Kaltenbach, cited in
Stehlik 1996: 103).
Again, the reader is directed to the primary sources (Steiner’s writings
and lectures) for a deeper understanding of these spiritual principles,
which for the purposes of this book are taken as an established body of
theoretical and philosophical thought that has given rise to real-world
applications with demonstrated practical benefit to humanity.
Such practical activities include not only the Waldorf Schools, but
the Camphill Communities which provide curative education and a
creative, caring living environment for people with special needs;
Anthroposophical medicine which takes a holistic approach to wellbeing and sees each human being as a unique individual with a spiritual
as well as a physical and mental constitution; Biodynamic agriculture,
a holistic view of farming and gardening that makes use of the rhythm
of the seasons as well as natural preparations to enhance the life activities of the soils, plants and animals; Art therapy and the use of colour
and form in the visual arts as a healing quality; Eurythmy, an art of
movement which seeks to make speech and music visible in form, gesture and colour; and a more humanistic and organic approach to architecture that unifies the form, feeling and colour of living, working and
performing spaces.
Elements of all these practical applications of the Anthroposophical
impulse intersect with the life of a Waldorf School, either as aspects of
the curriculum, the physical environment of the school, or as part of the
extended domain of the school community in the work, interests and
development activities of individuals. While these aspects of Steiner’s
legacy are mentioned here partly to indicate the breadth and range of
endeavour that has been inspired by a single movement, it is also important to recognise the interconnected nature of these “disciplines” and
the way they “mutually support” each other (Childs 1991: 23).
Furthermore, involvement in one area seems to introduce individuals to
the possibility of the others, as was the case for my family as mentioned
in the preface.
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 he Origins of the First Waldorf School:
T
A Threefold Society
In 1919 Rudolf Steiner published The Threefold Social Order, a book
which outlined an approach to political and social renewal that was
intended as a contribution to the rebuilding of a society devastated by the
turmoil of the First World War and hijacked by increasing materialist and
scientific rationalist thinking. According to the anthroposophical view
that the historical development of human consciousness could inform
contemporary western civilisation, twentieth century society has inherited its cultural/spiritual life from the Ancient Greeks, its state or legal
structure from the Romans, and an economic structure that is European
in origin. Steiner believed that in modern times these three elements are
chaotically mingled, and that social order could only be brought about by
developing a Threefold Commonwealth that would:
… regard the state as a trinity rather than as a unity: one autonomous sub-
state should concern itself exclusively with the cultural life (spiritual structure); another should concern itself exclusively with Man’s life of rights
(legal structure), and a third with the production and management of
goods and services (economic structure). (Childs 1991: 4)

The book and the lectures which Steiner gave on this theme (published
as The Social Future 1972b) created a great impression in Europe; perhaps
because people were inspired by the way the three elements of the social
organism were linked to the great universal ideals of liberty (cultural,
intellectual and religious freedom), equality (political freedom and legal
rights), and fraternity (the right to work creatively). Furthermore, the
structure of this new approach was based on the threefold nature of the
human being represented by thinking, feeling and willing, which in Steiner
Education manifests in the well-known image of the developing child as
a trinity of head, heart and hands. An understanding of the form of the
human organism could be reflected in an understanding of the form of
the social organism.
Briefly, the head, representing the nerve-sense system is the seat of
thinking which is potentially the freest activity an individual can engage
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in (ie liberty), and therefore is the centre of creativity in the cultural
sphere of society, as manifested in religion, art, music, science and education. The heart, representing the trunk and rhythmic system is associated
with breathing and circulation and the sharing of oxygen, a rhythmic
process of exchange. All humans are interrelated through breathing and
sharing the same air, creating the need to negotiate equal space in the
rights or legal/political sphere (ie equality). Finally, the hands represent
the metabolic or limb system which in the human body relates to the
digestive processes. Efficient management of the economic cycles of production, consumption and waste for example requires co-operation and
community (ie fraternity) (Mazzone 1996; Shepherd 1983; Steiner 1972a).
Using this analogy of the body, where all organs must serve the whole
body in order for it to function effectively, Steiner tried to show that ideologies such as Marx’s dialectical materialism only applied to the economic sphere—that in communist ideology there was fraternity but no
liberty of thought. Similarly capitalist ideology was concerned with freedom in the economic sphere but not in the cultural sphere, with a consequent dulling of the intellectual and spiritual fabric of society. Education
had also been hijacked by the economy and the state in western capitalist
society—schools were concerned with outcomes rather than inputs and
were becoming institutions for social engineering in the interests of the
means of production rather than society in general. Steiner believed that
the creation of new social forms could only be made possible by keeping
the activities of each sphere separate and autonomous. For example,
labour should be detached from the economic process and be regulated
not by wages but by the notion of equality and legal rights; education
should be independent of any political or economic authority and the
education process, not the labour process, should control teachers.
Steiner further considered that there was a separation between labour
and capital, and that workers and bosses could only be brought together
“through the principle of association [which] is a demand of social life”
(1972b: 40). In referring to the idea of association in 1919, Steiner was
not alone in his thinking. In that same year, the landmark 1919 Report
on Adult Education in the United Kingdom acknowledged the value of
association in informal education and social movements; in France there
was already a long tradition of recognising the importance of association
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on the educative life of the individual and the community, known as la
vie associative; and in the previous year the American writer Mary Parker
Follett had published The New State in which she suggested that in group
activities ‘the centre of consciousness is transferred from our private life
to our associate life’ (1918: 368, cited in Smith 2002). This emerging
trans-Atlantic social climate attracted individuals from all sections of
German society, including both workers and bosses, to Steiner’s lectures
and meetings. One such person who was already a follower of Steiner and
a member of the Anthroposophical Society was the industrialist Emil
Molt, director of the Waldorf Astoria cigarette factory in Stuttgart.

 orkplace Learning Leads to a New Form
W
of Schooling
A biography of Emil Molt written by his grand-daughter (Murphy 1991)
provides a fascinating account not only of the personality of Rudolf
Steiner as seen through the words of Molt, but of the real reasons behind
the founding of the first Waldorf School which could not have come into
being without Molt’s philanthropic generosity. Among other things, we
read how Molt purchased the brand name of Waldorf Astoria from the
tobacconist shop in the famous New York Hotel founded by the even
more philanthropic Astor family. However Molt’s form of altruism was
more focused and fired by a specific ideology rather than a general desire
to ‘spread money around’, as Lady Astor would have put it (Stewart
1998). Inspired by Steiner and the frequent discussions and meetings
with other like-minded social reformers, he enthusiastically sought to
implement the ideals of the Threefold Social Order within the community of his large factory, beginning with a desire to liberate the workers’
minds by offering them free liberal adult education classes. In Molt’s words:
Amid these activities, another branch of the Threefold Movement blossomed: the Waldorf School movement. I expressly say ‘movement’ because,
with the founding of the first Waldorf School, a model was created for
many. Before I give an account of this, however, I should like to say something about the attempts at adult education made within the Waldorf
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Astoria factory, since these were the forerunners of the school. (Murphy
1991: 136)

These attempts at adult education took the form of a series of afternoon lessons in foreign languages, painting, history and geography as an
introduction to the broader questions of life and learning, generously
counted as paid work time. Molt was trying to put into practice the recognition of the cultural sphere in economic life, not just for the goal of
increased productivity for his business but to give an opportunity for
second chance learning to the workers who had experienced very limited
formal education provided by the state. However, despite the best of
intentions, Molt soon found participation in these classes declining—the
workers were not interested in developing themselves beyond the immediate needs of the workplace. Molt came to a realisation—that a predisposition for learning how to learn was generally lacking in the
consciousness and outlook of his employees:
What soon became apparent was that learning has to be relearned by adults
… From this I concluded that one must begin with the young if forces are
to be successfully schooled and interests awakened. I became absorbed by
the idea of providing for children what was no longer possible in later
years, and of opening the door to education for all children, regardless of
their parents’ income. (Murphy 1991: 136–137)

The idea for a school was born, initially as a long-term societal investment in the education of the workers’ children—the future generation
who could then be in a better position to ‘create their own social forms’.
On April 23 1919, Molt outlined his ideas for a new school to Steiner.
He had acquired a large building that had previously been a restaurant in
Uhlandshöhe Strasse, Stuttgart, and was willing to finance the whole initiative. In an incredible example of organisation, focus and commitment,
the first ‘Free Waldorf School’ opened in September of that same year. It
was to be ‘free’ in the sense that it would be accessible to all social classes,
but more importantly would be free of bureaucratic constraints and
denominational doctrine or dogmatic ideology. The curriculum as outlined in the following chapter was developed by Steiner (based on his
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earlier writings on education), who then gave the founding teaching faculty a crash course in the methodology and philosophy of education that
endure to this day (Steiner 1967, 1976).
What is most important to emphasise here is the fact that the impulse
for a new form of education arose from a clear striving for social renewal
through the education of adults in an industrialised society. Steiner recognised the significance of this, saying at the time that:
The imprint of modern society is visible in the manner of the school’s creation and in its connection with an industrial firm … we could say that it
is symbolic that this school is created in connection, in direct connection,
with the industrialism that gives rise to the most important social questions
of our time. (Murphy 1991: 74)

However it was also this very industrialism which had financed the
physical body of the school, through the benevolence of Molt who purchased the building to house the school, had it refurbished and paid for
the initial teaching resources. Applying the threefold model further at an
organisational level, the spirit of the school was its unique social pedagogical vision and striving for educational freedom; while the soul of the
school was represented by the community of teachers, parents and children working together to build a community of learning. This useful
model of organisational analysis is adapted from Schaefer and Voors
(1996), but one more thing needs to be said about the first Free
Waldorf School.
This is in relation to the challenge in maintaining the soul of the
school, not only in the face of increasing opposition from Steiner’s enemies and the growing forces of National Socialism in Germany; but
within the community itself. Molt wrote with sadness of the increasing
rift between the teaching faculty and the founding spirit of the school,
which reached a point where he himself was ostracised from involvement
in the management of its affairs. It seems that a central tension which
continues to create a challenge in even the most idealistic of organisations
had arisen—that of freedom versus responsibility, or the struggle between
the aspirations of the individual and those of the community. The ideal,
according to the threefold ‘social law’ is that the individual consciousness
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is aware of others and recognises the interpersonal relationships involved;
while the community acknowledges each individual.
This is an ideal enunciated in the verse written by Steiner, sometimes
referred to as his fundamental social law, and still used as a ritual affirmation at the beginning of school gatherings which require individual will
for collective decision-making, such as faculty meetings or parent-
teacher evenings:
The healthy social life is found when in the mirror of each human soul the
whole community finds its reflection, and when in the community, the virtue of
each one is living.

Continual re-statement of this verse serves as a reminder to those working towards social renewal that not only is the human soul like a mirror,
but the challenge of community is an ongoing process, and it highlights
one of the themes addressed in this review of the Waldorf School movement and taken up further in Chap. 6—that there is a symbiosis between
the development of the individual and the development of a school community, but that this relationship is dynamic and in constant tension.

The Beginnings of a Global Impulse
As presented in the introduction to this chapter, the first ‘Free Waldorf
School’ opened on September 7 1919, with an enrolment of 256 children
and an entirely new curriculum based on Steiner’s theories of child development and his firm notion that the school should be free of state control, free
of dogma and open to children of any class or background. Although
Steiner had long addressed ‘the problem of education’ in his lectures and
writings, the actual curriculum for the first Waldorf School was developed
and fully realised in a short space of time, based on Anthroposophical
approaches to child development and integrating artistic and academic
work. This founding curriculum (or Lehrplan) and the associated pedagogical and methodological approaches are presented and discussed in more
detail in Chap. 3. At the same time, the structure and management of the
school was based on the threefold organisational model as outlined above.
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A significant aspect of this structure which still has far-reaching consequences today was Steiner’s adamant conviction that the school should be
managed collectively by the faculty as a ‘College of Teachers’, and that a
traditional bureaucratic structure with a single principal at the top of a
hierarchy meant that teachers would abrogate their responsibility for a
holistic approach to the school’s cultural and economic as well as academic life. The College of Teachers would not only be responsible for
collective decision-making, but would act as a community of learners that
would encourage professional development of the individual teachers and
the group as a whole; true to the fundamental social law quoted above.
This collective approach to the professional development and continual lifelong learning of teachers is also an ongoing feature of Steiner
Education and is discussed further in subsequent chapters in relation to
teacher self-development. It has endured in the form of the study group,
which can not only apply to teaching staff but to all staff associated with
a school, including administrative staff, groundkeepers and even cleaners,
who may also be parents. From this model, parents and other school
community members wanting to learn more about Steiner Education
and/or Anthroposophy have also formed and participated in study
groups; myself included. This resonates with Shepherd’s observation
quoted above, that some underpinning knowledge of the theories behind
the practice of Steiner’s educational methods will contribute to a better
collective understanding of the rationale and purpose of some of these
methods, and lead to a more informed and stronger collective school
community (Shepherd 1983). Of particular interest to me as a teacher
educator is the fact that participation in such study groups has inspired
parents and other school community members (eg administrative staff,
teacher aides) to pursue further formal study and become fully qualified
Waldorf teachers (Stehlik 2015).
However, to return to the beginnings of the global Waldorf impulse
and the first school, its success was immediate, and enrolments increased
rapidly with children coming from beyond the pool of factory workers’
children to include local children of all classes and backgrounds. For
more than five years until his death in 1925, Steiner acted as the school’s
director and “spiritual leader” (Selg 2010), guiding and training the
teaching faculty, meeting with students and parents, and visiting classes
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whenever he was in Stuttgart. Into the late 1920s and 1930s the Free
Waldorf School Stuttgart acted as the central beacon from which the
light of Waldorf Education would beam into other parts of Europe and
beyond, until political events in Germany resulted in its eventual demise:
The school which had started with 300 children had more than trebled its
numbers by the time Steiner died. It later reached 1300 before the Nazis
decided to close the school. At first they were satisfied with letting it run to
a standstill, by simply prohibiting any new admissions. But this procedure
seemed to them too slow, and in 1938 they closed the school completely.
The teachers dispersed, but a good number of them went abroad to work
in or help found other Steiner schools. (Lissau 1964: 16)

Conclusion
The Waldorf impulse could not be stopped even by Hitler—the Stuttgart
school was reborn immediately after World War II, and is still thriving
today (see Fig. 1.2). The model established with the very first Free Waldorf

Fig. 1.2 Free Waldorf School Stuttgart today. (Photograph taken by Dr. John
Paull)
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School set the template for all the schools that have since been established
in the ensuing 100 years with, as we shall see, varying degrees of success in
staying true to the original ideal that so quickly came together in September
1919. As will be discussed in Chap. 4, the expansion and growth of the
Waldorf movement throughout Europe, North America and eventually
the rest of the world required the establishment of schools often from grass
roots and ground-up initiatives that relied on a core group of committed
parents, potential teachers, benefactors and supporters, sometimes working to overcome huge challenges in finding premises and funding and
overcoming stringent state-based bureaucratic regulations and requirements.
These heroic efforts sometimes blossomed and sometimes failed, but of
interest to this review of Steiner Education in its 100th year is the fact
that the initial impulse sparked by Rudolf Steiner in his series of lectures
to the founding faculty of the first Waldorf School has remained vibrant
and alive, has inspired so many teachers and parents in maintaining this
vision and educational purpose, and continues to do so today. My doctoral thesis into the involvement and development of parents through
enrolling their children in a Waldorf School adopted the image of carrying the flame of Steiner Education which was reflected in the title of my
first book (Stehlik 2002). Although educational trends come and go and
the world looks very different now to how it was in 1919, this flame
seems to have endured undiminished. As the editorial note to the 1976
edition of Practical advice to Teachers states:
Since Rudolf Steiner gave these lectures over fifty years ago to the first
teachers of the first school to be established on principles suggested by him,
there naturally occur references to the conditions in the general educational world that no longer exist or have never existed in English-speaking
countries. Only in the most trivial sense do these references date the work.
The depth of insight into the nature of the child, the combination of imagination and sheer common sense, give this ‘practical advice’ a universal
quality. (Collis 1976: 7)

Now, one hundred years later, it is this universal quality that is celebrated, reviewed and critiqued in the following chapters.
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2
Educational Theories, Principles
and Applications

Introduction
The first Free Waldorf School was established with a fully formed curriculum, educational structure and set of teaching methodologies developed
by Rudolf Steiner over a period of three months and immediately implemented when the school opened in September 1919. However, as briefly
presented in Chap. 1, Steiner’s approach to ‘the problem of education’
had long been in gestation and was informed by the accumulation of
many different influences: from ancient Greek and Roman societies; the
scientific writings of Goethe and eighteenth century German
Romanticism; movements in progressive education on both sides of the
Atlantic; and his own lengthy empirical studies into the nature and evolution of the human being in modern society.
Reviewing Steiner Education within the context of other more
established and generally well-known educational theories and principles shows that there are many overlapping ideas as well as many
innovations that are particular to the Waldorf approach. These similarities and differences will be presented in this chapter with a discussion of the key elements of Steiner Education juxtaposed with those
© The Author(s) 2019
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elements of education that can be considered generally universal in
the way schools as we know them today are structured. In particular,
the various movements in Western educational theory and practice
that were developing in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, as well as the emerging discipline of psychology, contributed to a
bigger picture of radical changes in thinking about child development, schooling, teaching and learning, of which Steiner Education
was one part.
At this point it should be noted that, especially in the literature and
consequently in this book, the terms Waldorf Education and Steiner
Education are used interchangeably. The schools are nearly always
referred to as Waldorf Schools, originating with the naming of the first
school as discussed in Chap. 1. The term Waldorf Education seems to be
a preference in the North American literature and in those articles
which adopt a tone of ‘selling’ Waldorf Schools to an uninformed or
perhaps mildly suspicious reader—almost as if a direct reference to
Steiner were being avoided. This may be reading too much into a trivial
distinction, though it is interesting to postulate on the idea that Waldorf
Schools represent a movement in education that is based on the original
educational philosophies of Steiner, but that the schools range from
those which still adhere closely to his original curriculum or Lehrplan
(von Heydebrand 1966), to those which have developed a local variant
based on regional and cultural contexts. Examples of these will be given
in later chapters.
As for the nomenclature, it appears that the preferred label in the
United Kingdom is Steiner Waldorf School (Rawson and Richter 2000),
while in Switzerland the term commonly used is Rudolf Steiner School
or in short Steinerschool (Brodbeck 2019). In some instances, they are
just referred to as free schools; for example in the Netherlands (vrijeschool). I also note that the separate terms ‘Steiner Education’ and
‘Waldorf Schools’ represent a distinction between theory and practice
which is neatly encapsulated in the full title of the school that my children attended—The Mt. Barker Waldorf School for Rudolf Steiner
Education.
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Steiner Education in Context
As discussed in Chap. 1 and referred to in his own words, Rudolf Steiner
was part of the cultural milieu of Weimar in the 1880s—a place where
the influential thought of Goethe, Schiller and other German Romantic
poets and philosophers such as Hegel and Novalis was still strong. These
men and their idealism had also had a profound influence on Wilhelm
von Humboldt, who as Prussian Minister for Education in the early
1890s is credited with establishing the German education system which
provided a template that is still in use in modern schooling as we know it
today—introducing standardised public instruction, assessment by
examinations, and regulation by inspections. However, Humboldt also:
… shaped an education system that was committed to the development of
the whole person and the ongoing evolution of consciousness. Humboldt’s
developmental and holistic education approach is referred to in German as
bildung. (Gidley 2016: 87)

Introducing the concept of Bildung into the educational lexicon has
had a lasting legacy not only in the German speaking world but in the
bigger picture of the development of educational movements. The word
Bildung is not easily translatable into English, but it helps to know that
Bild in German means ‘picture’ or ‘image’, with the notion that learning
is an ongoing process in which the individual’s personal agency is central
and incorporates all aspects of personality and identity. By contrast, the
German word Erziehung refers more to traditional concepts of training
and skill development. In this sense, Bildung is a more holistic concept
and can be seen as an outcome of training and formal education, incorporating the notions of cultural development and awareness, and taken
together with all other aspects of learning, ideally leads to the formation
of an individual’s essence (Danner 1994).
Humboldt was also putting into practice the earlier educational theories of the person who is credited with being the ‘father of modern education’: Comenius (Jan Amos Komensky, 1592–1670), a Czech educator
and an early champion of universal education. In his book Didactica
Magna (1633) Comenius outlined an educational sequence and structure
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that would lay the foundations for our modern education systems, comprising kindergarten, elementary school, secondary school, college, and
university; with society being responsible for the education of all its children until the age of 18. Comenius was an early advocate of providing
education ‘according to the nature of the child’ which evolved into a
strong movement in late eighteenth and nineteenth century European
educational thought. For Comenius:
… the child was seen as a non-distorted image of God and was not to be
abused by brutality or force, but be subject to a Christian upbringing and
education. For its time [this] was a very positive view of the child as a gift
from God, yet in need of discipline and education. (Dahlin 2006: 11)

In the Humboldtian model of liberal education, Bildung was represented by the Seven Liberal Arts: Grammar, Rhetoric, Logic, Geometry,
Arithmetic, Music and Astronomy. These hark back to the educational
ideals of Classical Greece and are entrenched in Medieval Philosophy.
Interestingly, some of these seven ‘arts’ we would now consider to be ‘sciences’, but initially they all represented higher forms of knowledge that
were associated with higher status, and therefore of relevance only to
those who could afford an education beyond the mere acquisition of
manual skills—usually the elite of society. In this sense then, during the
nineteenth century, education became politicised as it contributed to the
formation of the middle classes:
Bildung had become a code word for a newly emerging social class. In the
German language, this social class became known as “the educated class”
[representing] the urban bourgeoisie that had attended a higher school or
had undertaken an academic course of study. (Konrad 2012: 109)

Therefore one can trace not only the development of Steiner Education
through its roots in Germanic educational thought—that itself was influenced by earlier classical and medieval philosophy—but also see how universal education was by 1919 being hijacked by scientific materialism,
industrialism and elitism leading to Steiner’s firm views that the first Free
Waldorf School should be open to children of any class or background.
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In developing the curriculum and methods for this first school, Steiner
then was drawing on a set of influences that ranged from established and
accepted practice (sequenced learning, age appropriate classes, formal
teacher-centred classrooms), to subtle, esoteric and complex theories on
human consciousness, development and relationships that underpin
what can be termed the ‘hidden curriculum’ of Waldorf Schools.
However, the ‘key elements’ of Steiner Education can be identified in
a way that explains and demonstrates how the practice is underpinned by
these educational theories and principles. For example Easton (1997)
proposed that the fundamental aspects of Steiner Education can be distinguished by the following six key elements:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A theory of child development
A theory of teacher self-development
A core curriculum that integrates artistic and academic work
A method of teaching as an art that pays careful attention to synchronizing teaching methods with the rhythm of a child’s unfolding
capacities
5. Integration of teaching and administration
6. Building the school and the greater Waldorf community as networks
of support for students, teachers and parents
The first four of these elements constitute unique aspects of Waldorf
pedagogy, while elements five and six relate to the particular approach to
school management and organisation that Steiner emphasised. In relation to the pedagogical approach that was developed and applied by
Steiner to the first Waldorf School in 1919, his theories of child development are perhaps the most significant and possibly the most
controversial.

Child Development
Fundamental to a Waldorf teacher’s understanding of child development
is the image of the child as a threefold human being, consisting of three
parts: body, soul and spirit. Within this model, the physical body reflects
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an earthly stream according to the laws of biology and heredity, which is
the genetic history that the child inherits from its parents. The spirit is
subject to the laws of reincarnation and karma and represents a cosmic
stream which presumes that the individual not only has a spiritual history
which it brings with it to its earthly incarnation, but will have a future
spiritual potential. The soul then is the expression of the meeting of these
two streams in the present, the higher self and the physical self which create an individual identity, or psyche—a word and concept which comes
from Ancient Greek and actually refers to ‘the soul’. Therefore the term
psychology really means ‘knowledge of the soul’.
Waldorf teachers are concerned with the soul of a child in this sense of
the word, but must recognise and work with the knowledge that each
child has a spiritual history and that very young children are still incarnating into their physical body until about their third year. Again this
threefold view of the child can be characterised by the reference to head,
heart and hands, and underpins the approach to working with children
that is more holistic than simply working with physical and intellectual
capabilities.
Again some of these notions were based on the earlier work of educational theorists such as the Swiss philosopher Johan Pestalozzi
(1746–1827), who believed that every aspect of a child’s life contributed
to the formation of their character, personality and reason, and is credited
with the original idea of ‘learning by head, heart and hands’. This idea of
a child-centred approach to learning and of educating ‘the whole person’
also led directly to the work of Friedrich Froebel (1782–1852) who is
well known in Early Childhood circles as the founder of the kindergarten
movement and a promoter of learning through play and games; an
important aspect of learning that is discussed further in Chap. 6.
Furthermore, the view of the child as a being that incorporates a cosmic history is not unique to Steiner’s philosophy, and resonates with the
times in which it was developed, characterised as they were by an increased
interest in mysticism and the influence of Eastern cosmology on Western
society and groups such as the Theosophists, as discussed in Chap. 1.
While the concept of reincarnation can be compared with other established views such as those held by religions like Buddhism, when applied
to Western educational philosophy it has been seen as controversial and
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over time has led to much uninformed criticism of Steiner Education; for
example a recent article in the Guardian still dismissed Steiner’s “creed”
as nothing more than “a mulch of reincarnation and homeopathy”
(Williams 2019). Chapter 5 will further review more of this critical
literature.
However, the most salient aspect of this model of child development,
both from a parenting and teaching point of view, is the recognition of
the rhythmic progression of the unfolding soul or personality of the child
in accord with the “rhythmic processes of the universe” (Childs 1991:
39). It therefore follows that it is important to understand the appropriate ways of responding to a child’s needs at particular stages in this process of unfolding, as exemplified in Easton’s fourth element of Steiner
Education.
Another model that Steiner adapted to his pedagogical theory was that
of life progressing in cycles that correspond to seven yearly milestones or
transitions, which he acknowledged was influenced by the classical Greek
ideal of education:
Up to the seventh year of life, the Greek child was brought up at home.
Public education was concerned with children only after the age of seven.
They were brought up at home, where the women lived in seclusion, apart
from the ordinary pursuits of social life, which were an affair of the men.
This in itself confirms a truth of education, without knowledge of which
one cannot really educate or teach, for the seventh year of life is an all-
important period of childhood. (Steiner 1981: 54)

The all-important event during the seventh year that Steiner was referring to is the change of teeth, when the process of physical growth which
replaces infant teeth with adult teeth culminates in an incarnation process
that is significant, since this happens only once in our lives, around the
seventh year (apart from the later appearance of wisdom teeth of course,
which is another dental event related to the concept of attaining wisdom).
What did the Greek see in the little child from birth to the time of the
change of teeth? A being sent down to earth from spiritual heights! He saw
in man a being who had lived in a spiritual world before earthly life. And
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as he observed the child he tried to discover whether its body was rightly
expressing the divine life of pre-earthly existence. (Steiner 1981: 56–57)

The first seven years of life feature rapid growth of the physical body,
during which the child learns by imitation and play and can be characterised as largely relating to the world through its will. Around the age of six
or seven, the change from milk teeth to adult teeth signifies a change in
consciousness that goes beyond dependence on immediate experience to
an ability to create mental pictures and to interpret concepts through feeling. This phase continues until the next great physical change, the onset
of puberty around the age of thirteen to fourteen when a capacity for
abstract thinking and an ability to make meaningful judgments unfolds,
leading up to the full development of the individual ego by the age of 21.
These first three phases can therefore be characterised by the progressive
development of the three ‘soul forces’—willing, feeling and thinking
(Easton 1997; Childs 1991; Mazzone and Laing 2010; Ruenzel 1995).
Mapping these phases against the traditional organisational framework
of early childhood, primary and secondary education is therefore based,
not on social convention or school structure, but on this picture of human
development.
Waldorf education aims to lay the groundwork for the development of a
healthy soul-life, characterised by creativity in thinking, a feeling for morality, and willingness to be a socially responsible member of the community,
or in Steiner’s own words: “The need for imagination, a sense of truth and
a feeling of responsibility—these are the three forces which are the very
nerve of education”. (Mazzone 1995: 5)

These seven-yearly phases continue throughout life, and can similarly
be mapped against stages of development in adult life that coincide with
major life transitions. For example, ‘coming of age’ is associated with the
age of 21 in many societies; not coincidentally also the age at which the
physical body is deemed to be anatomically fully formed. The age of 28
is associated astrologically with the ‘Saturn return’ experience, when the
planet Saturn returns to the position it occupied in the heavens at birth;
a time in an individual’s life often characterised by an emotional or spiritual upheaval such as a relationship, career or life change. The ages of
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42 and 56 are also significant in similar ways, although all of these should
be seen as “milestones, averages, ideal distances around which individual
development moves” (Lievegoed 1993: 42), and not absolute fixed dates.
The English philosopher Alfred Whitehead (1861–1947) was a contemporary of Steiner and also addressed the ‘problem of education’ in his
writings. In his 1929 book The aims of education and other essays,
Whitehead stressed the importance of the cyclical, rhythmic nature of
education:
There are also subtler periods of mental growth, with their cyclical recurrences, yet always different as we pass from cycle to cycle, though the subordinate stages are reproduced in each cycle. That is why I have chosen the
term ‘rhythmic’ as meaning essentially the conveyance of difference within
a framework of repetition. Lack of attention to the rhythm and character
of mental growth is a main source of wooden futility in education.
(Whitehead 1929: 226)

This also highlights what I have elsewhere termed “The three R’s of
Steiner Education”—rhythm, ritual and repetition—as distinct from the
traditional (and grammatically incorrect) “three R’s” of reading, (w)riting
and (a)rithmetic (Stehlik 2015). This will be outlined further in the discussion below on the curriculum and teaching methods that are fundamental to a Waldorf School.
Similar to Whitehead, another contemporary of Steiner was the Swiss
medical psychologist Carl Jung (1875–1961), who has been credited
with establishing accepted modern concepts including personality types,
archetypes, the psychological complex, and the duality of introversion/
extraversion. Jung’s notion of the ego was different to Steiner’s, but his
work also acknowledged the occult (literally ‘hidden’) and spiritual nature
of the individual as influenced by past lives and experiences which he
termed the collective unconscious; and his notion of individuation closely
resembles the picture of the unfolding personality as it also acknowledges
both conscious and unconscious processes.
Jung’s work on personality has had a profound effect on twentieth century approaches to understanding psychological types and in particular to
the world of work, as it laid the foundation for modern-day instruments
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and techniques for ‘matching’ individuals with occupations and predicting relationships amongst not only workers, bosses and organisations, but
within domestic and family situations as well. The most widely used and
accepted example of this is the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI)
instrument that is based on Jung’s four principal psychological functions—sensation, intuition, feeling, and thinking.
While being criticised for, among other things, poor validity and reliability (Johnson 2016), the MBTI instrument has found popular application in adult education, for classifying and identifying learning styles
and helping adults understand their own individual approach to situations and subjects. Since the psyche of the developing child is still evolving, according to the model presented above, it would be premature to
apply such psychological types to children and to schooling contexts.
However, a very similar approach based on a typology of four character
types was adapted by Steiner and seen as central to a teacher’s understanding of the unfolding personalities of their individual students and
how they relate together as a collective class. These are the four temperaments: choleric, sanguine, phlegmatic and melancholic.
Again the temperaments hark back to classical Greek classifications of
human typologies, which in medieval terminology were also referred to
as the four humours, based on the fluid processes of the body:
The very names of the temperaments were taken from the fluid—blood,
phlegm or bile—which was at once their physical expression and their
cause. There was no distinction then between physiology and psychology.
(Harwood 1958: 159)

Going beyond psychological classifications, the temperaments then
also consider physical characteristics as indicators of personality type; for
example a person’s build, gait, complexion and manner can be indicative
of their psyche. A stocky build, a florid complexion, a firm step and
focused manner, a loud voice can all be indicative of a choleric nature. A
finer build, a tendency to be distracted and forgetful, a pleasant but
complacent manner indicates a sanguine character. The shy and reflective
type who may also be slender and graceful but deliberate in movement
and can often seem distant, isolated and obsessed with detail, is
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characterised as melancholic. Finally, the phlegmatic type may be plump
and slow, with a shuffling step and a sleepy manner, often not ‘switched
on’ to what is going on around them and more interested in food, but
with a caring and gentle manner.
These broad types, like all human classifications, are generalised and
not absolute; yet a teacher faced with a class of children with a diverse
range of physical characteristics and mannerisms will soon recognise classic examples of all of these types amongst the individuals who collectively
make up the group. Understanding how to approach and work with these
types is undoubtedly an advantage rather than assuming that all children
in a given class will be the same and can be treated as a homogenous
group. For this reason, Steiner was providing yet another example for
Waldorf teachers of the power of observation in working with children as
students in a classroom setting—that direct observation of the whole
child is fundamental to an understanding of how the child will learn and
how best to teach them, rather than theoretical and abstract conceptions
of child behaviour. In fact, when speaking to the teaching faculty of the
first Waldorf School in 1919, Steiner noted that the rise of “experimental
psychology” at the time was a direct result of people having “lost the gift
of observing man directly” (Steiner 1976: 85).
As it happened, the early twentieth century saw the field of psychology
develop into a coherent discipline that rapidly began to dominate contemporary thinking around child development and consequent educational responses, with the emergence in the first decades of applications
such as intelligence testing and psychometric measuring. It was in this
environment in Switzerland that Jean Piaget (1896–1980) began to
develop his theories on cognitive development and genetic epistemology
which eventually led to him becoming “widely regarded as ‘the father of
developmental psychology’ particularly as it applies to children and adolescents” (Gidley 2016: 48).
Piaget’s classic ‘Four stages of human cognitive development’ are:
1. Sensori-motor stage, up to 2 years old (pre-language, nonrepresentational)
2. Pre-operational stage, from 2 to 7 years (language acquisition, symbolic play, mental imagery)
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3. Concrete operational stage, from 7 to 11 years (logical reasoning based
on concrete objects or events)
4. Formal operational stage, from adolescence to adulthood (higher
order and hypothetical reasoning)
This model has become so accepted and entrenched that it is still
taught in university subjects in educational psychology and in teacher
education programs today. Although the limitations of such ‘stage theories’ have been criticised, Piaget himself acknowledged that transitions
between stages can be blurred and gradual rather than abrupt, and the
same could be said of the seven year cycle model. Of more concern perhaps is the idea that according to Piaget’s model, ‘cognitive development’
ends with the formal operational stage which then presumably is the state
in which an individual remains throughout adulthood.
However, subsequent research suggests that “the formal operations
stage is not the highest point in human development” (Souvaine 1990,
cited in Tennant and Pogson 1995: 26), leading to the identification of
postformal stages of cognitive development, in line with more recent
trends in holistic thinking, notions of integrated knowledge, and a move
away from focussing purely on cognition in development and education
to acknowledge the affective domain, emotional intelligence and higher
levels of consciousness. Jennifer Gidley notes that the Piagetian notion of
formal operations comes directly from Aristotelian categorical logic:
The binary categorical nature of formal operations leads to dissection, specialisation and fragmentation of knowledge rather than synthesis and integration. The failure of much contemporary psychology, and indeed
education, is that it is based on the primacy of formal operations and that
it tries to emulate natural science in its approaches to the psyche, which
cannot be measured in the same way as physical objects. (Gidley 2016: 56)

It is interesting to note then, that while the establishment of the first
Free Waldorf School was part of a wave of early twentieth century educational reform reacting to scientific materialism and the factory model of
schooling, one hundred years later the rise and influence of technology
and computing—based on binary logic—has seen standardised testing
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and psychometric measuring of children become more entrenched than
ever; while at the same time trends in recognising and encouraging so-
called ‘Twenty-First Century skills’ such as creativity, imagination and
inspiration are increasing. This apparent dilemma will be discussed further in Chap. 8.
Meanwhile, that early wave of educational reform which provided the
context for the emergence of Steiner Education also included the
Progressive Education movement on both sides of the Atlantic.

Progressive Education Movements
The history of education in Germanic cultures also has a darker side.
During the eighteenth century, children were still perceived as being
inherently ‘evil’ and therefore needed to be ‘tamed like wild animals’, as
exemplified in an early German book on child rearing, which advised
parents that:
These first years have, among other things, the advantage that one can use
force and compulsion. With age children forget everything they encountered in their early childhood. Thus if one can take away children’s will,
they will not remember afterward that they had had a will. (Sulzer 1748)

So even though it was recognised that will was the guiding soul force
in early childhood, it was seen as something that should be conquered
with force and compulsion, not nurtured as a precious gift of individuality.
As long as children were still viewed as ‘miniature adults’, and concepts
like teenager and adolescent were not to appear until the twentieth century,
books specifically written for children were rare, and children’s literature
developed only slowly during the 1900s. However, many early texts were
very didactic and often made strident attempts to educate children in
Victorian morals and values by seemingly scaring the daylights out of
them. In particular, the German Struwwelpeter stories featured—with
graphic pictures—the girl who played with matches and burnt herself to
death, the boy who sucked his thumbs and had them cut off by the scary
Scissor Man, and so on (Hoffmann 1845). The well-known folk tales
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collected and published by the German Grimm brothers appeared in
1812 in a first edition which was not ‘sanitised’ like later versions which
watered down to some extent the scenes of cruelty and violence that were
eventually deemed inappropriate for children.
It was a German educationalist, Katharina Rutschky (1941–2010)
who introduced the idea of ‘poisonous pedagogy’ in her 1997 book
Schwarze Pädagogik (literally black pedagogy), to describe child-raising
approaches that damage a child’s emotional development (Rutschky
1997). Psychological, physical and emotional abuse or manipulation are
unfortunately still a feature of some children’s upbringing, which is why
Steiner also referred to the Waldorf School curriculum and pedagogy as
having a ‘curative effect’ on children, in response to the damaging influence of the fast-paced modern world. This is even more important in the
technological twenty-first century, and the way in which Waldorf Schools
deal with this issue today will be discussed further in Chap. 6.
However, a gradual shift in the view of the child as an individual and
a ‘precious gift’ began as we saw with Comenius and found popular
appeal in the well-known work of Jean Jacques Rousseau (1712–1778), a
Swiss philosopher who in 1762 published the controversial work Emile:
or On Education. In this work, Rousseau took the idea of education
‘according to the nature of the child’ to its extreme, based on the Platonic
principle of freedom, advising that “you should give your scholar no verbal lessons; he should be taught by experience alone” (Rousseau 1921:
56). Rousseau’s influence on educational theory and practice has been
considered ‘tremendous’, in that he is also credited “with giving a new
theme to children’s books: the appreciation of the wonders of nature”
(Patterson 1971: 8). Instilling in children an appreciation and a sense of
wonder and respect for the natural world, for example through celebrating the seasons, is a notable and strong feature of Waldorf Schools.
Rousseau’s influence also contributed to the emerging trend of progressivism in education, based on respect for the individual and a
child-centred approach to learning, which by the beginning of the twentieth century was seen as an urgent response to mass education driven by
scientific materialism, industrialism and secularism that increasingly
served the needs of the state rather than the individual child. In the USA,
this challenge was taken up by John Dewey, in the UK by Alfred
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Whitehead and AS Neill, and in Europe by Maria Montessori and
Rudolf Steiner.
The American educationalist John Dewey (1859–1952) built on the
work of Rousseau by also emphasising the importance of experience with
his well-known idea of ‘learning by doing’. Dewey and his student George
Herbert Mead (1863–1931) spearheaded pragmatism in philosophical
thought, “often seen as the first original philosophical ‘school’ to originate from North America” (Biesta 2012: 247). Pragmatism suggests
among other things that consciousness is not separated from action and
interaction but is an integral part of both; a notion that is encapsulated
in the term praxis: knowledge based in social practice that implies some
form of action, that acting or being in the world requires praxis knowledge, and acknowledges the agency of the individual.
Dewey also established an early form of ‘free school’ in Chicago in the
late 1890s—the Laboratory Schools, founded on an integrated approach
to subjects, based on ‘real life’ activities like cooking, gardening and
crafts, and in an early version of problem-based learning, students were
tasked with coming up with creative solutions to set problems. In a comparison with the British school Summerhill (see below), Dewey referred
to his laboratory school as an ‘embryonic democracy’ (Dewey 1916); but
the ideal of allowing children to democratically run the school and the
curriculum quickly faded to a more structured approach, and gradually
the Laboratory Schools at the University of Chicago have evolved into
high status private co-educational institutions that today have over 1700
students enrolled from nursery to Grade 12. In fact, one feature of so-
called ‘progressive schools’ was the fact that they were often costly, elitist
and “therefore only reached a small group of children, usually those of the
well-to-do, avant-garde parents” (Mazzone 1995: 2). Again, it must be
emphasised that the first Free Waldorf School was to be open to children
of any class or background.
Similarly, in the United Kingdom one of the most well-known and
enduring experiments in ‘utopian’ schooling is Summerhill, which was
established in 1921 by the Scottish teacher AS Neill (1883–1973), first in
Germany and then in England, where it is still functioning to this day.
According to the Summerhill website, Neill’s educational philosophy was
based on the ‘innate goodness of the child’ who could be ‘self-regulating’
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if given the chance to identify their own learning needs and interests.
Rather than being directed by teachers and a set curriculum, children
should be free to choose when, where, what and how they wanted to
learn. This methodological approach and an account of the school’s first
forty years are set out in Neill’s 1960 book Summerhill: A radical approach
to child rearing. Even the title of the book suggests that Neill saw his role
as rearing children, not teaching them. As such, the school’s website
claims it to be “the oldest children’s democracy in the world” and “the
original alternative free school” (http://www.summerhillschool.co.uk/).
There are often questions about the continued survival of any institution that is founded by a charismatic personality when that individual
moves on—whether the momentum will fail or the model may not be
replicable. In this case, Summerhill is still pursuing its seemingly successful alternative approach, at the time of writing and since 1985 under the
guidance of Neill’s daughter Zoe, but still a small and some would say
elitist school. As ‘the original’, Summerhill has inspired many other such
free schools around the world, many of which remain small and struggling with a dedicated teaching staff and parent population keeping them
alive, often maintained by pure will and a commitment to providing children with freedom of educational choice. Others however appear to be
flourishing and achieving remarkable results, and interestingly one of
these is in Germany, the Evangelical School Berlin where:
… there are no grades until students turn 15, no timetables and no lecture-
style instructions. The pupils decide which subjects they want to study for
each lesson and when they want to take an exam. (Oltermann 2016: 1)

The Italian physician and educator Maria Montessori (1870–1952)
also contributed to the growth of freedom in education through her pioneering work in establishing the Montessori Method and the associated
worldwide movement in early and elementary schooling, based on the
view of the child being allowed to explore the natural world and learn
through a stimulating environment. Montessori Schools offer a curriculum founded on Maria Montessori’s views of child development based on
manual manipulation of objects, embodied learning and freedom of
expression. Of interest is the fact that, as an example of a woman who
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rose above nineteenth century prejudices to become a celebrated physician, academic and educator, Montessori single-handedly created world-
wide interest in the importance of educating young children in a more
holistic, humane and loving way through her charisma and force of personality. Her lecture tours of Europe, India and America throughout the
early part of the twentieth century backed by her innovative use of film,
and the keen interest of the media in her “youthful feminine charm”
combined with her “professional accomplishments and intellectual ability” did much to support the establishment of the worldwide network of
schools based on her methods (Kramer 1976: 53).
It can be seen then that the concept of progressive education is very
broad in theory and in application, and that while being based generally
on a child-centred approach and a certain freedom from dogmatic and
state-based control, its application in practice also seems to rely on the
strong and committed personality of an individual driving and guiding
educational change and progression. While the Neill family continues to
guide Summerhill, how did Steiner Education continue to flourish after
the death of its founder in 1925? This question will be addressed in further detail in subsequent chapters, however to conclude this section on
progressive education as an influential educational milieu at the time of
the founding of the first Waldorf School, it is also important to highlight
that a second wave of progressivism in education emerged in the late 1960s
which consequently saw a surge in the number of Waldorf Schools being
founded beyond Germany and Europe, driven by committed individuals
who were parents and educators looking for something different for
their children.
It was a time when a number of reactions against the industrial factory
model of schooling were occurring, such as Ivan Illich’s call for De-schooling
Society (Illich 1971); followed by John Holt’s Unschooling movement
(Holt 1967); leading to Richard Louv’s call for a return to nature-based
learning (Louv 2005) and eventually the current Not-school movement
(Sefton-Green 2013). The counter cultural movements of the times saw
a general broadening of interest in alternative educational modes, such as
the rapid rise in the practice of home education sparked by inter alia a
rejection of capitalist-consumerist values and a return to community and
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family-based ideals as well as a recognition of the importance of handson parenting and child-raising.
This second wave of progressivism has been attributed to:
… the dramatic consciousness changes that began in 1968 with the student protests in Paris, followed rapidly by the 1969 Woodstock Peace
Festival in the USA, which laid foundations for a youth peace movement
against the Vietnam War. These events arguably marked the beginning of
various “new age” movements, including participatory politics, new forms
of music, east-west spiritual-philosophical dialogues, new gender relations,
post-nuclear family lifestyles and recreational use of drugs. (Gidley 2008: 4)

As will be presented in detail in Chap. 4, in 1975 the total number of
Waldorf Schools globally was around one hundred, but in the 25 years
from 1979 to 1994 the number of schools worldwide increased exponentially from 177 to 619 (Child and Man 1994). Even in Switzerland,
which is where the Anthroposophical Society headquarters has been
based since Steiner’s time, it has been noted that “the big wave of school
creations was in the 70s and 80s of the last century with more than 20
openings in all three parts of the country (German speaking part, French
speaking part and Italian speaking part of Switzerland). Today there are
schools in 31 cities around the country” (Brodbeck 2019).

Conclusion
In conclusion, while it is apparent that Waldorf Schools and their establishment and development can be located within the stream of the evolving
progressive education movement that flourished in the early decades of the
twentieth century, there are specific aspects of the Waldorf curriculum,
pedagogies and methodologies that are unique to Steiner Education—in
particular paying attention to the spiritual needs of the developing child.
While the physical aspects of the schools are often unique (see Fig. 2.1) the
underlying esoteric aspects of the curriculum and teaching methodologies
are more important and require more subtle explanation and interpretation. The following chapter will now address in detail what these unique
aspects of Steiner Education are, in theory and in practice.
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Fig. 2.1 Free Waldorf School Stuttgart today. (Photograph taken by Dr. John
Paull)
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3
Steiner Education: The Curriculum,
Pedagogy and Methodology

Introduction
This chapter gives an outline of the curriculum, pedagogical approaches
and teaching methodologies that are unique to Waldorf Schools and
underpinned by the educational philosophy developed by Rudolf Steiner
in 1919. In discussing these aspects in detail, the chapter addresses the
way in which the Steiner curriculum from Kindergarten to Class 12 recapitulates aspects of the developmental pathway of humanity through history which informs and reflects the growth pathway of the child into
adulthood; and how this philosophical orientation informs the teaching
methods at different age-appropriate stages.
Emphasis is placed on the importance of a synchronised approach to
the rhythms and patterns of the daily lessons, the school week, and the
yearly timetable, including an explanation of the Main Lesson, the celebration of seasonal and cultural festivals, and the integration of the arts
and sciences in a holistic and phenomenological approach to presenting
knowledge in a sequenced way that balances cognitive, aesthetic and
experiential learning.
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The extent to which the original curriculum as outlined in the Lehrplan
(von Heydebrand 1966) has remained consistent over the ensuing one
hundred years of its application in a variety of cultural and global contexts is one of the main questions addressed in the chapter. The Australian
Steiner Curriculum Framework (2011) is an example of the way in which
the original impulse developed in 1919 has not only remained vital but
has been validated, documented and contextualised for contemporary
times based on years of empirical evidence, practical application and collaborative research by Australian Steiner educators.
The curriculum in a Steiner school reflects the developmental theory and
philosophy on which it is based, namely an emphasis on the whole development of the child—spiritual, physical, moral and academic. At each
stage of development, the curriculum is designed to engage the abilities of
the growing child. In the kindergarten, this is done through guided creative play, in the primary school through the imaginative and artistic presentation of material by the class teacher and in the high school through
challenging the students’ awakening capacity for independent thought. In
this way the Steiner curriculum responds to the developmental needs of the
pupils at each level. It has proved to be a relevant and contemporary curriculum over 80 years, largely because it is broadly based, integrated, interdisciplinary and comprehensive. (SEA 2014: 1–2)

Characteristics of Waldorf Education
The International Forum for Steiner Waldorf Education (also known as The
Hague Circle) is a body with 45 members representing Waldorf Education
from over 30 countries, which aims to support Waldorf Schools worldwide but also provide some overarching guidelines and consistency in
interpreting and applying the curriculum and methodology in differing
cultures and contexts. The Forum acknowledges that:
The ongoing growth in the spread of Waldorf schools is due in every case
to the local initiative of individual people or communities and is not controlled centrally. But this precisely makes it necessary for Waldorf teachers
from all over the world to agree on common core concerns and minimum
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standards in order to be able to protect the specific quality of this system
of education and continue to develop it in the awareness of its methods
and principles. https://www.waldorf-international.org/en/internationalforum/

To that end, in 2009 the Forum identified ‘essential characteristics’ of
the Waldorf Steiner approach which have since been updated at their
annual meetings, in recognition of the dynamic and developing nature of
school education in contemporary times, while staying true to Rudolf
Steiner’s initial educational impulse. The most recent version of Key
Characteristics of Waldorf education was ratified and published in May 2016.
Further to Easton’s list of six key characteristics from 1997 cited in
Chap. 2, these are more detailed and overarching features and principles
of Waldorf Education that must be common to all schools as a prerequisite for the right to use the name ‘Waldorf ’ or ‘Rudolf Steiner’ school. It
is recognised that each individual school is autonomous and independent, but usually linked into a network of like-minded schools at local,
regional, national or international levels.
Therefore the first key characteristic of Context relates to this interconnectedness and awareness of the wider Waldorf movement as well as the
community in which schools are located. While each school will have a
unique character and individual identity according to its historical development, local context and community, participation in local, national
and international meetings, training and conferences will help guide the
implementation of pedagogy, curriculum and the art of teaching in a
“creative and responsibly-minded way”; whereas “isolation, a niche existence and an unwillingness to collaborate” will hinder this harmonised
approach (Hague Circle 2016: 2).
From that, the second key characteristic of Identity recognises that
each school develops its own unique spirit according to the personalities,
relationships and contexts of its constituent individuals. For teachers, this
implies working on “an inner attitude of openness and striving for knowledge and self-education with the help of anthroposophy” (Hague
Circle 2016: 2).
The Framework Curriculum is a fundamental characteristic that “is not
an arbitrary part of Waldorf pedagogy but rather a constituent element”
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(Hague Circle 2016: 2). More detail on the Waldorf curriculum will be
outlined later in this chapter, but as a key characteristic, it is acknowledged that while it is based on European/Western values and Steiner’s
original indications, the curriculum must be delivered in the cultural,
geographical and political context in which each school is located. This
includes working within local regulations, requirements and legislation
which sometimes may be at odds with Waldorf principles; for example
the age at which young children should begin formal schooling; or the
imposition of mandatory standardised testing. Respect must also be
shown for delivering and adapting the curriculum within the religious
context of each country or culture, a challenge that is also discussed in
later chapters.
The relationship between teachers and pupils and the relationship with the
world is a key characteristic for which Waldorf teachers bear a special
responsibility. Ideally, in the primary years “the class teacher accompanies
the same group of students for the full cycle from 7 to 14 years, providing
a loving authority, stability, consistency, and strong interpersonal relationships between the teachers, children and their families” (Mazzone
1995: 5–6). This journey together from infancy to adolescence provides
the opportunity for a deepening of understanding for the individual
needs of the children while encouraging the social development of the
class; but as will be seen, is a challenging long-term commitment for
many teachers to make in our fast-paced and career-shifting modern world.
“The artistic element in structuring lessons forms the essence of Waldorf
education” (Hague Circle 2016: 4, my italics). Teaching with and through
art is not only a key characteristic, but an essential aspect of the Waldorf
approach to education that finds expression in all aspects of school life—
in an appreciation of aesthetics and the visual, manual and musical arts,
as well as the way in which the curriculum across all subjects is enacted.
“For teachers to enact this pedagogical art they need to nurture their own
artistic abilities, creatively apply artistic materials and teaching strategies
in lessons, and cultivate an aesthetic classroom and school environment”
(Haralambous 2018: 6). The photographs accompanying this text will
show in pictures some examples of the manifestation of this artistic and
aesthetic approach in school architecture and environments, in the classroom and in the festivals, and especially in the children’s work (Fig. 3.1).
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Fig. 3.1 Tabla Desen (drawing board) Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala
Gimnaziala N. Balcescu Romania)

The forms and the structure of the school and lessons is a key characteristic
showing that, while Waldorf Schools may be cast within the tradition of
progressive education, unlike many progressive schools their daily programs are highly structured. As Mazzone (1995: 5) states:
The teaching of subjects occurs in integrated block periods (called ‘Main
Lessons’) in the first two-hour period of the day, for the whole of the twelve
years. Each Main Lesson lasts a minimum of three weeks, making possible
more in-depth treatment of subject matter and promoting continuity and
concentration.

Furthermore, in the progressive tradition, attention is given to the
optimum times during the school day for differing cognitive, affective,
and physical activities:
A balance of academic, artistic and practical activities is provided in the
belief that all the faculties of the soul should be nourished and exercised.
The organisational form to support this aim is the three-fold division of the
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day whereby the morning period emphasises more formal academic learning, the middle period of the day focuses more on artistic subjects, and the
afternoons are devoted to practical activities. (Mazzone 1995: 5)

Entrepreneurial health and School Governance are key characteristics
that recognise each school’s responsibility to manage its financial, human
and physical resources in a way that is appropriate to the school’s stage of
development and situation. “Waldorf/Rudolf Steiner Schools are self-
governed (ie not state administered organisations) [and] managing the
school always means having a clear awareness of the task and mission of
the Waldorf school and to continue working on it” (Hague Circle 2016:
6). The various models of school leadership and management that have
been maintained but have also evolved in Waldorf Schools over the last
100 years are addressed in more detail in further chapters.
The final key characteristic identified by the International Forum for
Steiner Waldorf Education in 2016 is that of the School Community
Living Together. Elsewhere I have written about the importance of the
whole school community as a collective—parents, teachers, students and
friends—in not only maintaining and nurturing the school as a viable
organisation, but in maintaining and nurturing the spiritual growth of all
the individuals who make up that organisation (Stehlik 2002, 2014,
2015); and in the Preface to this book have given examples of my own
experiences with this relationship. In 1919 the American philosopher
and organisational theorist Mary Parker Follett identified this dynamic
and symbiotic relationship and noted that community is a process (Follett
1919). In 1894 Rudolf Steiner had already referred to a similar reciprocal
process between individuals and organisational communities as ethical
individualism (Steiner 1894/1964). In 2013, Jennifer Gidley refers to this
as collective individualism: “an emergent 21st Century human faculty that
has the capacity to integrate the autonomy of individualism [with] the
familial relationships that used to exist in pre-industrial organizations”
(Gidley 2013: 19).
The extent to which these key characteristics can be maintained and
identified in Waldorf Schools around the world is one of the questions
this book aims to address. With this in mind, the focus now turns to the
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key characteristic of the Framework Curriculum, its basis in the theory of
recapitulation, and its application in practice.

The Theory of Recapitulation
A complete account of the curriculum (in German, Lehrplan) of the first
Free Waldorf School at Stuttgart as it was taught during the time of
Rudolf Steiner was documented and published in 1931 by one of the
teachers of the founding faculty, Dr. Caroline von Heydebrand. The curriculum appears as Steiner planned it, and was assembled by collecting
the accounts of several teachers working at the school during the 1920s
(von Heydebrand 1966). Another member of the faculty of the first
Waldorf School was EA Karl Stockmeyer, who also published a book
which expanded on the original Lerhplan and included references to
Steiner’s comments on schools and lessons in general, as well as many
practical details on his thinking on specific issues ranging from different
age groups to classroom decoration and arrangement. Rudolf Steiner’s
Curriculum for Steiner-Waldorf Schools is still in print with the 5th edition
published by Floris Books in 2015 (Stockmeyer 2015).
Contemporary Waldorf educators have maintained this tradition and
produced more recent versions of the Waldorf curriculum that are more
comprehensive and take into account practical considerations of schooling in modern times, although the fundamental picture of the developing
child is still at its heart. Tobias Richter produced a curriculum framework
published in German in 1995, while an English language version was
updated and published in 2000, edited by Martyn Rawson based on
Richter’s work (Richter 1995). Subsequent editions of The Educational
Tasks and Content of the Steiner Waldorf Curriculum have kept up to date
with developments into the twenty-first century, and both texts have provided a valuable template for the pioneering faculties of new and developing schools. For example, Richter’s Pӓdagogischer Auftrag und
Unterrichtziele einer Freien Waldorfschule was translated into the Czech
language and is the basis for the curriculum at the Svobodná základní
škola o.p.s. Waldorf School in the Czech Republic, established in 2015
(www.svobodnazs.cz).
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In the southern hemisphere in 2004, the Association of Rudolf Steiner
Schools of Australia (RSSA) commissioned a comprehensive document
that summarised the Waldorf curriculum as it was being implemented in
Australian Steiner Schools, reflecting how they were responding to the
local environment and culture as well as state government requirements.
The resulting book, Working with Curriculum in Australian Steiner Schools,
noted that:
There is of course no prescribed curriculum or syllabus for Rudolf Steiner
or Waldorf schools. The basis of Steiner education is a deep understanding
of the being of the child, rather than a syllabus which defines exactly what
to teach in what grade. (Cunningham 2004: 11)

There is a conundrum here in talking about a curriculum that is not
prescriptive, however the book offers an approach that is nonetheless
descriptive and indicative and provides examples, resources and ideas,
formats and strategies that established schools and experienced teachers
can share with pioneering schools and beginning teachers. It was an
important step in documenting and validating the curriculum towards
the process of accountability for state education authorities and regulatory bodies, for example in the process of seeking school registration; and
ultimately led to the Australian Steiner Curriculum Framework which was
ratified in 2011 by ACARA—the Australian Curriculum, Assessment
and Reporting Authority. At the time of writing, this is the only Steiner
curriculum in the world to be recognised by a ‘mainstream’ national regulating body.
Waldorf teachers today can benefit from such primary sources as well
as a vast range of secondary sources written and published by teachers
and educators that offer practical advice, lesson plans, activities and
resources based on a century of experience; reinforcing the importance of
the key characteristics of Context and Identity as noted above. Chapter 5
lists and reviews some of this literature; however the fundamental characteristic of Waldorf education that teaching is an art requires the Waldorf
teacher to not necessarily rely on pre-determined sources and resources,
but to use their own creative and imaginative capacities to bring the
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c urriculum alive in a dynamic and living way. As Steiner stated in the first
lecture to the founding Waldorf School faculty on August 21, 1919:
What matters for you will not be the transmitting of knowledge as such;
you will be concerned with handling the knowledge for the purpose of
developing human capacities. (Steiner 1976: 9)

As presented in Chap. 1, Rudolf Steiner’s Anthroposophy provides the
key to the educational philosophy underpinning the Waldorf curriculum, pedagogy and methodology, and as noted, this world view is based
literally on the wisdom of humanity. Therefore a study of the evolution of
humanity through various stages of civilisation and consciousness will reveal
the true direction for the development of society and the individual person.
As commentators like Mazzone have stressed, “Anthroposophy, both
as a body of knowledge and a path of inner development, underlies the
educational philosophy, and although teachers are expected to continually strive to deepen their understanding of it, it is not taught or promoted in the school” (1995: 5). Chapter 5 will discuss some of the
misunderstandings and criticisms of this assumption by those who are
adamant that there is some sort of conspiracy of Waldorf teachers unduly
influencing children with esoteric dogma in the classroom.
However, Mazzone goes on to point out that:
… one of the fundamental ideas in Anthroposophy is the evolution of
consciousness, and this underlies much of the humanities curriculum. The
theory of recapitulation, which claims that each child in his or her mental
evolution passes through all the great culture epochs that have marked the
development of the human race is fundamental in the organisation of curriculum content from year to year. The story curriculum parallels the cultural epochs and from class to class the cultural history, including the major
myths and legends are studied. (1995: 5–6)

This is reflected in the primary school curriculum in the study of great
epochs of human civilisation at the corresponding age at which the child’s
individual consciousness is unfolding. For example, Norse mythology is
introduced in Class 4 when the children at around age 9 are able to
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identify the moral and ethical issues arising from the great sagas of the
Norse gods as they battle with the forces of light and darkness (Leah
1997). In Class 5 the study of Ancient Greece introduces the allegorical
and metaphorical nature of the characters of the Greek gods, and by
inference the children are made aware of the influence of these archetypes
on the collective psyche of modern society and culture. Within this
epochal chronology, Roman times are dealt with in Class 6, giving a picture of the origin of the modern-day State and a highly regulated and
martial society, at an age when the children are beginning to question
authority structures.
The notion of recapitulation is carried through into the high school
years when the students would progressively learn about the Middle Ages,
Shakespearean times, the Renaissance, and Victorian England as well as
return to more detailed aspects of ancient cultures through the core subjects of Art, English, History and Comparative Religion, concluding with
contemporary content and contexts in Class 12. There are obviously
regional variations to this curriculum, as well as debates as to whether it
should be less Euro-centric and more adapted to regional and local cultural contexts; but the principle guiding impulse of basing the curriculum on the evolution of human consciousness through an appreciation of
the growing child in its natural environment is universal and shows that
there is a holistic framework for integrating Waldorf curriculum content
from Kindergarten through to Class 12.
As such the importance of oral communication and storytelling, especially in the early and primary years, cannot be emphasised enough. It is
through stories that children can be introduced to some of the big moral
questions of our times, not through direct dogmatic instruction, but
through metaphor, allegory, archetypes and suggestion:
If a fairy tale, for instance, has captivated the child’s imagination and left
pictures in the child’s mind, [Steiner] noted, such pictures can come to
serve as fertile ground, to which the teacher can return again and again and
sow new understandings. (Nielsen 2004: 76)

Recent research has also provided empirical evidence of the importance of direct oral communication such as storytelling and reading
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aloud in the process of language acquisition in the early years. “Everyone
loves a good story … In the view of the psychologist James Hillman,
oral storytelling is not only good for the soul but also prepares children
for life” (Gurdon 2019: 118). Gurdon also relates how very young children like to hear the same story over and over again, citing research that
shows this increases their vocabulary, improves their grasp of grammar
and their ability to retain and understand word meanings. This, as
noted, reinforces one of the ‘Three Rs’ of Waldorf teaching—that of
repetition.
As mentioned, the story curriculum parallels the cultural epochs that
unfold through the shared journey of the children and teacher from Class
1 to Class 7 with the unfolding development of the child and its incarnation into the world. From Class 1 to Class 3 for example, the children are
moving through the ages from 7 to 9, from the realm of willing into the
realm of feeling:
The stories told in this phase are those which describe ‘the child’s path
down to the earth’. In Class 1 the oneness of humankind, animals, nature
and the heavens is experienced in an archetypal way in traditional fairy
tales and local folklore. Stories are also chosen which portray the cycles of
the natural world and especially the seasonal changes. In Class 2 differentiation between these kingdoms begins to be demonstrated through fables
and legends. In Class 3 the human being’s responsibility towards the earth
and God is shown in the creation stories of Genesis and other Old
Testament material. (This applies chiefly to schools in countries with a
European tradition. Steiner Waldorf schools where Buddhist, Hindu, Islamic,
Hebrew or other cultures predominate choose other suitable material). (Rawson
and Richter 2000: 39, my italics)

In the Waldorf Kindergarten, the children are introduced to regular
stories told during the morning circle, based around themes often inspired
by nature and the seasons or the activities for the day, eg cooking, baking,
cleaning, and gardening.
The following story examples are taken from the 1996 curriculum
document of Willunga Waldorf School in Australia—a country ‘with a
European tradition’:
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Class 1—Fables and fairytales, eg from the brothers Grimm; Nature
stories; Poems with strong rhymes and rhythms
Class 2—Fables and legends, eg from Aesop and Celtic tales; Stories of
the saints; Local folklore tales and legends including animal fables
Class 3—Old Testament stories; Stories inspired by Main Lesson work,
eg farm and nature stories
Class 4—Norse sagas; the Mahabarata and Ramayana; the Epic
of Gilgamesh
Class 5—Stories from ancient cultures: Persia, Babylon, Egypt, Greece;
Australian literature, prose and poetry; the children’s own compositions, poems and stories (See Fig. 3.2)
Class 6—Medieval legends; Stories about Ancient Rome; Australian
pioneer stories, biographies and ballads
Class 7—Historical novels; Biographies of artists and writers
What is absent from this list is a consideration of Indigenous stories
that are part of the local Australian landscape, reinforcing one of the criticisms of the Steiner curriculum as being far too Eurocentric. Teachers are
expected to recognise and work within the local context and incorporate
the culture of the First Nations people, but often this has been erased
from history and relies on individual research and engagement with the
local community. The ACARA ratified Steiner curriculum therefore has
included a consideration of Aboriginal cultures and in addition a subject
in Aboriginal and Australian Studies is mandatory in most university
teacher education programs.

The Main Lesson
The evolution of consciousness also finds expression in the sequence of
History Main Lessons which progress from ancient epochs through to
the modern technological era, “being presented to the children at the
precise time as they are experiencing similar changes in themselves”
(SEA 2014: 2).
The Main Lessons are the ‘building blocks’ of the Waldorf curriculum
framework and the teaching timetable from Class 1 through to Class 12,
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Fig. 3.2 Main Lesson book, Class 5

comprising the main part of the academic learning period in the
school day.
The day begins in any Steiner school around the world with the Main
Lesson period—an extended lesson which lasts approximately 2 hours. The
content of the lesson will be drawn from one of the main cultural subjects
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(English, Mathematics, Science, History etc) and these subjects are taught
in thematic block periods of 3 or 4 weeks in a horizontal sequence across
the year. There is also a vertical sequence from year to year within a subject
area so there is an ascending spiral of knowledge. (SEA 2014: 2)

In the lower school, the Class Teacher teaches the Main Lessons, while
in the upper school specialist teachers with subject-specific expertise take
the Main Lessons as well as the core subjects of Maths, Science, English,
Art and so on.
The Main Lesson is an example of the integrated approach to the curriculum and subject areas that has been unique to Waldorf Education
since the founding Lehrplan, bringing together art, science, literacy,
numeracy, technology and history into one comprehensive and multi-
disciplinary approach to a given topic in the tradition of the Liberal Arts.
Teaching methodologies cover a broad spectrum of learning strategies
including movement, speech, music and practical activities as well as formal academic work, consciously working with the whole child physically,
artistically and intellectually;
Examples of Main Lesson topics in the lower school taken from
Willunga and Mt. Barker Waldorf School programs include:
Class 1
‘Art and Craft’—Painting with primary colours, drawing, modelling and
handcraft
‘Mathematics’—Pre-number skills, counting, patterns, fractions and
operations
‘Language’—Writing, reading, literature, drama, oral recitation
Class 2
‘The Little Letters’—Oral expression and listening, introduction of cursive writing
‘Word Families’—Phonic experiences, sound-letter connections
‘The Sentence Guides’—Sentence structure, self-expression through
journalling
‘Class Library’—Immersing the children in books and stories
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Class 3
‘Farming’—Seasonal cycles, planting, harvesting, moon and sun
influence
‘Our homes and others’ homes’—Animal shelters, homes and structures
from other cultures, my own home, design a dream house
‘Clothing’—Animal and plant fibres, making silk, making fabric,
national dress, making clothes
‘History of money’—Bartering, exchange, coins and paper money, real-
life money situations, sums, relative values, markings, drawings and
colours of money
Class 4
‘Norse mythology’—The duality of the nature of the Norse Gods;
Morality and ethics; The nature of good and evil; Battles between the gods
‘The Epic of Gilgamesh’—Sumerian civilisation and the great flood;
Epic poem of the journey and the quest
‘The Mahabarata’—Ancient Indian epic poem of familial feuds, chance
and destiny
Class 5
‘History of English’—Poetry, literature, literacy skills, grammar, story
writing, book reviews
‘A philosophy of history and ideas’—Philosophical interest and enquiry,
the development of thinking, connecting history with the present
‘Mathematics, geometry and regular patterns’—Symbols, forms, patterns and design; bringing together art and science
‘Gods and Goddesses in Ancient Greece’—Classical Greek mythology
and metaphor to develop composition and understanding of morality
and democracy
Class 6
‘Parts of Australia’—Fractions, decimals and percentages; mathematical
processes based on geographical and physical parts of the continent
‘Roman History and English Grammar’—The story of Rome; Latin and
its links to English; Roman civilisation and rules, link to rules of grammar;
The state and human rights
‘Acoustics and Optics’—Physics through direct observation of phenomena; The qualities of light, colour and sound
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Class 7
‘Wish, wonder and surprise’—English composition, expression and
emotion
‘Physiology, Hygiene and Nutrition’—The senses, Bodily functions,
Diet and metabolism
‘The Age of Exploration’—Geography, History, Maps and navigation

Examples of Main Lessons from the high school include:
Class 9
‘Telephony and the Steam Engine’—Physics, electricity, engineering,
telecommunications
‘The Algebra of Choice and Chance’—Mathematics, probability, permutations, number sequences
‘A History of Art’—Evolution of art from Palaeolithic to Greco-Roman
times
‘Geomorphology’—Sources that shape the earth and landscape
Class 10
‘Early Civilisations’—Aboriginal Australians, Ancient Africa, Ancient
Peru
‘Transformation of Substances in the Plant’—Chemistry, acids, alkalis
and human consumption
‘Poetry and Metrics’—The art and craft of poetry writing
Class 11
‘Botany’—A study of habitats, environments and the lifecycles of plants
in the field
Class 12
‘A History of Modern Art’—From Romanticism to Abstract
Expressionism

For the duration of each Main Lesson, the children will produce
their own Main Lesson books, which on completion will be marked by
the teacher and form the basis of an assessment of each child’s work and
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development. These Main Lesson books are works of art, and in addition to written work will include artistic work depending on the nature
of the topic, such as drawings, maps, charts, geometrical forms, illustrations of experiments, pictures from stories, and so on. In this way the
children are encouraged to produce their own ‘text books’ and to
develop a respect for beautiful bookwork and presentation of their
handwriting. This is in stark contrast to the use of printed worksheets,
word-processed assignments and photocopied handouts that are usually found in ‘mainstream’ classrooms. In the lower grades, the children
even use coloured crayons for both drawing and writing, graduating to
pencils and eventually fountain pens as they progress in both their age
and their manual dexterity.
While this is seen by some as archaic and old-fashioned, on the other
hand it is also recognised that the art of handwriting and composition is
being slowly lost in the twenty-first century with the increased use of
keyboards and shorthand social media communication such as emailing,
texting and tweeting (Hamburgh 2013).
In fact, one of the unique aspects of the Waldorf curriculum in the
early years comprises:
… a subject unknown in other schools. This is ‘form drawing’ or ‘dynamic
drawing’. Basic straight and curved lines and shapes are made and drawn
by the children, preferably making the shapes with their whole body to
begin with (walking, running, sweeping movements of the arms and
hands) and later using crayons or pencils on paper. (Rawson and
Richter 2000: 38)

This embodied learning leads to the more abstract use of forms and
shapes to eventually form letters and words, introducing the children to
writing and then reading through a gradual, artistic, whole-of-body process involving dynamic movement. Examples of Main Lesson work
including form drawing and handwriting are included in the photographic illustrations (Fig. 3.3).
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Fig. 3.3 Form drawing Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala
N. Balcescu Romania)

The Seasons and Seasonal Celebrations
Like most organisations, Waldorf Schools sustain their particular culture
and set of values through the observation of specific routines, rituals and
ceremonies, which socialise members into the culture and provide a way
of collectively communicating shared values and meanings. The importance of rhythm, repetition and routine has been mentioned as a central
aspect of the Waldorf curriculum and methodology. Some of these routines apply to the school day, such as the children lining up outside the
classroom as they would in many other schools. However, in a Waldorf
School, as the children file into class they shake the hand of the teacher
who formally greets each one by name. When the children are all assembled in the classroom, they recite a morning verse together with the
teacher. The actual content of this may differ from school to school, but
here is an example from the upper primary school at Mt. Barker
Waldorf School:
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     I look into the world
     In which the sun is shining
     In which the stars are sparkling
     In which the stones are lying
     The plants in living grow
     The beasts in feeling live
    And human kind ensouled
     To spirit gives a home
     I look into the soul
     That living dwells in me
     God’s spirit lives and weaves
     In light of sun and soul
     In space of world without
     In depth of soul within
     To thee of spirit O God
     I seek in turn myself
     That strength and grace and skill
     For learning and for worth
     In me may live and grow

Comparing this with religious schools which start the day with prayer
or a chapel service, this routine takes on the status of a ritual that is
imbued with symbolic meaning. In a comparative analysis of routines and
rituals between a Waldorf School and a preparatory school, Henry defines
the concept of ritual as follows:
To be a ritual, the action must be symbolic of something beyond the experience itself. Rituals say much more than may be immediately apparent;
they are symbolic of a particular world view. Rituals thus provide a means
of shoring up members’ commitment to a school. They socialize people
toward school goals, helping to sustain individuals economically and to
create an intangible ‘school spirit’. (1992: 295)

The morning verse is therefore not only a way of focusing the class and
reinforcing the rhythm of the daily routine; it is a ritual symbolic of a
world view that affirms the relationship of the individual child with
humankind, with the natural world, and with a higher being. It is just
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one aspect of the way in which the school seeks to inculcate a set of values
that reinforces a reverence for the self, for others and for the spiritual in
nature. As will be discussed in Chap. 5 however, critics of Waldorf
Education have seized on such verses as evidence of their claim that the
schools are secretly religious and this is a form of ritual prayer.
Another symbolic expression of this is to be found in the kindergarten
and junior primary classrooms, where one corner is usually set aside for a
nature table which becomes a focus for an artistic display of fruit, flowers,
twigs, autumn leaves and similar seasonal offerings from nature which
reinforce the cyclical rhythm of the unfolding year (although again critics
have labelled the nature table as an ‘altar’—see Chap. 6). This corner can
then become the focus for ritualised activity—for example, at certain
times a candle may be lit to precede storytelling or reciting of verses that
relate to the quality of the season. Especially in the dark of winter, the
image of the flame reinforces the spark of life and light that will gradually
grow and herald the forthcoming spring. The seasonal festivals, in fact are
a key aspect of the Waldorf school year and are linked into the curriculum.
The main festivals in the Waldorf School year mark the passing of the
seasons at the solar solstices and equinoxes. Therefore there is a particular
quality or essence associated with each time of year that is symbolic of
deeper meanings which go back to pagan times, if not earlier. However,
the European origin of these ritual celebrations creates a problem in
aligning season with meaning in the southern hemisphere, such as in an
Australian context. For example, the winter festival is a very special occasion as it is celebrated mid-year in our southern winter when the days are
short and the nights long and cold, and the candle flame symbolises the
spark of life to be kept alight in the darkness of midwinter. However, this
does not coincide with the esoteric basis of the Christian/Christmas quality of the birth of light in the darkness, as of course Christmas occurs in
the Australian summer when it is usually very hot and light. Similarly,
Easter is celebrated in our autumn which seasonally does not have the
quality of resurrection as would occur in the northern spring. So there is
an interesting distinction between the natural cycles of the year and the
social/cultural traditions that have been associated with them in a
European context but are out of phase in the southern hemisphere.
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As the festivals have an important role in symbolically and literally
sustaining the school community, the autumn festival for example is
linked to harvest time and a celebration of the bounty of nature. A tradition at the Mt. Barker Waldorf School is to for the Class 7 students to be
given the task of designing and creating a large and colourful mandala
out of the fruits of the season—grains, seeds, vegetables and other produce (mandala = a circle; the circle is a metaphor for the seasonal cycles).
This becomes the focus for a school gathering at which students perform
plays or sing and recite songs related to the season. The traditional feast
of the archangel Michael (feast comes from the same Latin stem as festival) is also celebrated during the lead-up to the autumn festival with
stories and activities representing St Michael (the forces of goodness or
light) and his symbolic victory over the dragon (the forces of evil or
darkness).
In Europe the Michaelmas feast is celebrated on September 29. Some
Australian Waldorf Schools choose to observe this date even though it is
spring, while Mt. Barker has opted for recognition of the seasonal quality
of Michaelmas rather than its place on the Roman calendar. For the same
reason the traditional Maypole dance is not performed on the first of
May, but in October during the school’s annual Spring Fair at which it
represents to the whole community the joy of spring, the colours of
nature and the flowering of youth; being in fact an ancient fertility rite.

Conclusion
Waldorf Schools around the world therefore make local adaptations to
the curriculum and generate and celebrate their own version of the seasonal festivals, according to their geography, their climate and their culture, as well as the way in which the school community agrees that it
wants to come together to celebrate and mark the seasonal cycles. While
this is yet another example of the independent and individual nature of
each Waldorf School or centre and the way they self-manage and cultivate their ‘school spirit’ within their own initiatives and limitations, it
also reinforces their global connectedness through the universal and inevitable quality of the cycle and progression of the earth’s seasons.
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Chapter 4 will now provide a chronological description of the growth
and spread of the Waldorf movement from its initial establishment in
1919 in Europe to its eventual expansion around all of the world’s continents to become a global phenomenon.
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4
Steiner Education: The Growth
of a Worldwide Movement

Introduction
This chapter documents the growth and spread of Waldorf Education
around the world, beginning with the 1920s in Europe and tracking the
global expansion across continents chronologically, with some examples
of the differing contexts and challenges faced by pioneering founders.
Growth was initially slow with 16 Steiner Waldorf schools operating by
the early 1940s, mostly in Europe, with one in the USA. By 1975 there
were over 100 schools around the world, leading to an exponential growth
period which saw over 500 more schools established over the next two
decades. In most cases, playgroups, kindergartens and schools were established by the collaborative efforts and local grass roots initiatives of parents, teachers and anthroposophists looking for ‘something new and
alternative for their children and their community’ (Stehlik 2015).
The commitment and resolve of such pioneering groups of parents and
teachers is part of the story of success and resilience that has seen Waldorf
schooling become a global phenomenon. While there is a geographical
and symbolic ‘home’ for the General Anthroposophical Society in Basel,
Switzerland, each school is established and developed independently on
© The Author(s) 2019
T. Stehlik, Waldorf Schools and the History of Steiner Education, Palgrave Studies in
Alternative Education, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-31631-0_4
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its own impetus at the local level; reinforcing the original ideal of the first
Free Waldorf School—to be free of centralised or state control. The extent
to which this ideal has been and can be maintained is also addressed in
this and subsequent chapters.
However, the growth and spread of Steiner Education well beyond its
European origins led to the founding in the 1970s of a body that would act
as a worldwide association aiming to encourage and assist collaboration
between Waldorf Schools, including establishing an international monetary fund that through donations provides funds for start-up kindergartens, schools and teacher training initiatives, particularly in developing
countries. The association Freunde der Erziehungskunst Rudolf Steiners e.V.
(Friends of Waldorf Education), based in Berlin, also collates information
from Waldorf Schools around the world, and their 2001 publication
Waldorf Education Worldwide provides detailed information of the history
of initiatives to establish Waldorf-inspired educational institutions in all the
countries and continents that had done so by the turn of the last century.
This publication has provided much of the information that, with permission of the Friends of Waldorf Education, builds the following picture of
the worldwide growth of the movement from its beginnings.
Some of the more recent data on the number of schools and kindergartens worldwide are taken from the aforementioned Waldorf World List
(2019); in addition to various other publications, online information,
and the websites of some of the schools themselves.

From Little Things Big Things Grow
The development from the five schools (up to the time of Steiner’s death in
1925) to 619 in 1994 reveals an almost exponential rate of growth. The
Waldorf schools have become a world-movement for the education of children from nursery to university entrance. However the word “movement”
needs to be clarified, for it is in no sense organised or directed from any
given centre. It is a cultural movement sustained in its growth by independent and spontaneous efforts wherever the ideas underlying Waldorf education fire human imagination and will. (Mazzone 1995: 8)
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In his analysis of the establishment and spread of Waldorf Education
in Australia, Mazzone (1995) makes the point that not only was global
growth a gradual process that began to accelerate from the 1970s onwards,
but that each initiative to establish a school was localised and supported
by a community of like-minded people in situ; rather than a systematic
expansion driven from a central source. While the impulse certainly came
out of Germany and the first Waldorf School, the use of the term ‘movement’ to describe this impulse does however seem to align with a generally accepted dictionary definition:
Movement—a diffusely organized or heterogeneous group of people or
organizations tending toward or favouring a generalized common goal.
(dictionary.com)

This definition would seem to accurately describe a group of people
working towards a common goal (alternative education for their children) but certainly diffuse and not homogenous (ie in varying countries,
cultures and contexts). In this regard, Waldorf education has been characterised as “a genuine grass-roots movement [that] always lives from the
specific initiatives of specific people” (IASWECE 2019).
However, in the initial phases of growth, direction certainly did come
from a central source. In the last six years of his life, Rudolf Steiner travelled to England and other European destinations including the
Netherlands and Norway, giving lectures on the Waldorf educational
model and working with teachers and the founding faculties of new
school initiatives. Subsequently, many followed in his footsteps and carried on this work on behalf of the Pedagogical Section of the
Anthroposophical Society based in Basel. Many of these educators also
published books and monographs, as listed in the following chapter, but
they also spread the word by travelling and visiting initiatives in other
countries to help and support the establishment and development of
more Waldorf Schools. Stockmeyer and von Heydebrand have already
been mentioned in the previous chapter, but there were many others.
Francis Edmunds for example visited Australia several times—in 1962,
1969 and 1978—to work with teachers and eventually to help found a
Steiner teacher training course in Sydney. He also visited Canada and
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gave lectures in Montreal, Quebec and Vancouver, inspiring and supporting the pioneering educators there. Edmunds was an experienced teacher
and lecturer in Waldorf Education who had founded Emerson College in
England in 1962, an adult education and training centre for Waldorf
teachers that still exists today.

Europe and the United Kingdom 1921–1927
While the first Free Waldorf School was founded for the children of the
workers in Emil Molt’s Waldorf Astoria cigarette factory in Stuttgart, it
soon grew beyond this with interest and demand coming from further
afield, so that in a short space of time more schools were founded in
Germany: in Cologne in 1921, in Hamburg-Wandsbeck and Essen in
1922, and in Hanover in 1926. Also in 1921, the first school in
Switzerland was established at the Anthroposophical Centre, the
Goetheanum in Dornach, which became the Rudolf Steiner School in
Basel by April 1926.
At the same time, initiatives were also occurring in other countries,
and following a series of lectures given by Steiner in the Netherlands and
England, a Waldorf School opened in The Hague in 1923 and the first
school in England was established in 1922 in London (see Chap. 5 for
reference to the 1922 Oxford Conference at which Steiner spoke to an
English audience for the first time). In 1925 a second school opened in
England—Kings Langley in Hertfordshire—while the movement also
expanded to Hungary and Norway with schools opening respectively in
Budapest and Oslo.
In 1927 another school was established in Switzerland at Zurich, while
in 1929 the first Austrian Waldorf School opened in Vienna, with input
from Austrian anthroposophists who had been teachers at the first Free
Waldorf School. However, the school in Vienna became the victim of
German National Socialism and was closed down in 1938 when Hitler
annexed Austria. It was not re-opened again until 1955. This fate also
affected many of the schools in Germany, so that for seven years during
the influence of the Third Reich, the momentum of the Waldorf movement was stalled. In East Germany, this restriction lasted for many years
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under the iron fist of the Socialist regime, until the reunification of
Germany in 1990.
In 1927 then, eight years after the foundation of the first school, there
were twelve Steiner Waldorf schools established: four in Germany, two
each in Britain and Switzerland, and one each in Holland, Norway,
Austria and Hungary.

America 1928
By 1928 the Rudolf Steiner School of New York had been established as
the first Waldorf School in the United States of America. The impetus
had begun in 1925 with a group of teachers, doctors, artists and parents
who had been to Europe and studied with Rudolf Steiner, and together
founded the Rudolf Steiner Educational Union in New York. Growth
and development was slow and by the early 1940s this school had an
enrolment of around 70 pupils. However in that decade other schools
were established in Pennsylvania and New Hampshire, while the first
Waldorf Schools on the west coast appeared later in the 1950s in
California—Highland Hall Waldorf School in Los Angeles in 1955 and
Sacramento Waldorf School in 1959. In the United States:
Waldorf Education grew only slowly in the early days—between 1928 and
1970 the number increased from 1 to a mere 11. However, the decades
since have been phenomenal in their growth. In the 1970s 21 new schools
were founded. In the 1980s 53 new schools were founded. In the 1990s
approximately 50 were founded. In 2001 there were 127 schools affiliated
with the Association of Waldorf Schools and a significant number in the
process of development. (Friends of Waldorf Education 2001: 188)

At the time of writing, there were 126 Waldorf schools and 153 kindergartens in the United States according to the Waldorf World List
(2019). The Association of Waldorf Schools of North America, mentioned in
the quote above, was formed in 1979 to provide a vehicle for collaborative work among and between these schools, and is an example of the way
in which the key characteristics of context and identity as discussed in the
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previous chapter are manifested in national networks. In 1995 the association took the step of acquiring trademark rights for the name “Waldorf ”
in the USA in order to protect the integrity of the movement.
As with many other countries and jurisdictions, Waldorf Schools in
the USA are independent schools and as such rely on tuition fees from
parents for their financial viability. However, Charter Schools are semi-
autonomous public schools that receive public funding, and in 1991 the
Milwaukee Waldorf School opened as the first charter school under state
legislation. This has led to much controversy, since critics of Waldorf
Education believe that the schools have a religious basis and as such
should not receive public funding that is based on non-secular school
programs. This argument is addressed further in Chap. 5.

Post World War II
Recovering from the restrictions imposed by the Second World War and
the Nazi regime, the Waldorf schools in Germany began to re-open and
new ones became established. An education conference in Stuttgart was
held in 1945 at which it was noted that the schools in Hanover, Hamburg-
Wandsbek and Stuttgart had already re-opened, and three more had been
founded, at Engelberg, Marburg and Tübingen. Six years later by 1951,
Germany already had 24 Waldorf Schools with many other initiatives
and associations emerging (Friends of Waldorf Education 2001).
However, growth was limited by a shortage of trained Waldorf teachers,
a problem that would be a consistent challenge for those associations
attempting to establish schools further afield and in other countries.
Students from other countries attended the German Waldorf schools
and some of them took their experiences and the idea and impulse back
to their home countries. This occurred in Finland already in the late
1930s, but it was not until after the war that seminars and lectures were
held in Helsinki, leading to the establishment of the first Waldorf School
there in 1955, followed by the first kindergarten in 1956. Over the years,
the status of Waldorf schools in Finland has varied as a result of changing
political climates and consequent changes in education funding policies.
However, they now enjoy equal status as independent schools that receive
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almost the same budget accorded to state schools, and at the time of writing there are twenty-five Waldorf Schools and forty kindergartens across
the country.
Initiatives also began in Italy directly after the war, with the first
Waldorf School opening in 1946 in Milan. Growth was slow and steady
so that by 1984 there were eight schools operating in Italy, however this
was then followed by a period of rapid expansion which saw one or two
new schools a year being established. There are now thirty Waldorf
Schools and thirty-five Kindergartens across Italy.
Similarly the first school in France opened in 1946, in Strasbourg. The
need for translating curriculum documents and key texts from German
into French contributed to the rather slow expansion and development of
the movement in that country, with only three schools in existence by
1968. A teacher training initiative established in that year in Chatou near
Paris aimed to address the shortage of French-speaking Waldorf teachers,
seeing two more schools opening in the 1970s and four in the 1980s.
The introduction of Steiner Education into France also struggled
against government educational policy and general suspicion from the
public, which again seemed to be based on ignorance and misinformation about the position of the schools in relation to religion:
The accusation of being sectarian, which makes the life of Waldorf Schools
in France difficult, is a logical consequence of France’s extreme centralization and the continuing tension between state and church regarding education. (Friends of Waldorf Education 2001: 64)

Despite these challenges, at the time of writing there were fourteen
Waldorf Schools and twenty-one Kindergartens across France.
Sweden and Denmark followed their Nordic neighbour Norway into
Steiner Education but rather much later, with the first Swedish school
opening in 1949 followed by the first Danish school in 1950. The
Kristofferskolan in Stockholm at first operated ‘under the radar’, since the
Social Democratic government in Sweden regarded both education and
religion as matters to be organised and run by the state. This also meant
that the school struggled without state subsidies, and again, like many
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pioneering initiatives, relied on the sacrifices of parents and teachers to
keep the only independent school in the whole of Sweden operating.
This situation continued even after several other Waldorf Schools
began to operate; however after a long series of political negotiations and
indeed protests and strikes by Waldorf teachers, the Swedish state eventually adopted the motto ‘Let the fees go with the children’, so that since
1998 students have been treated equally regardless of whether they attend
a mainstream or an independent school. A key figure in this development
was the Swedish educator Frans Carlgren (1925–1914), whose books and
publications also helped to bring Steiner Education to the attention of
the mainstream world well beyond Scandinavia (see Chap. 5). Now
Sweden has 46 Waldorf Schools and 75 Kindergartens.
Actually, Anthroposophy came to Sweden even earlier, with a curative
education establishment for children and people with special needs
attached to a biodynamic garden starting in 1935 in Järna. (As discussed
in Chap. 1, Biodynamic agriculture and farming, as developed by Rudolf
Steiner, often goes hand in hand with the same community impulses that
drive the development of Waldorf Schools. This was the case in our own
introduction to Anthroposophy in South Australia—an interest in
Biodynamic gardening led to an interest in Steiner Education.) Curative
Education is based on Steiner’s understanding of the human being as a
holistic entity—body, soul and spirit—with a karmic past and future.
Curative educational approaches work with artistic creativeness and
rhythmical activity to awaken in the child those aspects that may be
handicapped, unbalanced or undeveloped; working with knowledge and
understanding of soul forces, temperaments and child development as
discussed in Chap. 2.
It is beyond the scope of this book to address Curative Education in
any depth; but it is important to note that in the development of Rudolf
Steiner’s whole approach to education, his experience while he was living
in Vienna in his twenties and working one-on-one as a tutor to a severely
mentally handicapped boy was profound. Managing to effect a miraculous cure for the boy who had been deemed ‘uneducatable’ for Steiner
“was the beginning of his interest in a science of education that was based
on the understanding of man as spirit” (Shepherd 1983: 184). This
anthroposophical approach to working with children with special needs
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was taken up by Karl König (1902–1966), an Austrian paediatrician who
founded the Camphill Movement, an international movement of therapeutic intentional communities for those with special needs or disabilities. The movement is named after Camphill in Aberdeen, Scotland,
where the first such community was established in 1939. There are now
over 100 Camphill Communities established around the world http://
www.camphillschools.org.uk/.
Järna in Southern Sweden is now a centre for a number of Curative
Education establishments including residential accommodation for people with disabilities and special needs, and a Waldorf School established
in 1975. However since 1964 Järna has also been the centre of an educational project founded on anthroposophic principles since the Rudolf
Steiner Seminar commenced operating as a centre for adult education
courses and pre-service and in-service training for Waldorf teachers. Now
known as Kulturcentrum Järna, it has become an international centre
including a hospital, hotel, shops, restaurants and performance spaces in
addition to its role in education. In particular the centre features examples of buildings, landscapes and gardens designed in accordance with
architectural design ideas unique to anthroposophy. A more detailed discussion of this kind of holistic development is found in Chap. 9.
Meanwhile, Denmark has been committed to independent education
since the 1850s with the Volkhochschule movement inspired by NFS
Grundtvig (1783–1872) the Danish pastor who has been described as
‘the ideological father of folk-high schools’. The national character
embedded in Danish culture is therefore for free and independent education which fits the Waldorf model well, so that the schools are recognised
and funded within the national education system. The first school was
established in Copenhagen in 1950, and the first Kindergarten in 1964.
As one of the Scandinavian countries where both mothers and fathers are
equally represented in the workforce, kindergartens—some including
crèches and early childhood care—are very popular. Consequently, while
there are now fifteen Waldorf Schools in Denmark, there are almost seventy kindergartens operating, about the same amount as in Sweden, even
though that country has twice the population.
Not to forget Iceland, the small island country that was founded by
Vikings and ruled by Norway and Denmark until independence in 1944,
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an anthroposophical initiative in curative education had already been
established in Reykjavik in the 1930s. However the first Waldorf School
proper opened in 1991; currently there are two schools and two
kindergartens.
In this post-war period then, worldwide growth of Steiner Education
initiatives had experienced gradual but steady expansion, so that “by
1962 there was a total of sixty six schools” (Mazzone 1995: 7).

Latin America and Oceania
Even during the war, the idea and impulse of Steiner Education had
begun to expand beyond the European continent and the United States
to the Americas and the southern hemisphere, with initiatives beginning
in Argentina, Mexico and Brazil as well as Australia and New Zealand.
Latin America provides a fascinating example of how Waldorf
Education found its way to parts of ‘The New World’. For example, Juan
Berlin (1913–1987) was a student at the first Waldorf School in Stuttgart,
starting in 1921, and eventually became the school’s secretary. However,
by the time the Nazi regime in Germany had not only closed the school
in 1938 but begun persecuting Jews such as Berlin, he fled the country
and by 1940 was living in Mexico. During the 1950s he began translating
Steiner’s writings into Spanish and to start training teachers in Waldorf
Education, and in 1957 helped to establish a Waldorf School in Mexico
City. This school closed and re-opened a number of times due to economic as well as political pressures under the military dictatorship during
the 1970s. However, as of today there are now thirteen schools and sixteen kindergartens in Mexico.
Already in the 1930s, some champions of Waldorf Education had
arrived in Argentina from Germany, and in fact the very first Waldorf
School in Latin America was founded in March 1939 in the Florida district of Buenos Aires by three of these pioneering Germans. One was an
architect who had escaped from Nazi Germany, one was a teacher who
had also been a student at the first Waldorf School, and one was a trained
domestic science teacher. Into the 1950s, teachers were still being sourced
from Germany, but the school itself had developed physically with a new
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building in an ‘organic style of architecture’ that has become synonymous
with Waldorf Schools in many other countries.
For a long time, Argentinian education authorities considered the
Waldorf curriculum and culture to be overtly religious, and government
support for the schools was not forthcoming due to a perceived sectarian
influence. Remarkably, one of the official criticisms was based on the fact
that the teachers and staff showed “a degree of devotion and self-sacrifice
that was otherwise not usual at such low wages” (Friends of Waldorf
Education 2001: 180). This has been the reality of many schools in their
pioneering phase, during which financial sacrifices are often made by
founding parents and teachers; but it is ironic that such personal sacrifices should be seen as having some sectarian reason.
In 1954 several German families settled in São Paulo Brazil, and
together began an anthroposophical study group that included a focus on
the basics of Waldorf education. By 1956 they had persuaded two teachers to come out from Germany and establish a school in São Paulo. The
Higienópolis School began initially with a kindergarten and 16 students
in Class 1, then gradually expanded to an upper school by the 1970s.
Interestingly, at this time all Main Lessons now began to be taught in
Portuguese—up until that time they had been taught in the German
language with only specialist subjects being taught in the mother tongue.
Teachers had also been training in Germany, but now there was a need to
establish local Waldorf teacher training in Brazil, and a teacher training
seminar was established in São Paulo.
Proportional to the population of Brazil, which in 2019 is over
200 million people, Waldorf Schools represent a very small part of the
education picture. However there are now thirty-five schools and sixty-
three kindergartens in both urban and rural areas of the country, with
various types of state subsidies in place, so that the rural school fees are
much less than those of the urban schools.
Modest but determined Waldorf initiatives also developed in other
South American countries—Uruguay in 1967; Chile in 1979; Peru in
1982. A kindergarten was established in Bogota Colombia in 1977, but
it was not until 1997 that a school had begun. At the time of writing
these latter four countries only had a handful of schools, with most of the
initiatives facing various challenges including political interference; lack
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of government support and funding; social problems including poverty,
drug-running and violence; and finding committed teachers with Waldorf
experience as well as native language speaking skills.

Australia and New Zealand 1950s
Pioneering initiatives into Waldorf Education in New Zealand occurred
even before the first Waldorf School was established in Stuttgart. Rachel
and Bernard Crompton-Smith bought Duart House in the village of
Havelock North in 1915 where they opened St George’s Preparatory
School, a co-educational school which partly based its pedagogy on
indications by Rudolf Steiner. This influence had come via Steiner’s
early lectures and publications in education which the CromptonSmiths has been exposed to via Rachel’s mother Emma Richmond, who
had been a founding member of the New Zealand Theosophical Society
and travelled to England in 1904 where she came into contact with
Rudolf Steiner’s work. Emma was subsequently responsible for making
available English translations of some of Steiner’s publications from this
period. Rachel had also visited England and Germany to undertake
teacher training at the Froebel Educational Institute in London
(Turbott 2013).
By 1939 a Waldorf kindergarten was established near the capital
Wellington by Hedwig Julie Weiss, a Swiss émigré who had actually
attended lectures by Rudolf Steiner before arriving in New Zealand as
a governess. The first school was then founded in Hastings in 1950,
expanding to an upper school by the 1970s. At this time a teacher training institute was established in Havelock North. Taruna College has
since seen many Waldorf teachers from Australia and Asia and many
other countries as well as New Zealand undertaking pre-service and inservice training.
In the beginning, teacher salaries were at a minimum and parents and
community members made many sacrifices to establish and maintain
schools. However government education policy gradually changed so
that independent schools could be integrated into the state system, and
by 1989 Waldorf teacher salaries and school running costs would be
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funded by the state while the schools could still maintain their specific
character. There are now twenty-nine Waldorf kindergartens and ten
schools throughout New Zealand.
Waldorf Education in Australia was also characterised by the influence
of specific individuals who brought the idea and the impulse from Europe
and America to the southern hemisphere. Not many people would know
that the husband and wife team who designed Australia’s national capital
Canberra were Anthroposophists. Walter Burley Griffin and Marion
Mahony Griffin had come to Australia from Chicago in 1913 to oversee
the development and construction of the new capital city after winning
the international competition for its design, largely through the intricate
hand-drawn and coloured plans rendered by Marion. By the 1920s they
had acquired land north of Sydney where they planned to design and
develop an idyllic artistic community with a consistent architectural style
in a bushland setting.
The suburb of Castlecrag in North Sydney exists today as a monument
to the original and visionary ideas that the Griffins held; that architecture
and the built environment should respect the natural landscape and
topography and reflect a more ‘human touch’, in step with the contemporary Arts and Crafts Movement which was a reaction against the type
of mass suburban development emerging in the early twentieth century.
At Castlecrag the Griffins were at the centre of a group of Anthroposophists
“who presented plays, festivals and eurythmy performances in an open-
air amphitheatre” (Mazzone 1995: 9) that was designed as part of the
suburb’s intentional communal vision—to promote the arts as an integral
part of community life. (See Chap. 6 in relation to the form of physical
movement known as eurythmy).
Eric Nicholls was a partner in the Griffins’ architectural practice and
was introduced to Anthroposophy when he moved to Sydney in the
1930s to join them at Castlecrag, and eventually became one of the
founders of the first Waldorf School in Australia, Glenaeon, which
opened at Middle Cove in Sydney in 1957. An Anthroposophical Society
in Australia had already been established and its founding General
Secretary was Lute Drummond, who had visited Europe in 1923–1924
and met Rudolf Steiner when attending some of his lectures at the
Goetheanum in Dornach, Switzerland. Drummond encouraged a young
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teacher, Sylvia Brose, to prepare and train towards the establishment of a
school based on Steiner’s principles, and after undertaking several years of
Waldorf training at the Edinburgh Rudolf Steiner School, she returned
to New South Wales and took charge of the foundation class at Glenaeon,
which began with three students.
Like many pioneering Waldorf Schools, Glenaeon grew one class at a
time until it reached Year 12 in 1968. However for all of that time it was
the only Waldorf School in Australia—it would be another three years
until the next school was established in 1971, Lorien Novalis in New
South Wales, and then the Melbourne Rudolf Steiner School in
Warranwood in 1973. There were a number of limitations that led to
such slow growth: few of Steiner’s educational works had been translated
into English, there were very few texts, resources and curriculum documents for teachers to access, and no formal teacher training in Australia.
As mentioned above, Francis Edmunds came out from England in 1962
(and again in 1969 and 1978) at the invitation of the Australian
Anthroposophical Society, and not only provided in-service training for
Glenaeon teachers but realised that the movement would founder in the
antipodes unless facilities for Waldorf teacher training facility
were provided.
An Orientation Course in Anthroposophy was established in Sydney
with foundation studies in artistic practice as well as teacher education.
This initiative grew into Parsifal College which is now the Sydney
Rudolf Steiner College, an institution that still offers the Foundation
Courses as well as courses in Early Childhood Education and Professional
Development for teachers. Accreditation through Australian higher
education institutions has occurred with mixed results, and continues
to be one of the challenges facing Waldorf teacher training initiatives
in general.
The Rudolf Steiner Schools Association (RSSA) was formed in the 1970s
to represent and advocate for the growing movement in Australia, becoming a legal entity in 1992 and undergoing a name-change to Steiner
Education Australia (SEA) with a more professional and collective advocacy approach in response to increasing governmental regulatory requirements that all schools seem to have to deal with.
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Steiner Education Australia is the not for profit national association/peak
body representing over 40 Steiner/Waldorf schools and 10 Associate
members throughout the states and territories of Australia. Each organisation is independent, but through working together we provide a national
voice to promote and support Steiner education in Australia. (https://
www.steinereducation.edu.au/)

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the worldwide trend for
the growth of Waldorf Education reached exponential proportions by the
late 1970s and early 1980s. Australia was no exception, and “the growth
in new schools during the period 1979 to 1992 was dramatic … In
Australia an average of two schools per year were founded so that by 1989
Waldorf schools had opened in all capital cities except Darwin” (Mazzone
1995: 14). The Mount Barker Waldorf School that my three daughters
attended was established in 1979, and in the centenary year celebrated its
40th year (see Fig. 4.1).
By 2001 the Darwin school had arrived, and at the time of writing
there were fifty-eight Waldorf Schools and thirty kindergartens in all the
states and territories of Australia, in urban, rural and remote settings.

Fig. 4.1 Winter festival, Mount Barker Waldorf School. (Photograph taken by
Hamish Duncan)
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South Africa 1950s
The impulse of Waldorf Education was brought to South Africa in 1954
by Dr. F W Zeylmans van Emmichoven, a Dutch anthroposophist who
had helped to establish the Waldorf School in The Hague in 1923 and
also published many books on Steiner and anthroposophy. During his
extensive world travels to promote anthroposophy, his visit to South
Africa influenced the establishment of the first Waldorf kindergartens in
Cape Town in 1959 and Johannesburg in 1960. By 1967 the Constantia
and Michael Oak Waldorf Schools had opened in Cape Town and the
Michael Mount School in Johannesburg.
In 1979 the Federation of Waldorf Schools in Southern Africa was
founded to co-ordinate the activities of the movement. Efforts for increasing racial integration in a country where apartheid was official policy
eventually saw children from black, Indian and coloured communities
being allowed to enrol in independent schools, and the movement also
made inroads into some of the township and slum areas of Johannesburg
and other rural and black communities in the Eastern Cape.
The Cape Town Centre for Creative Education since 1993 has been
the official Waldorf teacher training centre, and at the time of writing
there were sixteen Waldorf Schools and seventeen kindergartens operating in South Africa. The Imhoff Waldorf School was established in 1996
near Cape Town, and the Village Waldorf School in 1997 in Irene,
Pretoria. Both schools are featured in Chap. 7. Other countries on the
African continent came on board later in the 1980s and 2000s—see below.

Canada 1960s
The Waldorf School Association of Ontario was formed in 1965, and
beginning with a nursery school, the Toronto Waldorf School opened in
September 1968 with two classes. As with many pioneering schools, it
began in ‘borrowed’ premises, in this case an Anglican church, however
in 1972 the school moved into “a striking purpose-built structure, one of
the jewels of Waldorf Education in North America, on a natural site just
north of Toronto” (Friends of Waldorf Education 2001: 186).
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Here is an example of the inspiration and impression that can be conveyed by the particular approach to aesthetics and architectural forms
that characterise the physical aspect of many Waldorf Schools. In researching reasons for parents choosing Waldorf Education above other alternatives, including state schools, a very common response was that parents
were inspired and attracted by the physical beauty of the buildings, classrooms, grounds and general aesthetic of the case study school (Mt Barker
Waldorf School in South Australia). Many times I heard a comment from
a parent that went something like this:
I walked into the classroom and just went ‘Ooh …’ I just wish that I had
been able to be in such a beautiful learning environment when I was at
school. At least my child can now experience this. (Stehlik 2015)

As will be discussed in some detail in Chap. 6, attention to form,
colour and space are an integral aspect of Waldorf education, and parents
very often are directly involved in designing and building classrooms and
classroom furniture, painting, landscaping and maintaining the physical
assets of the school.
Toronto Waldorf School, designed and built according to Steiner’s
view of “architecture as the highest and as a total art form” (Bjørnholt
2014: 117), created such an inspiring example that interest groups
formed in other parts of Ontario, so that during the 1980s and 1990s six
more schools and several new initiative groups came into being in
the province.
However, as mentioned above, here there was also an acute shortage of
Waldorf-trained teachers who could satisfy the requirements to work and
teach in Canada according to the various rules and regulations that were
different in each province. A solution was to establish a teacher training
centre, and in 1981 the Rudolf Steiner Centre Toronto began offering
courses in adult learning and teacher education, in a shared location with
the Toronto Waldorf School. The campus is also an example of a “fully
developed Waldorf School community”, including at the time of writing
“Arscura Art Therapy Training, Hesperus Village (residential housing for
seniors), Pegasus anthroposophical medical practice, the Anthroposophical
Society Library, and a Christian Community Church” (RSCT 2019).
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Other Canadian provinces were following and catching up. The kindergarten L’Eau Vive opened in Montréal in 1978; L’Ecole Rudolf Steiner
de Montréal followed in 1980; and teacher training began at L’Institut
Rudolf Steiner au Québec in 1990.
Further initiatives followed in the provinces of Nova Scotia, British
Columbia and Alberta, including Waldorf-inspired home-schooling
groups. In 1998 the West Coast Institute for Studies in Anthroposophy was
established in British Columbia to provide teacher training and other
adult education courses. At the time of writing, there are nineteen
Waldorf Schools and twenty-four Waldorf kindergartens across Canada.

1970s
By the decade of the 1970s, Waldorf Education had taken hold in all
continents, where its growth was being consolidated in those countries
that had started educational initiatives through the 1920s to the 1960s,
as briefly outlined above. Other places were coming on board, such as
Northern Ireland where the Holywood Rudolf Steiner School opened in
1975. Here there had already been a Camphill Community established
in 1954. The first Waldorf School in the Republic of Ireland opened in
County Clare in 1986 and in the following year the Dublin Rudolf
Steiner School opened, then relocated to County Kildare in 1999. All of
these were parent-led initiatives, usually with their beginnings in a private
home until funds could be put towards buildings and property. As in
many other jurisdictions, these pioneering schools and parents received
little or no support from the state. To date there are five Waldorf Schools
and seventeen kindergartens in the Republic of Ireland, while Holywood
remains the only school in Northern Ireland. The Kildare Steiner Waldorf
School is featured in Chap. 7.
The expansion of Waldorf Education into the 1970s was supported
by an increase in the number of teacher training institutions being
established in various countries. As mentioned, Emerson College was
established in 1962 at Forest Row, Sussex, near Michael Hall School.
It was always intended as a ‘world college’ for adult education and
young people came from all over the globe, initially to undertake the
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year-long foundation course in Anthroposophical Studies, then for
many to go on and take the second year in teacher training. As an
example of the international enrolments, in 1975 there were 38 students enrolled, with an equal number of men and women, and twelve
nationalities represented. Preparation for teaching with and through
art can be seen by the nature of the coursework: “Half of the Emerson
students’ time is devoted to practical artistic work—in clay modelling,
music, painting, speech and voice training, eurythmy and various
crafts” (Jarman 1975: 7).

1980s
This decade saw Waldorf Education spreading to the Indian sub-
continent, other parts of Asia and Africa, and more countries in Europe
as diverse as Israel, Portugal and Russia.
For a country with a population of well over a billion people, India
today has a relatively small number of Waldorf Schools (seven) and kindergartens (eleven); even though the first school was established in
1982 in Dalhousie, Himachal Pradesh, and there had been various prior
initiatives, lecture tours by anthroposophists, and some Waldorf-inspired
teaching since the late 1960s across this vast country.
By contrast, Israel with a population of 9 million today has twenty-
three Waldorf Schools and forty kindergartens, with the first Kindergarten
opening in 1985 and the first school having been established only in
1989. Waldorf Education seems to fit well within the Judaic tradition,
and while the Old Testament must be taught as a Main Subject in all
Israeli schools, this aligns with the Steiner curriculum as outlined in
Chap. 2. Israeli Waldorf Schools also teach Arabic to all children as a
conscious effort towards intercultural experiences with Palestinian children.
Egypt still only has one Waldorf School which began in 1986 on the
Sekem bioDynamic farm established in 1977. Interestingly, lessons are
taught in Arabic and both Islamic and Christian festivals are celebrated.
Japan introduced Waldorf Education in 1987, but again, in a country
with a population of 125 million its representation in the educational
landscape is modest, with at the latest count sixteen kindergartens and
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seven schools. However, Waldorf elements have been incorporated into
many of the private kindergartens, and the pedagogical focus on aesthetics, arts and crafts sits well within the Japanese cultural ethos.
A former pupil of a German Waldorf School and two German Waldorf
teachers established a school in Nairobi, overcoming many challenges to
introduce this form of education to Kenya with a kindergarten beginning
in 1989 and a school in 1991, growing to two schools and three kindergartens today. While support comes from networks within Africa including the Cape Town teacher training centre (see above), there is no financial
support for independent schools from the Kenyan state.
Waldorf Education in Portugal also began with a Curative Education
initiative in the early 1980s, which paved the way for the establishment
of two kindergartens in Lisbon and Lagos. However the development of
Waldorf Schools in Portugal has been slow, and hindered firstly by the
gradual emergence from the Salazar dictatorship and the relatively recent
climate of democratic freedoms in education; plus initial significant
opposition and suspicion from the dominant Catholic Church. Like
many other start-ups, the S. Jorge Kindergarten in Lisbon was hampered
by financial difficulties and a lack of trained Waldorf teachers, eventually
opening in 1984. To date there are now five schools and four kindergartens operating in Portugal.
Poland also saw Waldorf Education finally become a reality in the
1980s, after initial attempts in the 1920s were followed by decades of a
political climate which forced anthroposophists and other individuals
interested in Steiner’s work to meet in secret after laboriously translating
key texts by hand. Again, significant opposition from the Catholic
Church had also limited the development and expansion of Waldorf
Education initiatives in Poland. Eventually the first school opened in
1992 and there are now seven Polish Waldorf Schools and eleven
kindergartens.
Even before Slovenia seceded from Yugoslavia in 1991 and while still
under the communist regime, a Waldorf kindergarten had been set up in
1989. By 1992 the new democratic nation entered into a number of
entirely new areas of social development including independent schooling; so the first Waldorf School in Ljubljana and its teachers actually
pioneered and influenced Slovenian educational policy. Now the five
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Waldorf Schools and twenty kindergartens in Slovenia receive recognition and significant state funding as do other independent schools.
Russia presents an interesting picture as the introduction of Waldorf
Education to that country coincided with significant shifts in the social
and political landscape. During the brief period of ‘perestroika’ in the late
1980s when liberal ideas were flowing in from the western world, a number of groups came together to study and promote anthroposophy as well
as new forms of education, and the first schools in Moscow and three
other cities opened in 1991, coinciding with the founding of the new
Russian state as it transitioned from the former USSR. In 1989 the first
kindergartens had already started up in Moscow and St Petersburg. In the
ensuing thirty years, twenty-one Waldorf schools and thirty-five kindergartens came into operation, despite significant opposition from the
Russian Orthodox Church.

1990s
The fall of communism and independence from Soviet rule for the small
Baltic countries of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania and for the Ukraine also
allowed the possibility for independent schooling. The first Waldorf
Schools in Estonia and Latvia opened already in 1991, followed by
Ukraine in 1992 and Lithuania in 1993.
Independence and the transition from Communist rule with the creation of the Czech Republic after the ‘Velvet Revolution’ in 1989 also saw
that country embrace Steiner Education with the first school opening in
1991. This was closely followed by Romania in 1992 and Croatia in
1993, countries that had also emerged from a period of political and
social transition. There are now twenty Waldorf Schools and seven kindergartens in the Czech Republic; Croatia has two schools and six kindergartens; while Romania has grown exponentially and impressively
with a current list of seventeen Waldorf Schools and thirty-one kindergartens. Croatian and Romanian schools are featured in Chap. 7
(Fig. 4.2).
In the decade of the 1990s Steiner Education came to South East Asia
with the first school opening in the Philippines in 1994, Taiwan in 1995,
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Fig. 4.2 Nature display Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala
N. Balcescu Romania)

Thailand in 1996 and Malaysia Penang in 1997. Taiwan now has three
schools and twenty-one kindergartens; while there is still only one school
in Malaysia. In the Philippines, a country with a population of over
100 million, there are four schools and six kindergartens.
More African countries came on board in this decade. In Namibia a
kindergarten had been established in 1992 and the first—and so far
only—school in the capital Windhoek opened in the year 2000.
Interestingly, lessons are taught in a number of different languages,
including German for the main lessons.
In Tanzania a kindergarten opened in Dar es Salaam in 1997 and a
school in 1998. The impulse for the Hekima Waldorf School (Hekima
being a Kiswahili word for wisdom) came from English voluntary aid
workers who were former pupils of Wynstones Waldorf School in
England. The second Tanzanian school opened on the island of Zanzibar
in 2013, and is featured in Chap. 7. At its beginning, the Hekima School
faced the types of problems in becoming established that could almost be
generalised to most pioneering Waldorf Schools:
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The newly-founded school faces three problems: lack of trained Waldorf
teachers; finding parents who not only want a good school for their children but also understand and support Waldorf Education; finding the
finance to keep the young undertaking alive. (Friends of Waldorf Education
2001: 161)

The Twenty-First Century
This century, the worldwide pace of growth and expansion of Steiner
Education and Waldorf Schools has continued unabated, although it has
by no means been without challenges and issues that will be discussed
further in the following chapters. Ironically, given some of the reservations about technology that are often levelled as a criticism against
Waldorf Schools (see the following chapter) the ubiquitous nature of the
internet and global social media actually seem to have accelerated this
trend since the turn of the century, with Asian countries in particular
experiencing dynamic and rapid growth through such online networks
and also with support from the European and American organisations
such as the Friends of Waldorf Education.
Countries that are quite diverse and disparate in terms of their economy, language, culture, religion and geography have continued to join
this growing movement in education. For example, Slovakia introduced
Waldorf education in the early 2000s, with a current list of four kindergartens and two schools, and an economy that has flourished since it
separated from the Czech Republic in 1991.
Nepal on the other hand is one of the least developed countries in the
world and classified as ‘Third World’ due to a low Human Development
Index, but in 2000 the Tashi Waldorf School was established in
Kathmandu, against many odds, and is discussed in more detail in Chap.
7 (https://www.nationsonline.org/oneworld/third_world.htm).
Vietnam, a South-East Asian country with a complex and difficult
history associated with colonialism and communism, now has a population of almost 100 million. In 2000 the first tentative steps towards
introducing Waldorf education were made, and by 2018 there were five
kindergartens operating, against almost overwhelming odds. This slow
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but determined progress is an example of the incredible resilience and
determination of those who are dedicated and committed to carrying
the flame of Waldorf Education into uncharted and often dangerous waters.
In the late 1990s the German embassy in South Korea held some
events to celebrate German-Korean relations, with one of the outcomes
being the Waldorf impulse introduced to Korean educators. This impulse
sparked in South Korea in a dynamic way, with the first school opening
in 2002 and an incredible number following in a short space of time, so
that at the time of writing there were ten Waldorf Schools and thirteen
kindergartens operating in the Republic.
The People’s Republic of China with a population of 1.4 billion, a
dominant socialist regime, and a strong tradition of Confucianism in
education would be one of the few countries one would expect to embrace
a form of education that is very European in origin. Nevertheless, the
Chengdu Kindergarten and Waldorf School opened in 2004 and since
then the growth has been rapid and astonishing, with one media outlet
claiming that in 2017 there were “another 70 or so Waldorfs sprinkled
across China’s other big cities” (The Economist, October 12, 2017).
However, according to the Waldorf World List, the numbers are six
schools and thirty-five kindergartens (2019).

Conclusion
In conclusion, it would seem that in some cases the political climate, and
the prevailing zeitgeist influenced the introduction and development of
Waldorf Schools beyond their beginnings in Germany and Europe into
many different latitudes, hemispheres, countries and cultures, while in
some cases it was ‘an idea whose time had come’. In many examples given
above, the impulse was brought by particular individuals or groups, especially and not surprisingly from Germany, a country which today has the
highest number of Waldorf Schools (242) and kindergartens (564) in
Europe. The Netherlands has the next highest number, with 103 schools
and 79 kindergartens. In countries like Hungary, where Waldorf
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Education was introduced as early as 1925, growth and expansion to date
has reached an impressive number, with 43 schools and 56 kindergartens
now in operation.
However this growth and expansion has by no means been uniform
even in the western world, and there are glaring examples of countries
where Waldorf Education does not seem to have taken hold. In Greece
for example, a country and a culture where one could say that modern
education actually began with the Hellenic philosophers Socrates, Plato
and Aristotle, there are almost no initiatives: currently only three Waldorf-
inspired kindergartens.
Nevertheless, this chapter has shown how an idea and an impulse that
began with a single school in 1919 has blossomed into a worldwide
movement, at a pace that has literally been exponential. In the twentieth
century, the number of Waldorf Schools worldwide grew slowly until it
suddenly doubled in the 1970s from 100 to 200, then again in the 1980s
from 200 to 400, and doubled again during the 1990s from 400 to 850.
According to the Waldorf World List, at the time of writing there are
1100 Waldorf Schools and 2000 Waldorf Kindergartens in more than 80
countries around the world. The following table shows in graphic form
this remarkable trend from 1919 to 2019 (Fig. 4.3):
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Fig. 4.3 Graph of growth of Waldorf Schools worldwide
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This century that pace has continued, not only in countries where
Waldorf Education has been long established, but in many new and
diverse countries and cultures. It is a vindication of the relevance of
Steiner Education not only then, but even more now. This can be no better summarised than by a quotation from the Friends of Waldorf
Education:
The fundamental questions and motives of Waldorf Education are the
same today as they were in 1919. The figures make it obvious that the basic
intentions from which the schools have emerged are felt by increasing
numbers of people to be as topical as ever. In 1923 Rudolf Steiner characterized anthroposophical education as having the purpose of solving the
problem of how to develop human beings through education; the Waldorf
School was to be a “school which suited all human beings”.
Experience has shown that in the way it approaches generally human
aspects it “fits in” with all ethnicities and cultures. It seeks out the human
being in someone from Kyrgyzstan, Japan or Australia, in a black African
or a Swiss national, without negating what is specifically Kyrgyz, Japanese,
Australian, black African or Swiss. People from any culture can work with
Waldorf Education. (2001: 24 and 31)
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5
A Review of the Literature on Steiner
Education and Waldorf Schools

Introduction
A worldwide movement in education that has been in existence for over
one hundred years has, not surprisingly, produced a large amount of published literature in many different formats, including primary and secondary sources, media commentary, reviews, reports, and more recently
audio-visual and web-based material such as websites, blogs and online
resources. This chapter presents a necessarily summarised and curated
overview of this vast range of literature but includes references to places
where the interested reader can find more information in catalogues, lists,
websites and bibliographies. Primary sources attributed directly to Rudolf
Steiner are many, and range across an incredibly diverse range of topics.
Secondary sources also consist of a vast bibliography of publications
including biographies of Steiner, anthroposophical works, commentaries
on theory and practice in many different areas of applied anthroposophy,
textbooks, resources, manuals, compendiums, anthologies and reviews.
This chapter however is limited to those publications concerned with
education.
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As with most initiatives that are seen as new, alternative, unfamiliar or
different from mainstream and established norms, Waldorf Schools have
attracted over the years a certain amount of commentary, criticism and
negative opinions despite their perceived growth and success. This chapter reviews some of the historical and contemporary literature that highlights the stark differences in experience and understanding of Steiner
Education, ranging from scholarly works, books and articles to opinion
pieces in the popular media; some based on evidence and hard data and
others based entirely on opinion, conjecture and in some cases
misinformation.
The review foregrounds some of the positive outcomes and influences
of Waldorf Schooling as well as some of the problematic issues and challenges that have arisen over the years of maintaining an alternative
approach to education in the face of opposition and entrenched views. It
highlights the sometimes polarised views of Steiner Education and
Waldorf Schools over the last century, in particular the ongoing debate as
to whether the schools are religious or not. For example, some detractors
have condemned the schools as the front for a “cult-like religious sect”
teaching subversive religious beliefs, while others claim they are non-
sectarian and non-denominational, able to be inclusive of all creeds and
beliefs (Stehlik 2015). That the schools have been established in countries
where the official religion is Judaism, Hinduism or Islam already shows
that they are not necessarily wedded to Christian dogma.

The Collected Works of Rudolf Steiner
During his lifetime Rudolf Steiner authored and published 28 books and
delivered over six thousand lectures on a staggering range of topics, many
of which were recorded as short-hand reports and are available in published form. In addition, Steiner published hundreds of other written
works—essays, articles, poems and letters. The underlying theme of the
majority of this work pertains directly to human development, embodied
in the concepts of Anthroposophy and based on a science of the spirit. As
already mentioned, this book does not intend to enter into a detailed
analysis of anthroposophical thought, but is based on the assumption
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and the premise that the theory can be best understood by observing the
practical activities that have arisen from the impulses of Rudolf Steiner;
activities that “call for the personal development of the individual to
forge new relationships between people and with this planet”
(Anthroposophical Society in Great Britain n.d.).
The collected works of Steiner are published by Rudolf Steiner Verlag
in Dornach, Switzerland and contain 354 volumes. The Gesamtausgabe
or GA collection is published in German, but as Dahlin points out, in
“English translations, many of the GA’s are now available at the website
of the Rudolf Steiner Archive https://www.rsarchive.org/, while the website https://www.waldorflibrary.org/ provides good information on
English translations of Steiner’s lectures in education” (2017: 10).
A cursory inspection of both websites will show that there is a vast
range of material on offer, particularly the Rudolf Steiner Archive with
topics ranging from ‘angelology’ to Goethean Science. However it is not
just a historical archive but also contains links to ongoing and recent
publications and articles by contemporary anthroposophists and commentators. The Waldorf Library is by definition a site dedicated to
Waldorf Education and contains useful information, articles and resources
“in English and now also in Spanish for Waldorf teachers, parents, home
schoolers, and anyone interested in Waldorf education” https://www.waldorflibrary.org/.
The importance of making such resources available in languages other
than German is stressed here, given the discussion in the previous chapter
in relation to the spread of Waldorf Education outside of German-
speaking countries, which in some cases was delayed by a lack of resources
and texts in translation. The process of translating Steiner’s complex and
esoteric ideas and concepts from the original German can also be problematic, and since his lectures were recorded by transcription and often
published and translated without the opportunity for him to check, revise
or edit them, much of this material must be taken at face value. Those
works which Steiner himself authored are also written in a way that
requires the reader to really engage with the text; and many anecdotal
comments have been made about the density of the language and the difficulty in recalling what one has actually read—not merely due to the
complex philosophical ideas being presented but to the seemingly
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 ermeneutic process involved in interpreting the layers of meaning. As
h
Reakes points out, meaning is not an absolute thing but arises in the
conscious reading and understanding of a text, and in the case of engaging with Steiner’s texts “reading is an activity undertaken for formation
rather than information” (2018: 66). Dahlin comments on the metaphorical character of Steiner’s discourse in the published texts and lectures, noting that “it is sometimes hard to pin down his words to a precise
and permanent meaning, although the underlying intuitions may be clear
and meaningful in themselves” (2017: 51, original italics).
In a series of nine lectures given at Manchester College Oxford in
August 1922—the first of three courses of lectures on education for an
English audience—Steiner begins by apologising that “I cannot speak to
you in the language of this country … any disadvantage this involves will
be made good, I trust, in the translation to follow” (1947: 7). The lectures
were given in German and translated by George Adams Kaufmann,
although we don’t know if he also transcribed them. Kaufmann was an
English anthroposophist fluent in German who is credited with being
“the free verbal translator of around 110 lectures of Steiner into English”
(Paull 2011: 58), and his wife Mary Adams became librarian and translator for the Anthroposophical Society in London for many years. Paull has
credited this series of lectures, given at the Oxford Conference on
Education in August 1922, as “the catalyst for the establishment of the
Waldorf Schools in Britain and the broader English-speaking world, and
is a key historical event in the proliferation of Waldorf Education”
(2011: 53).
Steiner was no doubt a charismatic figure and influential speaker, and
the single-handed communication of his ideas and worldview through
these direct face-to-face encounters with audiences all over Europe had
obviously contributed to the success of his work and the development of
his following, which saw anthroposophy being embraced in theory and
practice by an increasing number of people concerned with various
aspects of social renewal. Not everyone however, seemed to be impressed
or taken in by Steiner and his presentation style. Long after his death, the
diaries of the German-speaking Bohemian writer Franz Kafka came to
light, in which he documents his attendance at two lectures by Dr. Rudolf
Steiner in Berlin in 1911. His diary entries are rather cynical and critical
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of a figure whom he obviously regarded as pretentious and even arrogant
in his perceived position in relation to spirituality and Christianity. As
one of Steiner’s biographers Colin Wilson observes, “Clearly Kafka
regarded Steiner as a fake messiah. This probably tells us more about
Kafka than about Steiner” (1985: 142). However, this critical view of
Steiner’s personality would recur throughout his lifetime and well after it.

 Review of Steiner’s Published Works
A
on Education
Steiner Education, as one of the better-known practical applications of
Anthroposophy, is well represented and documented in the literature, not
only from an anthroposophical perspective but also from the mainstream
literature on teaching, education and child development. However there
are several well established imprints and publishing houses which focus
solely on publishing works by and about Rudolf Steiner across the whole
range of his anthroposophical output.
Rudolf Steiner Press, based in the UK, describes itself as “a company
dedicated to anthroposophy … with a list of 500+ titles … we are committed to making anthroposophy available to existing students as well as
the general public” (Catalogue 2015: 2). In collaboration with its partner
imprint in the US Steiner Books, the company has engaged in the project
of publishing the collected works of Rudolf Steiner, mentioned above, in
English translations—an ongoing task with a total of over 60 titles so far.
The press’ catalogue of titles by Rudolf Steiner just in the area of
‘Education and Child Development’ totals 28 books, mostly transcribed
from lectures with some translated from essays.
Those works in which Steiner specifically outlines his views on education include such titles as The Roots of Education (1997), taken from five
lectures given at Bern in 1924; A Modern Art of Education (1972), fourteen lectures given at Ilkley in the UK in 1923; The Kingdom of Childhood
(1982), seven lectures given at Torquay in the UK in 1924; and The
Renewal of Education Through the Science of the Spirit (1981a), from fourteen lectures given at Basel in 1920. In the latter title Steiner not only
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presents his arguments for a radically new approach to education based
on Spiritual Science, but predicts such concerns as mainstream reaction
on the one hand, and the danger of presenting these views as dogma on
the other. The varied locations of these lectures also reinforce the way in
which Steiner travelled constantly and communicated his ideas on education through direct exposition.
As their titles suggest, Practical Advice to Teachers (1976) and Discussions
with Teachers (1967) are transcriptions of lectures given to the founding
faculty of the first Waldorf School in Stuttgart in August and September
1919, just as the new school was about to open. These foundation lectures remain relevant and important, and are still accessed today by teachers seeking to understand the fundamentals of Waldorf Education. In
addition, The Study of Man: A General Education Course (1995) is taken
from lectures also given in August and September 1919, showing how
condensed and intense was the preparation for the teachers of the first
Waldorf School in that short time. These lectures, translated by AC
Harwood (see below), are described as being “the most succinct presentation of [Steiner’s] human-centered spiritual psychology … accessible to
anyone genuinely interested in the questions of human existence” (Rudolf
Steiner Press 2015), and not just for teachers but for parents and anyone
interested in education. As an introductory text or propaedeutic to the
fundamentals of Steiner’s educational philosophy, this book would be a
good place to begin.
The US publisher Steiner Books is an imprint of Anthroposophic Press
which has been the primary publisher of Steiner’s works since 1927. On
its website catalogue the section on Waldorf & Special Needs Education
shows that all the titles under ‘Foundations’ are by Steiner, featuring most
of those also in the catalogue of Rudolf Steiner Press, mentioned above.
It reinforces the notion that the foundations of Waldorf Education are still
those that were laid down by Steiner in his lifetime. The titles in this series
range from The child’s changing consciousness to Education as a force for
social change, and reinforce the way in which Steiner in his lectures was
addressing ‘the problem of education’ from various perspectives, including from the point of view of child development as well as from the point
of view of the needs of post-war modern European society. These themes
also occur in the titles A modern art of education and The Kingdom of child-
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hood, in which latter book taken from Steiner’s final lecture in England,
he reiterates his views that teaching should occur in “the knowledge that
children are citizens of both the spiritual and the earthly worlds” (https://
steiner.presswarehouse.com/books/BookDetail.aspx?productID=22035).
While Steiner Books and the Rudolf Steiner Press also publish and
feature many titles by Steiner on subjects other than education (eg biodynamic agriculture, arts and literature, health and healing, science and
nature), they also handle a large range of books by other authors on
Waldorf Education, from introductory texts to resources for teachers and
picture books for children. In addition, other specialist imprints including Wynstones Press, Hawthorn Press, Mercury Press, Floris Books and
Steiner Schools Fellowship Publications, as well as larger commercial
publishers such as Peter Lang and Springer have contributed to this bibliography. A selection of some of these titles is now reviewed in the following section. It will be seen that the output of publications by other
authors that introduce, describe, analyse, support, question and critique
Waldorf Education far outweigh the output by Steiner himself, even
given the impressive output that he managed to achieve in his lifetime.
This secondary output has been increasing steadily over the last century
and aligns not only with the steady increase in Waldorf Schools globally,
but with more recent interest in the future of schooling and alternative
approaches to education influenced by late twentieth century social
developments including counter-cultural and environmental movements,
futurist thinking, post-modern thought and global communication
connectivity.

 eneral Literature on Steiner Education
G
and Waldorf Schools
The literature by those who have helped to carry the flame of Steiner
Education and have documented and analysed the growth of Waldorf
Schools since Steiner’s death in 1925 parallels the expansion and growth
of the movement from Germany to all of Europe and beyond. However,
works in the German language still predominate the literature, just as
Germany today contains the largest number of Waldorf Schools of any
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country—in 2018 there were 242 schools and 564 kindergartens. While
there is an ongoing project to translate some of this literature into other
languages, there is also a plethora of works that have been written in
English and published for a wider audience.
Many of these works are attempts to provide an introduction, overview or explanation of Waldorf Education for the lay reader who may
know very little or nothing about anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner, or the
origins of Waldorf Schools; and seem to be part of an attempt to de-
mystify Waldorf Education in response to the misinformation, criticism
and hostility that have been aimed at the schools over their one hundred
year history (see below). One of the problems with this secondary literature is pointed out by Dahlin, who suggests that “its immanent hermeneutics unfortunately often results in a kind of discourse that addresses
itself to those who are already in tune with the underlying ways of thinking”, with the language often appearing anachronistic and “an obstacle to
mutual understanding and dialogue” (2017: 6). It is also a stretch to try
and explain the underlying philosophy behind the curriculum and methods without entering into a prior study of Steiner’s general philosophy,
for which a study of his foundation text The philosophy of freedom (1894)
is generally accepted as mandatory pre-reading. The Waldorf approach to
child development for example, which is very briefly addressed in Chap.
2, is based on the entire picture of the evolution and development of
humanity and the incarnating child—esoteric concepts which are difficult to explain in a mainstream textbook on education.
Nevertheless, there are numerous titles that aim to illustrate the
Waldorf method, and many of them are written by practitioners and
based on experience and practice in an attempt to describe the application of the theory. Texts in English include Steiner Education in theory
and practice (1991) written by Gilbert Childs who completed the teacher
training course at Michael Hall in England and taught in Waldorf Schools
in England and Germany. As a foundation text it is accessible and practical in describing the curriculum from pre-school through to the upper
schools, the basis of the creative and artistic approach to teaching, and an
appreciation of the incarnating child, as well as covering a brief biography
of Steiner and the history of the schools. The usefulness of this text can
be reinforced by the fact that I made it the set text for the course
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Introduction to Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools that I taught at the
University of South Australia for many years. Inter alia, Childs reiterates
that “throughout his writings and lectures on education, [Steiner] never
tired of emphasising that a proper pedagogy can only grow from a thorough knowledge of human nature, and particularly child nature” (1991:
4), and goes on to make it clear that what is meant by human nature goes
beyond a scientistic or mechanistic notion to acknowledge a definite
soul-spiritual nature.
Similar texts by practitioners had been published even earlier, for
example AC Harwood’s 1958 publication The recovery of man in childhood. Harwood met Rudolf Steiner and subsequently founded the first
Waldorf School in England which is now Michael Hall in East Sussex.
His work as General Secretary of the Anthroposophical Society in Great
Britain led to travel and links with the Waldorf movement in the United
States, and his book resulted from a trans-Atlantic perspective rooted in
the 1950s that is a little more outdated than Childs for example, but still
highly readable. Harwood also founded and for many years edited the
journal of the Waldorf Steiner schools in Great Britain Child and Man,
later re-badged as Steiner Education (see below). Shepherd’s biography A
scientist of the invisible: An introduction to the life and work of Rudolf
Steiner had already been published in 1954 and is an early example of the
concerted and ongoing effort to bring Steiner and his work to a wider
readership, and in Shepherd’s words “to break down the barrier of ignorance and indifference that conceals from the majority of English people
the teaching of Rudolf Steiner” (1983: 7).
Two books from the 1970s also contributed to bringing Steiner
Education to a broader audience beyond those ‘already in tune with the
underlying ways of thinking’. Education towards freedom: Rudolf Steiner
Education, A survey of the work of Waldorf Schools throughout the world,
was published in 1972 by the Swedish Waldorf teacher Frans Carlgren,
originally in German and then in an English translation in 1976. As a
large format book with lavish colour reproductions of illustrations including examples of children’s work from schools around the world, this book
not only covered the history, development, philosophy and curriculum of
Waldorf Schools; it went a long way towards introducing a wider readership to the increasing global reach of Waldorf Education as well as pro-
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viding visual evidence of one of the underlying characteristics of educating
through art. Francis Edmunds, introduced in the previous chapter as the
founder of Emerson College and the Steiner Schools Fellowship in the
UK and someone who visited Australia, the United States and Canada in
support of furthering the movement, published another important book
in 1975: Rudolf Steiner’s gift to education: The Waldorf Schools which has
also become a well-known introductory work. To add to the literature, a
recent book has been published on the history of Emerson College and
Edmunds’ work: The Story of Emerson College: Its Founding Impulse, Work
and Form (Spence 2013).
The 1990s saw a surge in the number of books, journals and internet
articles and reviews focusing on both positive and negative aspects of
Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools. The supportive literature often
attempted to present and discuss Steiner Education from a mainstream
comparative educational perspective, written for a wider mainstream
audience including parents (eg Barnes 1991; Easton 1997; Henry 1992,
1993; Koetzsch 1997; Miller 1998; Ruenzel 1995). This contributed to
the move to break out of the self-referential language of ‘Steiner jargon’
that did not serve the movement well and had actually detracted from the
cause, and at this time many detractors of Steiner Education were also
putting pen to paper and producing some very virulent criticism of
Waldorf Schools and of Steiner as a person, as discussed below.
A book documenting the life of a Waldorf teacher, in a North American
context, was written by Torin Finser and published in 1995. School as a
journey: The eight-year odyssey of a Waldorf teacher and his class follows the
daily activities of a Waldorf classroom from the first to the eighth grade;
reinforcing the unique relationship that can be developed with one
teacher and one class of students as they grow and learn together. Proving
its global relevance, this book has since been translated into many languages including Mandarin, Farsi, Thai, Arabic, Korean and Spanish.
Two experienced English Waldorf teachers, Christopher Clouder and
Martyn Rawson, published “an essential introduction to the practice of
Steiner’s ideas in education” in 1998 in a book simply entitled Waldorf
Education (steiner.presswarehouse.com). Brien Masters, another English
anthroposophist and teacher at Michael Hall, also wrote from an experienced practitioner’s point of view in the book Adventures in Steiner
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Education: An introduction to the Waldorf approach, reflecting on his long
years as a Waldorf educator since the 1950s and published in 2005.
Masters published a total of fourteen titles on Waldorf Education including a number of resource books for teachers with songs and stories, as
well as a doctoral thesis that “investigated how Steiner’s ideas have fared
as the Waldorf movement grew into its present worldwide dimension”
(Wynstones Press).
Alduino Mazzone, one of the founders and a long-serving teacher of
Mt. Barker Waldorf School, also felt the need to produce a book which
in his words is “a passionate plea for a deeper understanding of Waldorf
education”, which is why the book he wrote with his partner Susan Laing
is entitled A passionate schooling: Key ideas behind Steiner Waldorf education (Mazzone and Laing 2010: vii).
Parents as well as teachers have also contributed to publications promoting, documenting and celebrating Waldorf Education. One of my
books (Stehlik 2002, 2015) resulted from doctoral research but was written from a parent’s perspective and from interviews with other parents,
with an overall theme of recognising the importance of the school community as a whole in light of the aphorism ‘it takes a whole village to raise
a child’. Vicki Kearney, a parent from Samford Valley Steiner School in
Queensland Australia, produced a beautifully illustrated book entitled
Creating avenues for change: Timeless moments in 2006. It contains images
and words from Waldorf Schools in Australia, Kenya, Taiwan, Vietnam
and Japan, presented in four sections: the preschool years (willing); the
primary years (feeling); the secondary years (thinking); and community
(community is a creative process). The images of children at work, at play,
in classrooms and in nature, combined with some inspirational text, reinforce the colourful, joyful and aesthetic quality of the atmosphere of
Waldorf schools in a number of countries more than mere words
can convey.
The theme of community literally runs through the book published by
Willunga Waldorf School in South Australia to celebrate its 21st anniversary. Weaving threads of community: A patchwork history of Willunga
Waldorf School contains words, images and reflections by parents, teachers
and community members who have not only seen the school grow but
have been responsible for building it from the ground up (Hickman et al.
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2010). The physical fabric of such a school with its uniquely designed and
constructed buildings provides material evidence and an example of what
can be done when like-minded people come together with a vision and a
purpose; but the collective memory of a community contained in a book
such as this also creates a lasting legacy not only for its members—it can be
an inspiration for others striving to develop other initiatives in other places.
Promoting Waldorf Education has not been limited to print publications either. In addition to brochures, syllabus documents and other promotional materials that schools and Waldorf associations produce, the
use of film has also been utilised as a public relations medium. The question often posed by those who are curious and interested and want to
know more is: What is a Steiner School? and often it is difficult to explain
this in short form (it has taken me several chapters so far!). This question
then is the title of a 20 minute film produced in 2006 by the Steiner
Waldorf Schools Fellowship in the UK that features students, teachers,
parents and educational officials talking about their experiences with
Steiner Education, including academic, social and personal outcomes.
The comments seem genuine and the images speak for themselves. One
little girl aged 11 says to the camera: “You are allowed to be a child …
and here you are allowed to enjoy everything” (SWSF 2006).
The film is available on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Kpel5f3-3PM, but there are many other such short films, for
example: What is Waldorf Education? Waldorf in a nutshell presented by
the American Waldorf educator and author Sarah Baldwin https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=xVhXhvxewdI. Of importance to this book, the
film Waldorf 100: Learn to change the world has been produced by the
Waldorf 100 committee as one of the many activities, events and resources
being produced for the centenary year https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=wfec6eF4I_4&t=6s.
For those who need no convincing, resource books that have been
published by experienced practitioners to describe and document in
detail the Waldorf curriculum and methods have already been mentioned
in Chap. 3, for example Richter (1995), Rawson and Richter (2000) and
Cunningham (2004). Such texts cover the key features of the Steiner
approach to education, curriculum content suggestions by class, and suggestions for individual subject areas. They are intended as practical source
books for new and practising Waldorf teachers given that for a long time,
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Fig. 5.1 Outdoor education Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala
N. Balcescu Romania)

curriculum documents and subject outlines were scanty, scarce, or not in
translation. More recently, teachers and educators can access materials
and resources through the increasing number of online sources available,
as detailed below. However, in many cases, the natural world and the
local environment are also often utilised as teaching resources and are just
as important for teachers and children (see Fig. 5.1).
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Academic Articles, Journals and Research
A number of journals dedicated to anthroposophy in general and Steiner
Education in particular have appeared over the years, providing a platform for academic research and practitioner reflections to be published
and to create a dialogue and debate about contemporary education issues;
but also to raise the status of Steiner Education and show that it is worthy
of academic research and discourse. Maintaining these publications for a
relatively small readership has proved to be patchy—in Australia the journal Musagetes lasted for a while and then folded. The Journal of the
Anthroposophical Society of Australia began in 2016 and has produced a
number of issues so far, with some articles relating to Steiner Education
although its focus is more on esoteric anthroposophical social and personal matters.
Mentioned earlier, the journal Child and Man was founded by Cecil
Harwood in the UK in 1930, originally as the school magazine of Michael
Hall School, and remains one of the longest running journals devoted
specifically to Steiner Education, but with what the editors in the Summer
1964 edition diplomatically term “an intermittent career” (p. 3).
Published by the Steiner Waldorf Schools Fellowship, editorship of the
journal was eventually taken over by Dr. Brien Masters who steered it
well into the twenty-first century before its circulation began to wane and
finally declined with the advent of electronic media. In 1995 Masters
changed the title of the journal to Steiner Education; possibly because of
the perceived negative implications of a gender exclusive title, even
though the original title was based on the phrase ‘The child is father of
the man’ from the Wordsworth poem My heart leaps up (1807).
In spring 1965 the Anthroposophical Society in America began publishing the Journal for Anthroposophy under the editorship of Henry
Barnes. By time of the Easter 2000 edition (Number 70), the journal ran
to more than 80 pages and featured ten articles and four book reviews.
Renewal, A Journal for Waldorf Education is published online by the
Association of Waldorf Schools of North America with two issues annually, edited by author, educator (and comedian!) Ronald E Koetzsch. The
journal appears to feature contributions by, and be aimed at, practising
Waldorf educators as well as academics and researchers.
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The open access journal RoSE: Research on Steiner Education is, according to its website:
… an on-line, bilingual (English and German) peer-reviewed academic
journal with the purpose of serving the theoretical and practical development of Steiner Waldorf education in ways that are relevant to our contemporary globalising world. (http://www.rosejourn.com/index.php/rose)

The journal is a collaboration since 2010 between two institutions of
higher education: The English section established at the Rudolf Steiner
University College, Oslo in Norway, and the German part at the Alanus
University of Arts and Social Sciences, Alfter in Germany. It is an example of a modern approach to creating a platform for peer-reviewed
research and publications on Steiner Education for both English and
German readerships. Members of the editorial board are international
and include the Swedish academic Bo Dahlin, of Karlstad University and
the Australian academic Thomas Nielsen of the University of Canberra.
Both have also published research articles and books on Steiner Education.
Nielsen’s PhD thesis was published as a book (2004) and Dahlin’s most
recent book (2017) was significantly titled Rudolf Steiner: The relevance of
Waldorf Education, as although it is yet another example of a comprehensive introduction for those seeking to know more, it takes a very empirical and thoroughly researched approach in a contemporary context to
argue that this approach to education is just as relevant in today’s world
as it was in 1919, if not more so.
Also in Australia, Jennifer Gidley has undertaken detailed research into
Steiner Education and published her findings extensively in books, book
chapters, articles and reports. Her research projects for Steiner Education
Australia have also attempted to document the known Australian research
publications related to Waldorf Education and found that “Australia was
leading the way globally in terms of academic research that brought
Steiner ideas into the Twenty-First Century” (Gidley 2018: 1). The bibliography compiled for the report lists 99 publications by Australian academic researchers into various aspects of Steiner Education, and notes
that there have been 12 doctoral theses and 15 masters theses completed
on themes relating to Steiner Education between 1983 and 2018 (https://
www.steinereducation.edu.au/resource_category/research/).
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Earlier research theses that have been published as books include Mary
Henry’s School cultures: Universes of meaning in private schools (1993) that
compared ritual activities in an American Waldorf School with those of a
mainstream private school; and Richard Blunt’s Master of Education thesis from South Africa published as Waldorf Education theory and practice (1995).
As part of a general need to make publications on Waldorf Education
evidence-based and more accessible to a wider readership, my own contribution to this effort was a book co-edited with Dr. Leigh Burrows from
Flinders University, entitled Teaching with spirit: New perspectives on
Steiner Education in Australia (2014). We collated and edited 21 chapters
contributed by practising educators from early childhood through to university contexts, as well as from parents, school leaders and administrators. The book gives a picture of the scope and creativity of contemporary
practice in Australian Waldorf schools, showing that they are a vital part
the wider education landscape.

Websites and Online Sources
A list of online sources and websites is contained in the appendix for
further reading and research. Some have already been mentioned. In
terms of general resources and information, the International Forum for
Steiner Waldorf Education website www.waldorf-resources.org is a good
place to start as it includes a number of links including to a list of international organisations. The various international and national associations have websites containing information, resources and links. Some
examples of these include:
Friends of Waldorf Education https://www.freunde-waldorf.de/en/
European Council for SteinerWaldorf Education (ECSWE) http://ecswe.eu/
Association of Waldorf Schools of North America (AWSNA) https://www.
waldorfeducation.org/awsna
Steiner Education Australia (SEA) https://www.steinereducation.edu.au/
There are also private sites, for example:
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Waldorf Answers on the philosophy and practice of Waldorf Education—
Information and resources for parents and prospective parents
https://waldorfanswers.org/
Millennial Child—A website of resources and support for Waldorf
teachers, established by American Waldorf teacher and author
Eugene Schwartz http://millennialchild.com/index.html
Interested readers are also directed to the websites of bookshops and
distributors specialising in the literature on anthroposophy and Steiner
Education, for example:
Dornach Switzerland—https://www.goetheanum-verlag.ch/
United States—https://rscbookstore.com/
United Kingdom—https://www.wellspringbookshop.co.uk/
Australia—www.rudolfsteinerbookcentre.com.au
New Zealand—http://www.ceresbooks.co.nz/
Germany—https://www.rudolfsteinerausgaben.com/

Criticism of Steiner and Waldorf Education
As stressed in earlier chapters, there is an important distinction between
Anthroposophy and Steiner Education, as the former underpins the curriculum and teaching methodology in Waldorf Schools, but is not taught as
such. Teachers are ideally supposed to ‘work out of Anthroposophy’ and
present an integrated curriculum as a lived experience; not expect it to be
accepted as dogma at face value. However, statements made by Steiner
such as: “the aim of Anthroposophy is to make knowledge universal and
to spiritualise it” (1947: 135), and “the mystery of Golgotha was a cosmic
event on earth when man was again united with the cosmos” (1981b:
178) have led many to interpret anthroposophy and by association the
Waldorf Schools as religious, Christian and therefore sectarian.
However there are divergent and opposing views in the literature about
this, with a long and very public debate over whether Anthroposophy is
a religion, therefore questioning the declared non-sectarian status of
Waldorf Schools. Some vigorous detractors of Steiner Education have
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stated “the claim that Anthroposophically trained teachers can keep religion out of the classroom is transparently false” (Dugan and Daar 1994:
6), and that the secret agenda of the schools is not to educate children but
to ‘convert’ them to Anthroposophy as if it were a religion or sect. In support of their argument, they quote Childs, a former Steiner teacher and
author (see above), who states firmly that “Waldorf teachers must be
anthroposophists first and teachers second” (1991: 166). However,
Skewes in a response to Dugan and Daar asserted that the schools:
… are not accountable to the International Anthroposophical Society, but
rather to the spirit of Anthroposophy. Each school is independent, although
a school may be a member of an association of Waldorf Schools. (1996: 1)

Furthermore Easton, in a comprehensive article on the Waldorf method
of teaching that “suggests that the Waldorf model can provide a meaningful framework for all schools and educators”, does not mention
Anthroposophy at all in relation to the key elements and theories discussed
(1997: 94). Such a diversity of opinion on this issue is also reflected in the
views of Waldorf teachers with whom I have discussed it—some of them
are active members of the Anthroposophical Society, while others maintain quite a distance from it and regard their time as better spent on practical school-based activities. It would appear from this anecdotal evidence
that teachers are not under any pressure to ‘be anthroposophists’ but may
(and should be able to) come to this position out of their own free will.
Critics of this view however claim that Anthroposophy is a “cult”, that
Steiner was some sort of “guru”, and that in the classroom teachers are
“supposed to take the role of priest” (Dugan 1998: 3). These views are
particularly reflected in the publications and website of an American
organisation entitled People for Legal and Non-sectarian Schools
(PLANS), established in 1995 by former Waldorf parents and teachers
who appear to have had negative experiences with Steiner Education, and
have channelled their dissatisfaction into a “mission to provide parents,
teachers and school boards with views of Waldorf education from outside
the cult of Rudolf Steiner [and] to expose the illegality of public funding
for Waldorf school programs in the US” (PLANS 2012: 3).
This is mostly an issue in the US because of the Charter School legislation mentioned in Chap. 4, which allows public school funding for these
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and ‘Waldorf methods’ schools that PLANS argues are actually religious,
and therefore should not be funded by taxpayers. However, their opposition goes much further and their website contains links to articles, opinions, and comments that attack and denigrate anthroposophists, Waldorf
teachers, Waldorf Schools and Rudolf Steiner himself (PLANS website).
As already mentioned in Chap. 1, Steiner predicted that ignorance and
misunderstanding about the nature of what he also termed spiritual science would result in it being interpreted “as if it were a kind of religious
creed”, and stated clearly that “Anthroposophy is not the concern of a
separatist group: sectarianism is abhorrent to it” (Steiner 1981a:
16, 1974: 8).
Other anthroposophists have reinforced this position by arguing that:
If we ponder the fact that “religion” means to “re-connect” (from the Latin
re-ligare) that is to re-connect the physical with the spiritual, then it could
be said that whatever the subject taught, it is “religious” in nature through
the attitude that the teacher brings to it. Yet, it is in no way sectarian or
denominational. (Querido 2000: 20)

Nevertheless the PLANS group persevered for many years—from
1998 to 2012—with a court case against two Californian school districts,
alleging that their publicly-funded Waldorf schools were religious programs in disguise. Over a series of hearings, appeals and remands, PLANS
claimed that Anthroposophy was a religion and if it were proved so, it
should not be permissible to be present in publicly-funded schools;
prosecuting a case that still remains unresolved as far as can be established
from available evidence, but emphasising the lengths that critics of Steiner
Education are prepared to go to.
In a well-researched and balanced article reviewing the PLANS court
case as it was proceeding, the journalist had reported on her findings
from visiting Waldorf schools and speaking to parents and teachers as
well as the litigators, and noted that:
Because it’s easier to recognize the differences between traditional religions
and anthroposophy than to deny the similarities, anthroposophists point
out that Steiner’s philosophy doesn’t ask people to believe anything specific, gather to worship, recite any creed or be loyal to any god. Anyone can
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be an anthroposophist and be a member of any religion—or of no religion.
(Beckner 2005)

However the United States is not alone in criticising Waldorf Schools
on the basis of religion. As discussed in Chap. 4, the establishment of
Waldorf Education in a number of European and Latin American countries was hampered by opposition from church and government authorities who held that the Waldorf curriculum and culture was overtly
religious. The Russian Orthodox Church in particular created problems
for the fledgling Waldorf Schools established after the fall of the USSR in
the early 1990s, with various church representatives publishing articles
attacking them. In May 1994 an International Christian Seminar including representatives of the Russian Orthodox, Lutheran and Roman
Catholic churches actually issued a declaration to the effect that “Waldorf
Schools were characterised as racist, occultistic, anti-Christian and anti-
Semitic” (Friends of Waldorf Education 2001: 115). Although these
attacks grew less towards the end of the decade, they reflect similar church
opposition experienced in Poland, Portugal, France and Argentina; yet
curiously this does not appear to have been an issue in strongly Catholic
countries like the Republic of Ireland or in overtly Lutheran countries
like Sweden and Finland.
As for religion in the classroom, the Steiner curriculum actually calls
for the subject Comparative Religions to be studied in the high school, so
that students are exposed to a range of beliefs and value systems, not just
Christianity. As the Governor of the Bristol Steiner Academy recently
stated, “We teach all major world religions (certainly not anthroposophy!)” (Douglas 2019).
In the United Kingdom, criticism of Steiner Education has been based
more on perceived limitations of the curriculum, for example claims of
teaching ‘pseudoscience’, and a perceived lack of rigour in academic
assessment, behaviour management, and administration according to the
regulations and requirements of Ofsted—the Office for Standards in
Education, Children’s Services and Skills—the official body responsible
for inspecting and reporting on school services and outcomes.
The ‘free school’ legislation introduced in the UK in 2014 allowed
state funding of independent schools such as Waldorf Schools, and has
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since led to similar controversies comparable with those challenges to the
charter school system in the US. It has had the effect of turning the media
spotlight on Steiner Schools, particularly since Ofsted conducted recent
inspections that led to three Steiner Schools being deemed ‘inadequate’,
which actually resulted in the closure of Kings Langley Steiner School,
one of the oldest Waldorf Schools in the UK and in fact the world.
Contemporary media coverage in the UK and articles even in respected
organs like The Guardian have dismissed the Steiner educational philosophy as “a creed … a hippy cocktail of anti-authoritarian looseness and
counterintuitive life lessons”, and again raised accusations about “the
white supremacism” and “very pronounced racism of Rudolf Steiner”
(Williams 2019). In response to such unhelpful articles, experienced
Waldorf teacher and teacher educator Martyn Rawson has pointed out
that the problem actually lies with trying to mix independent schooling
with state educational requirements, for example with the application of
Ofsted rules and regulations to a form of education that by its very nature
is not driven by rules and regulations, and that “There is no effective
regulatory body that can ensure the quality of Steiner education in
schools” (Rawson 2019). He also points to the work of Dahlin who in his
2017 book responds to the criticism of racism in Steiner’s works, reporting that a government commission in the Netherlands set up to investigate this accusation found that in 0.05% of the 89,000 pages of Steiner’s
published works, a total of 16 sentences “were of a nature that as isolated
statements … would violate the present-day, well-developed and highly
sensitive Dutch law on discrimination” (Dahlin 2017: 3). The commission concluded its 2000 report by stating that “compared with other
nineteenth and pre-World War II twentieth century authors, such as
Hegel and Albert Schweitzer, Rudolf Steiner has become the victim of
‘selective indignation’” (Dahlin 2017: 4). In the meantime, Steiner
schools in the Netherlands continue to be state funded.
Within Germany, Steiner Education has come in for criticism as well,
and not just historically during the period of national socialism in the
1930s and 40s when all the schools were closed. A 2007 publication
Anthroposophie in Deutschland also put forward the proposition that
“Steiner sees the teacher as a ‘prophet’ … an esoteric initiate who educates children out of his insight into occult secrets” (Zander 2007: 1418).
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In defence, Selg points out that while Steiner did say at the opening of
the first school that “we must educate with prophetic foresight, that we
must anticipate the tasks of the next generation”, his emphasis on education being future-focussed and concerned with the coming generations rather than the current one has been taken out of context,
distorted and manipulated in such reference works (Selg 2010: 25).
The terms occult and esoteric are often used in relation to Rudolf Steiner
and his work as if they have some vaguely sinister inference, yet the
original meaning of occult is ‘hidden from view’, while esoteric simply
means ‘likely to be understood only be a small number of people’. Both
of these terms do apply to Steiner’s anthroposophy simply because as a
total body of work it takes some effort to appreciate and fully understand, and while the number of people engaged in this effort has
increased, there still remains much ignorance and misinformation
based on only a ‘partial view’.
In fact, an independent German investigation into Waldorf Education
also critiqued it as ‘neo-mythology’, not conceptual but mainly metaphorical in character, with rigid and dogmatic principles; yet also found
that “Waldorf Schools are pedagogically innovative and that former
Waldorf students are often successful in their lives” (Dahlin 2017: 7).
Ironically, the researcher Ulrich also reinforced the defence made by Selg
as quoted in the previous paragraph, by observing that there is a paradox
apparent in the general acceptance of the educational practice of the
schools, but at the same time an ignorance of the underlying theory
(Ulrich 1994, 2015).
Finally, on a more positive note, recent research into the outcomes of
Waldorf Education and the satisfaction of parents choosing this form of
schooling for their children has emerged in the form of publications
including books as well as research articles. For example, an empirical
study into the expectations and satisfaction of current parents at Rudolf
Steiner Schools in Switzerland provides data from 2737 respondents and
includes a detailed comparison with a similar study in Germany as well
as a literature review of recent Waldorf research (Brodbeck 2018). Some
of the findings:
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Children of 36% of parents at Steinerschulen have moved from the state
school to the Rudolf Steiner school. As frequent causes of the change, these
parents indicated that their child had been under-perceived at the state
school, had trouble with the high performance pressure there or even had
school fear. But the main change seems to be the special, holistic pedagogy
of Steinerschule. For 96% of parents, the expectations that they had were
met during the school change and 87% of all interviewed parents would
send their child back to the Rudolf Steiner School. (http://steinerschule.
ch/elternstudie/)

Brodbeck has also co-edited a new publication to coincide with the
centenary, a collection of 29 articles by 34 authors giving insight into the
practice and theory of Waldorf Schools: Steinerschulen heute—Ideen und
Praxis der Waldorfpädagogik (Steiner Schools today—Ideas and practice
of Waldorf Education), which is published only in German (Brodbeck
and Thomas 2019).
Jennifer Gidley’s research with Australian Waldorf School students and
graduates has inter alia focussed on how well prepared these young people feel for an uncertain future, compared with other youth cohorts. She
found that this group of students “were just as inclined as other students
and young people to have grave expectations about the future of the environment, social justice and conflict” (Gidley 1998: 7).
However, despite this Gidley found the students in general:
… were not disempowered by those negative future expectations, but
rather, they demonstrated a strong activist will to create more positive
futures … [and] … the students’ qualitative responses and visions demonstrated that they see the quality and character of humanness itself as a
major factor in the challenges they face and the futures they hope for.
(2002: 159)

This quality and character of humanness is a theme that continues to
emerge so far in this review of Waldorf Education, which continues in
the next chapter with an exploration of how this quality and character
may be nurtured and maintained in school settings, for example by educating through art (Fig. 5.2).
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Fig. 5.2 Castle painting, Class 4

Conclusion
This chapter has presented and reviewed only a fraction of the primary
and secondary literature concerned with all aspects of Steiner Education
and Waldorf Schools. However, the aim has been to show and discuss
examples of the diversity, quantity and quality of the discourse and information that has been generated over the last one hundred years and in
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fact since well before 1919. The interested reader is directed to the plethora of sites and sources for further reading, some of which are provided
in the appendix.
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6
What Makes Waldorf Education
Different?

Introduction
Chapter 3 introduced some of the key characteristics of the Steiner
Waldorf teaching approach and methods, as well as an outline of the curriculum as followed in most Waldorf Schools, with acknowledgment
that there are local variations. Such a brief introduction and outline however only gives a superficial picture of the deep and complex relationships, activities, meanings, processes and outcomes at work in a Waldorf
School and its associated community. A form of education that is holistic
in nature and underpinned by a detailed philosophy requires a big picture perspective in order to be able to understand the whole as more than
the sum of its parts. As Steiner pointed out however, even visiting a
Waldorf School will only give a superficial understanding of what
lies beneath:
This is just like cutting out a piece of a Rembrandt painting and thinking
that this gives one an idea of the whole picture. This is never possible with
something like the Waldorf School, which has been thought out and built
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up as a unity. You cannot separate the Waldorf School from the science of
the spirit out of which it has been created. (1970: 67–68)

While this book also aims to be able to determine what might be this
unity, or the essence of Waldorf Education that may be found in any
school around the world, before attempting to focus in to that, this
chapter firstly introduces and discusses some of the aspects of Waldorf
Schools that make them unique and different to other forms of schooling. In doing so, the chapter aims to identify and discuss some of the
reasons why this form of education not only remains relevant today,
but continues to flourish and grow from its initial roots in 1919, when
“the spirit of the age” demanded “a renewal of education”
(Steiner 1947: 8).
After what Steiner described as “the catastrophe of the second decade
of the twentieth century” he believed it was “important to give the coming generation something different—both of a spirit soul nature, and of
a bodily physical nature—from what our contemporaries have received”
and therefore “this was the thought, the ideal we had before us when we
tried to lay the educational foundation of the Waldorf School” (Steiner
1970: 49).
I submit that this ideal is still living in the Waldorf Schools of today,
and that the very differences to be outlined in this chapter are the reasons
why subsequent generations still need ‘something different’ from the
materialistic, intellectually-based, factory-type schooling that we have
inherited from the industrial revolution and as a society seem to be maintaining, and submitting our children to, without question. I believe the
Waldorf Schools exist today partly to force us to keep questioning what
education is for, why we keep sending our children to school, and how we
want them to grow and develop as individuals in a world that is no less
catastrophic today—even though for many different reasons—than it
was one hundred years ago.
Some of the more salient and unique aspects of Waldorf Schools then
are categorised and discussed as follows:
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• Education as an art—a curriculum that is arts-based, engages all senses,
and is inclusive of visual art, craft, music, dance, performance
and eurythmy
• Age appropriate learning and an integrated sequenced curriculum
• Child Study—a holistic view of the child
• A creative, imaginative approach to teaching requiring teacher
self-development
• Seven (or eight) year journey of teachers with the primary class
• Three R’s—ritual, rhythm and repetition
• Outdoor education and camps/bush kindy
• Senior high school curriculum
• Schools independent and self-managed
• Community and parent involvement/Grass roots initiatives/parent education
• Seasonal festivals (see Fig. 6.1)

Fig. 6.1 Winter Festival, Mount Barker Waldorf School. (Photograph taken by
Hamish Duncan)
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 ducation as an Art—A Curriculum That Is
E
Arts-Based, Engages All the Senses, and Is
Inclusive of Visual Art, Craft, Music, Dance,
Performance and Eurythmy
A key characteristic of Waldorf Education mentioned in Chap. 3 is the
arts-based nature of the curriculum and teaching methods, which has
been claimed as forming “the essence of Waldorf education” (Hague
Circle 2016: 4).
This is apparent visually when entering a Waldorf School or classroom,
where attention to aesthetics, form, colour, shape and mood may be
exemplified by the display of student drawings, paintings and models; by
the pastel coloured walls; by a blackboard that has rounded corners rather
than being rectangular; by desks and chairs that are made from natural
materials, and so on. However the emphasis on the arts and the artistic
goes deeper than what can be observed on the surface and is imbued in
all aspects of the curriculum, as well as being apparent in the creative arts
subjects—painting, drawing, modelling, woodcarving, singing, instrument playing and eurythmy.
It also goes beyond a mere appreciation of art and beauty, or even the
process of creating art, to acknowledge the true meaning of the word
aesthetics, which comes from the Greek word aesthesis “which can best be
translated as sense-perceptual awareness” (Dahlin 2017: 70). Steiner’s
introductory course to the teachers of the first Waldorf School included
his view that there are twelve human senses, and that the effective teaching of children should engage all of these senses, building on the influence of Goethe and Schiller and their writings on aesthetic education
(Steiner 1970, 1981, 1997a, b). In addition to taste, touch, smell, sight
and hearing, the additional senses of temperature, balance and movement
(or kinaesthetic sense) can be identified and are now generally accepted.
Anthroposophy would add another four senses making a total of twelve—
the life sense, which tells us the inner state of our body and feelings; the
language sense, the thought sense, and the I-sense:
The latter senses the presence of another person, another ‘I’, not one’s own.
Similarly the thought sense captures the thoughts expressed by another
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person, not one’s own. The language sense is related to hearing another
person’s speech [ie grasping the intent or the feeling, not necessarily the
meaning]. (Dahlin 2017: 68–69)

These last three in particular can be seen as relational senses, that is,
going beyond individual sensing to include ‘the other’ in a subtle I-thou
relationship that relies on a more holistic process of sensing than just
using one obvious sense-organ such as the nose or the eyes. Given the
combined influence and effect of these twelve senses—which Steiner
related to the three soul functions of thinking, feeling and willing as well
as the threefold picture of the child as spirit, soul and body—the concept
of teaching as an art should encompass a wide and inclusive range of cultural practices, processes and activities in which all of the senses can be
intentionally cultivated and refined.
It is ironic that today, even though there is still scepticism and criticism
of anthroposophy and Steiner’s theories about education, the artistic
nature of the Waldorf method is something that is at least widely understood and appreciated even though it has been underpinned by this very
philosophy. For example, in a country like Sweden which has a strong
cultural ethos and mindset of a design-based aesthetic:
To this day it is the artistic impulse in particular that many accept and
understand despite the fact that education experts not too infrequently
express disapproval or scepticism regarding the anthroposophical view of
the human being which underlies Waldorf Education. (Friends of Waldorf
Education 2001: 84)

This artistic impulse is a universal aspect and a feature of all Waldorf
Schools that can be observed in the subjects taught, the methods used,
and the artefacts, outcomes and performances produced.
The method of teaching as an art begins in the kindergarten, where
contrarily children are not actually ‘taught’ but are nurtured and encouraged to just be children, which principally means to be allowed to explore
and discover the world through guided play. A Waldorf kindergarten will
not contain plastic toys or any ‘educational games’, but will supply the
children with spaces and places, natural materials and objects, and time
in a supportive environment in which to work out relationships, identity,
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fantasy and reality in their own way. In this process, “creative play awakens and harnesses the power of imagination” (Clouder and Rawson 1998:
34). The power of play is now recognised in early childhood education
circles well beyond Steiner Education, as discussed further in Chap. 8,
however structured activities also occur in the kindergarten:
Each day of the week has its own artistic or handicraft activity, such as a
baking day. While most kindergartens offer water colour painting and
drawing with wax crayons, or beeswax modelling and eurythmy, the handicrafts vary according to the particular skills of the adults concerned. In all
these activities the children learn by example, finding their way into the
experiences at their own pace. (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 42)

To develop a sense of wonder and awe in the natural world—as discussed below in the section on outdoor education—is also a way of
engaging all the senses and encouraging imagination and creativity, which
is carried through into the primary school years. Here the curriculum
begins to be structured, with the Main Lesson introduced in a daily timetable that includes specific subjects including English, maths, science and
languages, but also painting, craft, music and eurythmy.
In the early years, the children are introduced to colour through painting with the three primary colours—red, yellow, and blue—usually using
the wet-on-wet technique, where the paper has been moistened so that
the colours can run into each other and create secondary colours. The
resulting paintings need not even be figurative, but are often purely exercises in colour and are instantly recognisable as Waldorf artworks, such as
the ones featured in the selection of illustrations in this book. The children are also introduced to writing through the unique activity of form
drawing, mentioned in Chap. 3, an exercise in developing hand-eye coordination using symmetrical patterns and rhythmical repetition of forms
of paper. As Steiner reiterated:
In reading and writing we do not begin with abstract letters, but we start
on an artistic level. First of all we let the child paint and draw, work with
colors and with forms. For then not only the head is occupied, which
would be very harmful to the child, but the whole human being is brought
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into activity. We then let letters arise out of the colored forms the child
paints. In this way he learns to write, and having learned to write he then
learns to read, for the letters we read are even more abstract than the letters
we write. (1970: 64)

Here, not only the outcome of form drawing is important, but the
process. “The facility to do these drawings freehand necessitates a fostering of an inner sense of harmony and balance” (Poplawski 1998: 69).
At this stage in Class 1, the children are also beginning to produce
their own Main Lesson books, which as discussed in Chap. 3, are individual work-books that become works of art. In the range of craft skills
that the children are taught—which through the primary years include
knitting, embroidery, sewing and doll-making for both boys and girls—
the manual skills in high school include woodwork, metalwork and dress-
making and culminate in learning the art of bookbinding, in order to
reinforce an appreciation of books as artefacts and not just vessels of content. In our modern technological world, this kind of old-fashioned craft
may seem archaic and unnecessary, but even though ‘the death of the
book’ was predicted with the increasing use of computers and online
publishing, books are as popular as ever, with recent data finding that
“Millennials lead other generations in reading and still generally prefer
print books to e-books” (Howe 2017).
Music plays an important role in the Waldorf curriculum from the
very beginning, with kindergarten children being introduced to song and
story and thereby developing listening skills, and from Class 1 learning to
sing appropriate songs and to play simple tunes on pentatonic instruments, such as the lyre or recorder. By Class 3 the children should be
learning musical notation and theory, and by Class 4 have taken up a
stringed instrument such as the violin, viola or cello. Singing as a class or
coming together to sing as a whole school is carried through into the high
school years, where the history of music is also the subject of a Main Lesson.
Eurythmy is an art of movement that “occupies a special position of
great importance in the Waldorf curriculum, being compulsory for all
children in all classes from 1 to 12, as well as any kindergarten class”
(Childs 1991: 189). A subject unique to Waldorf Education, eurythmy
(from the Greek for ‘beautiful’ or ‘harmonious movement’) had begun to
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be developed by Steiner already in 1912, when preparing to stage dramatic performances of Goethe’s play Faust. In founding this new art
form, Steiner stated that “Eurythmy takes its start from Goethe’s view
that all art is the revelation of concealed laws of Nature”, and that, in
consciously manifesting the forces of nature, “it could thus be an art of
movement that was life-enhancing, life-rejuvenating, even healing”
(Poplawski 1998: 32, 39).
In a Waldorf School, eurythmy takes the form of physical activity that
has been described as essentially psychological, in contrast to sports, gymnastics or those forms of physical education that are essentially physiological; in other words what Steiner characterised as “ensouled gymnastics”
(Childs 1991: 188). Practising eurythmy in educational contexts with
children includes movement that has elements of dance; group exercises
with rods to develop concentration, balance and left-right brain and
hand-eye coordination; exploring rhythmical and geometrical forms
through whole body movements; as well as fully rehearsed performances
presenting poems, plays and stories through gesture and movement.
Moreover, it has been shown to be of benefit to children not only for the
healthy development of grace, poise and fitness; but as a social activity:
The value of eurythmy within the school curriculum increases as the problems within education continue to multiply. More and more children with
emotional and learning difficulties, and the need to balance the lives of
even average children struggling with the stresses of increasingly fast-paced
and unbalanced times, have solicited from eurythmy a hygienic role in
addition to its educational one. (Poplawski 1998: 77–78)

A real issue associated with teaching eurythmy for many Waldorf
Schools however has been, and still remains, the ability to recruit and
retain suitably trained and qualified eurythmy teachers, especially outside
of Europe since most of the Eurythmy Training Centres are located in
Germany, Switzerland and the United Kingdom, with two in the United
States and one in South Africa. This is one of the challenges facing the
Waldorf movement in its 100th year, as discussed in Chap. 9.
Finally in this brief overview, the arts are also strongly represented in
Waldorf Schools in the drama curriculum. From Class 1 through to Class
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12, the annual play presentation is a key aspect of the curriculum and
usually associated with a particular theme for the year, appropriate to the
age of the class. For example, in Class 2 the children might perform a
short play based on the King of Ireland’s Son (Colum 1916/2012), a book
based on Irish folktales that the teacher would read to the class as part of
the ‘fables and legends’ theme. By Class 11, the plays become sophisticated full-scale productions, for example Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet
might be performed as an age-appropriate and timeless tale of adolescent
love and loss that resonates with the 17-year-old teenagers in the class,
who take on and experience the roles in a performance for the whole
school community. Parents not only get to see these plays but are usually
involved in a hands-on way in making costumes and props, designing
sets and helping the teacher with make-up, dressing and stage management.

 ge Appropriate Learning and an Integrated
A
Sequenced Curriculum
As discussed in Chap. 3, the Waldorf approach is child-centred and follows a developmental curriculum based partly on a recapitulation of the
evolution of human consciousness through various cultural epochs, presented to the children at a corresponding stage in their development.
Ideally then, a child graduating through the full Waldorf program from
Class 1 to Class 12 would experience an integrated sequenced curriculum
that builds cumulatively on what has gone before to arrive at a point
where the adolescent is ready to move into the contemporary post-school
world having re-lived vicariously these stages of human civilisation. This
has been described as “a kind of spiral learning experience” with the curriculum having a vertical as well as horizontal structure, so that “the tenor
of each year’s curriculum is guided by the developmental needs of the
children at that age” (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 26).
In referring to this model Rudolf Steiner often used the German word
Einheitschule, which in this context had a very specific meaning during
the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The book Education
and Society in Modern Germany defined the Einheitschule:
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This term denoted coordination of all aspects of education into a unified
whole, in such a way that elementary, intermediate and secondary schools
would cease to be separate categories, diversely administered and with
unrelated curricula, and become integral elements in a harmonious whole.
(Samuel and Hinton 2003)

The reality is that many Waldorf Schools are primary schools only, and
children and their parents must choose other options for their high school
years; or in many cases children have transferred from another school and
missed the early years of Waldorf Education; or even more commonly
they or their parents have a ‘loss of faith’ and leave Waldorf Education for
mainstream senior schools which offer the ‘official’ local high school certificate leading to a university entrance score. Since Waldorf graduates
have long been accepted into university programs on the basis of completing the alternative Steiner senior curriculum, this is an unnecessary
move which has negative consequences for the viability of the schools
that lose student numbers in the high school. However, school choice is
a complex matter for parents and students (those who can afford to make
choices) and will be discussed further in Chap. 8.
Another significant and unique aspect of Waldorf Education is the
recognition that children need to be children, and “by forcing them to
grow up too quickly, paradoxically we prevent true maturity from developing” (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 37). It has already been mentioned
that in a Steiner Kindergarten, the children are not exposed to academic
work, to electronic media, to direct instruction, or to any programmed
learning. They do experience a definite timetable and structured activities
guided by the kindergarten staff modelling appropriate behaviour; but
the children are mostly learning by doing through guided play. Steiner was
adamant that a child up until the age of seven is still incarnating into the
world and is not yet ready to take in abstract concepts, processes and
responsibilities that adults often assume and take for granted.
That is why children in a Waldorf School are not introduced to what
we might recognise as regular schoolwork until they begin Class 1 in the
year that they turn seven. It is one of the differences apparent in the
Waldorf approach, but also is the cause of some the criticisms and concerns raised against it. This is because children may not be reading until
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they are seven or even eight years old, which can cause concern for some
parents that their child is being disadvantaged or delayed in their development. Experience has shown that children develop individually and
some will take longer to come to reading, but eventually all do, through
the abovementioned process of learning the letters first, beginning with
form drawing in an artistic rather than abstract way, with learning to
write coming before learning to read. Again this is a planned sequential
process, with much oral and aural interaction and learning occurring at
the same time, building on what was begun in the kindergarten.
Another difference is the avoidance of exposing children to electronic
media in the early years, and in fact through most of the primary years.
Again, this has led to misunderstanding and criticism of teachers and
schools such as accusations of denying or protecting children from the
reality of the modern world and its dominance by information technology and electronic communications and media. There is a long history to
this, but in brief, even before computers became common, Waldorf
Schools were well known for limiting the exposure of children to television and other moving screen images, especially in the early years. Critics
have pointed out that TV was not even around when Steiner established
the first Waldorf School, so how could he have made such a strict rule?
The main argument again links back to what is appropriate for children at each stage of their development. In the first seven years at least,
the faculties of imagination and invention through creative play should
be encouraged. TV and other screen-based moving images provide the
children with pre-determined content which they then take in passively
without actively creating them. In addition to the content often being
inappropriate or beyond their understanding, which seems to be an
increasing issue, it is mainly the medium that is the problem as much as
the content, since screen watching is not so much an activity as a passive
process that does not engage the watcher intellectually or physically, but
can over-stimulate them emotionally without any opportunity to process
or make meaning from such emotions.
To quote a recent article in The Atlantic:
Substantial evidence suggests that many types of screen time (especially
those involving fast-paced or violent imagery) are damaging to young
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brains. Today’s pre-schoolers spend more than four hours a day facing a
screen. And since 1970 the average age of onset of “regular” screen use has
gone from four years to just four months. (Christakis 2018)

This highlights the fact that more than ever the Waldorf Schools are a
reaction against some of the negative consequences for children of living
in the modern world, which was actually one of the realities in 1919 as
well, when Steiner considered that children were growing up too quickly,
not able to fully experience and enjoy the ‘Kingdom of childhood’ given
the pressures and expectations put upon them, and that the form of education he introduced aimed to have a ‘curative’ effect in response to the
‘hardening effects’ of twenty first century life.
The article by Christakis goes on to point out how today, a bigger
problem in relation to screen time is the amount of time that parents are
spending glued to their phones, laptops, or tablets while only affording
what has been termed continuous partial attention to their children. In
other words, parents may be present physically in their children’s lives,
but not always engaged emotionally. Active parenting is therefore also a
salient feature of Waldorf Education, and if parents are going to buy into
the philosophy, it helps if they understand the reasons behind some of the
assumptions, such as that they will restrict or even remove television
watching and screen time in the home especially in the early years,
because that will be reinforcing what the children are experiencing in the
kindergarten and the primary classroom.

Child Study—A Holistic View of the Child
It has been established that the Waldorf teacher views the child in the
class before them as a spiritual as well as a physical and intellectual being,
who is unfolding into childhood, adolescence and eventually adulthood
under their care and guidance. Teachers are therefore concerned with life
as a unity, and aware that what the individual will be like as an adult is
dependent on what it experiences as a child. ‘The ability to read the
human being’ is a fundamental aspect of Waldorf Education, based as it
is on an Anthroposophical world view. For teachers, this means striving
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to gain a complete picture of each child in order to understand their
character and best meet their needs. In the kindergarten years this
includes home visits, when the kindergarten teacher would visit the
child’s family home to gain a picture of their family situation, siblings,
parents, pets and general environment. While this may happen in other
schools, a far more involved process that is unique to Waldorf Schools is
Child Study, which New York’s Aurora Waldorf School describes:
An additional component of our program is called the Child Study, during
which the entire Faculty carefully looks at one child, and then discusses
observations during two or three weekly meetings. The primary purposes
of this are for the Faculty to work to deepen its understanding of child
development, and for the individual student’s teachers to seek wider and
higher guidance in their approaches to the student. (https://aurorawaldorfschool.org/)

Child study is again based firmly on the Goethean method of scientific
observation in which it is acknowledged that the individual is in a reciprocal and participatory relationship with nature, that such relationships
cannot be entirely objective, and the contribution that the observer
brings forth to the interaction is just as valuable. In the relationship
between teacher and student, expanded upon below, the process of child
study builds a more holistic picture of the child that includes their parents and family as well as other faculty members, to contribute to an
understanding of that child’s individual character, temperament, behaviour and destiny.
The process would occur over several weeks and would begin with
parents being asked to write a biography of the child, outlining their
birth and other important events and observations in their life so far,
including such details as whether they were breast or bottle fed, their
sleeping habits, sensitivities and preferences, any childhood illnesses and
so on. Other faculty members would observe the child in the class and
make notes about their physical movements, behaviours and relationships with other children and the teacher, and relate their observations in
faculty meetings. They and the class teacher would meditate on their
observations and discussions and a final meeting would build a picture of
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the child that may result in a conference with the parents. Such detailed
child study is valuable for initial diagnosis of behavioural or developmental problems in individual children prior to planning a possible remedial
program; but is applicable to all children whether or not they are exhibiting any signs of not fitting in or of delayed development.

 Creative and Imaginative Approach
A
to Teaching
Reinforcing the importance of the concept of child study, and the fact
that the foundations of the learning process should come from the needs
of the individual child at its particular stage of development, Steiner
pointed out the apparent contradiction that “the greatest teacher in the
Waldorf School is the child himself ” (1970: 23). Especially in the years
between the change of teeth and puberty (approximately the seven year
period from ages seven to fourteen), Steiner Education calls on the
teacher to present everything in a creative, artistic way, “transforming
everything into artistic, imaginal forms through [their] own artistic activity and sensibility” (Steiner 1997b: 30). The argument here is to avoid
over-intellectualisation and merely approaching children in an academic
way, as they would be expected to assimilate abstract ideas and concepts
before they are ready to come to these fully, with the result that the more
gifted ones may be ‘parroting’ or learning by rote, while others are
left behind.
It is necessary that, through the medium of flexible and artistic forms, we
give children perception, ideas and feelings in pictorial form that can metamorphose and grow with the soul, because the soul itself is growing.
(Steiner 1997b: 32)

For the Waldorf teacher, this means developing a living relationship
with each child, and working on their own personal, professional and
spiritual development. In the latter realm, Steiner advised Waldorf teachers to consciously hold the children in their thoughts not just while in the
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classroom, but at home and even in their dream life. In practical terms, it
also requires Waldorf teachers to develop imaginative and creative ways
of delivering the curriculum content without merely relying on textbooks, worksheets, lesson plans or syllabus statements. For example:
memorising stories and telling them in a lively way as well as reading
from texts; creating colourful pictures on the blackboard to illustrate lessons (see Fig. 6.2); leading the children in song and musical activity;
teaching painting, drawing, modelling and printmaking by example;
teaching reading, writing, maths and science through imaginative and
creative processes; engaging in child study with parents and colleagues;
and providing a balance of activities that include the heart and hands as
well as the head.

Fig. 6.2 Blackboard Drawing, Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala
Gimnaziala N. Balcescu Romania)
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Being a Waldorf teacher is thus a very demanding and also a very nourishing vocation. Nothing stands still and it becomes a part of one’s daily task
to try to perceive the realities behind outer appearance and to work with
them creatively. (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 108–109)

This then requires a process of self-development on the part of the teachers, who ideally are on a journey of continual creative renewal themselves,
in concert with the development of the children. In the traditional organisational structure of a Waldorf School according to the initial blueprint,
this also includes being involved in the actual management and administration of the school through membership of the College of Teachers, which is
not only the legally constituted body in many cases but also acts as a study
group—a faculty of colleagues who are collectively working on personal
and professional development as well as dealing with educational, financial
and administrative matters (see below for further discussion of this).
However, one of the main demands on a Waldorf teacher in the primary school years to develop and maintain this process of continual
renewal through a creative approach to teaching is the requirement to
stay with the class as their main teacher from Class 1 through to Class 7
or 8, depending on the jurisdiction and whether high school officially
begins in Year 8 or Year 9. This journey is now outlined and discussed.

 even (or Eight) Year Journey of Teachers
S
with the Primary Class
There are many ritual moments that are celebrated in the yearly cycle of the
Waldorf School—one of them is a poignant ceremony on the first day of
school when the Class 12 students hand a single red rose to each of the
beginning Class 1 students, then take them by the hand to their classroom
and present them to the teacher who will guide them through the next
seven years—a journey from infancy to puberty. (Stehlik 2015: 3)

Given that the teaching-learning relationship and the understanding
of the whole child is central to a Waldorf approach as one of the key
characteristics outlined in Chap. 3, and that the curriculum should build
on itself in a sequentially unfolding spiral, the rationale for teachers to
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commit to a seven or eight-year journey with their primary class makes
sense. It provides the long-term opportunity to develop strong and loving
pedagogical relationships; to grow with the children and fully understand
where they have come from and where they are going; to guide the process of deepening the subjects according to the spiral nature of the curriculum; and to be able to be flexible and go with the flow having a full
picture of the primary school journey as a whole. The relationship is more
personal, with the children usually knowing and referring to the teacher
by their first name, rather than the more impersonal ‘Mr or Ms’. While
this less formal approach is not unique to Waldorf Schools, as it also
occurs in most schools in Finland for example, it is indicative of the way
in which the teaching-learning relationship is built more on the concept
of ‘pedagogical love’ rather than an assumption of authoritative or hierarchical control (see Chap. 8).
This ideal is not always successful of course. Some teachers are good
with young children and have a natural ability to work with the little ones
but can be challenged by adolescent behaviour as the class grows into the
teenage years. Other teachers can relate well with teenagers but find the
little ones demanding and are unwilling or inexperienced in dealing with
their needs, which often see the younger children looking to the teacher
as a parental figure. There are many variables in this three-way relationship: the personality of the teacher as well as the children individually
and collectively; and the characteristics of the parents and guardians who
make up the parent group of that class. It is challenging working together
in this way, and requires the parent group to also engage with the process
and be willing to grow with the class and understand the needs not only
of their own child but of the others as well. Where there is a mixture of
experienced and novice parents this can lead to informal mentoring
between and among parents which helps to increase understanding of
some of the reasons behind the methods; even to explain some of the
more esoteric terms that can seem like jargon to the uninitiated.
This parent group could potentially be together for more than 12 years,
if their child(ren) begins in kindergarten and goes all the way through
primary and high school. In the transition from lower to upper school,
the class is appointed a teacher who will guide them through the secondary years in a similar pastoral care role and act as Class Guardian, or as
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referred to in Luxembourg, the Régent or mentor. The parent group and
the students then develop a partnership and relationship with that teacher
which culminates in various final year rites of passage: the Year 12 camp,
play performance, project presentations and formal valedictory dinner.
Such a commitment for teachers has however become harder to maintain today, in a workplace environment where jobs appear and disappear
and a career for life in one occupation is far less likely in the twenty first
century as our whole approach to the working life continues to evolve. It
is now common for people to change jobs every three to five years, to
work from home, to move within the ‘purpose economy’ in casual and
temporary positions, and be far more mobile in seeking work. While
teaching is still a popular career choice among young people, for a
Waldorf teacher, the position asks much more of them than just a job or
even a vocation; it becomes a fully committed way of life, in recognition
of the value of providing stability and continuity for a very important outcome.
Gradually, through all difficulties and all joys, the class and its teacher
become welded together as a community … Such a community helps children to grow roots. To be under the care of the same people year after year
gives them a feeling of having found a home on earth. For modern children, whose lives are so full of superficial meetings, making it difficult to
develop loyalties to other people, this may be one of the most important
experiences. (Carlgren 1972: 76)

Three R’s—Ritual, Rhythm and Repetition
Some examples of daily, weekly and seasonal rituals have already been
mentioned, such as the morning verse and its purpose as presented in
Chap. 3; lighting a candle to set the scene for storytelling; gathering in a
circle around the nature table (see Fig. 6.3); the ritual of the rose ceremony cited above; faculty meetings beginning with a verse, and so on.
Such ritualistic practices in Waldorf Schools have been misinterpreted
by critics as having overtly religious meaning, and therefore have been
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Fig. 6.3 Nature Table, Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala
N. Balcescu Romania)

condemned as inappropriate in a non-denominational school. For example, Dugan has stated that:
Some of the behaviours and rituals performed at the Waldorf nature table
are much like those performed at an altar in temples and churches. Candles
on the tables have both ritual and pedagogical purposes. They sanctify the
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space by the presence of the ‘living flame’ and they focus the attention of
the students. (1998: 3)

While this is meant to be a criticism it actually reinforces how important such rituals are pedagogically if they succeed in focusing the attention of the students, something that teachers are often striving for.
However, Dugan goes on to extrapolate from his comparison of the
nature table with an altar by declaring that the teacher is therefore “supposed to take the role of priest” (1998: 3, original italics). Steiner did talk
about the teacher having “priestly feelings” in terms of the feelings of
reverence that a teacher might develop in observing the unfolding of a
child’s being (1997a: 60); but this does not equate to adopting a religious
position. While reverence is also an important ‘R’ word in the Waldorf
context, it manifests as a reverence for the natural world and for humanity, which can also be defined with another ‘R’ word—respect. In discussing rituals then, it is important to distinguish religious practice from
what can be considered as cultural appreciation:
One way of distinguishing between cultural appreciation and religious
practice is to separate ritual and religion. Rituals which are outside religious practice are part of all our lives. Within the early childhood setting,
such rituals form the passage of the day and the year … For adults and
children, such rituals and routines provide some predictability in each day
and over time a sense of continuity. (Khoshkhesal 1995: 14)

Children respond well to form and routine and feel more secure when
there is predictability and continuity in their immediate environment.
Parents can also support this feeling in the home by introducing little
rituals such as saying grace or a verse before family meals and following a
set process at bedtime with a song or a verse or a story. As mentioned in
Chap. 3, often children want to hear the same verse, song or story over
and over again, and this notion of repetition is also central to the
Waldorf method.
The sequential unfolding of the curriculum as outlined above and in
Chap. 3 is based on a repetitive deepening of broad themes and specific
content through re-visiting content from year to year with increasing
depth and breadth, building on experiences, memories and events that
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the children and teacher have previously shared—if of course they remain
together for the primary years. This ‘ascending spiral of knowledge’ has
already been mentioned, and it is also associated with the importance of
rhythm, which in this case refers to a process of introducing a subject,
working on it for several weeks in a Main Lesson, then leaving it for a
period of time before picking it up again later.
This rhythm of immersion in a theme, say local geography or Roman history, then allowing it to settle, to sink down into the background, is a key
feature of Steiner Waldorf education. (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 26)

The interludes between these periods are just as important as the formal teaching—just as a rhythmical pattern in music requires rests in
between the beats or notes—since this time allows for unconscious activity within the learning process, even to the point of consciously forgetting, wherein the children may subconsciously deepen or enhance their
understanding in an individual way. In fact, “Working actively with the
process of remembering and forgetting is a unique feature of Steiner
Waldorf education” (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 27).
Children also respond to regular rhythms and as they grew and develop,
these also shift in tempo and frequency. In the early years for example, their
sleep patterns are such that they still have rest periods or afternoon naps in
kindergarten. A curriculum that still follows a timetable within a standard
school structure can still respond accordingly and flexibly to these changing rhythms as it unfolds. It can also be aligned with the diurnal and seasonal rhythms which link the curriculum strongly to the natural world and
reinforce an awareness of a more holistic and ecological perspective of the
children’s environment, which also expands beyond the home, beyond the
school and the local area as they grow and discover the wider world.

 utdoor Education and Camps/Bush
O
Kindergarten
The Steiner Waldorf method of teaching is in itself ecological in that it
starts from an assumption of the whole and then seeks to understand the
parts within the context of the whole. (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 85)
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An appreciation for nature is a strong feature of Waldorf Schools and
is reinforced in the curriculum such as the Main Lessons on farming;
gardening as a subject; the celebration of the seasons; the nature table
often found in Waldorf kindergartens and classrooms; and the excursions, camps and outdoor education activities that are part of the yearly
program from Classes 1 to 12. This way of looking at the world comes
directly from a Goethean worldview, as Goethe’s approach to science and
nature which influenced Steiner so much was based in what we would
now call a holistic perspective, and a recognition even by the mainstream
scientific community that the earth is a living organism and that biological life is inextricably interconnected through the ‘web of life’.
Bringing the natural world into the classroom begins with the nature
table in kindergarten. In Australia, the trend has also emerged in recent
years to hold the kindergarten entirely out of doors in those terms of the
school year when the weather is milder and warmer. Bush kindergarten
takes its cue from other outdoor education trends internationally such as
the Forest School movement in the UK, which has been growing since
the 1990s in response to what the American founder of the Children and
Nature movement Richard Louv has described as “nature deficit disorder”
(2005). Forest Schools have been a feature since the 1950s in Scandinavia
and in Germany, where they are recognised as an official form of childcare.
Bush kindy follows the same approach, which is to provide a safe and
engaging environment for children to explore and learn from the natural
world according to their own interests and play activities, which often
take the form of whole-group co-operative play, negotiating around simple resources like sand, water, sticks, leaves and stones. There are also
health benefits as well as pedagogical reasons for experiencing this kind of
‘natural classroom’, as “anecdotal evidence from parents includes comments that their children eat and sleep better and tend to play outdoors
more often when at home while attending bush kindy” (Stehlik
2018: 147).
Of course, this outdoor learning depends entirely on geography, climate and the physical location of the school. Most Waldorf Schools in
Australia have been established in urban fringes and usually have the
space and grounds in which to do this. This also applies to the opportunity for the children to learn about gardening through having their own
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garden plots in the school grounds, and where this is possible it is also an
important part of the learning program.
If following the curriculum outlined in Chap. 3, the main theme during the Class 3 year is that of farming, building structures, shelter and
food production, and the Main Lessons would be structured around
those themes. Ideally, the children at this stage—around 9 years of age—
should be able to plant and grow grain in the school garden, tend and
watch it grow and mature, harvest it, grind it into flour and then make
bread to gain a firsthand experience of the total process of food production and consumption.
By the time they reach high school the students will be studying botany directly by undertaking field trips and camps in which they observe
plants in situ according to the methods of Goethean science in contrast
to only looking at plant specimens in a laboratory after they have been
cut or removed from their environment. The Botany Camp in Year 11 is
significant, as by this stage the students are adolescents, and if they have
been together as a class group since Class 1 they have formed a strong
collective group bond. Where possible and affordable, the Botany Camp
takes students well away from their local habitat to experience a different
ecology in a bush setting, in Australia usually in another state altogether.
They will camp there for a week, and not only observe plants in their
natural environment and write about them, they will paint them, write
poetry about them, and engage with them with all their senses (Fig. 6.4).
In Class 10 at the Mt Barker Waldorf School, the yearly camp also
involves a trip to a remote location where the students will learn about
geometry, trigonometry and map-making through accurately surveying
an area of land where they also will camp for several days. This is followed
by a three-day trek in small groups without any adult supervision, in
remote bushland to arrive at a pre-determined point using their own
leadership and orientation skills. This has proven to be very challenging
and rewarding for the 16-year-olds as they sort out their relationships,
friendships and group negotiation strategies, with some referring to it as
a life-changing experience.
In fact, graduates often remember the camps as a highlight of their
time at a Waldorf School:
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Fig. 6.4 Botany Painting, Class 11

One of the best experiences and memories I’ve had at Mt Barker Waldorf
would have to be the camps. My favourite ones would have to be the Camel
Trek in Year 7, Surveying in the Flinders Ranges in Year 10, Tasmania in
Year 11, and Scuba Camp at Yorke Peninsula in Year 12. (Liam, Mt Barker
Waldorf School Newsletter, Term 2, Week 8, June 2019)
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My favourite memories from school are the camps and adventures I have
been on. I have climbed volcanos at sunset, swum in freezing oceans and
hiked for days through endless rain. The best part about these experiences
has been sharing them with my class. After spending several years with the
same group of people they become like a second family. (Madeleine, Mt
Barker Waldorf School Newsletter, Term 1, Week 8, March 2019)

Senior High School Curriculum
While many of the Waldorf Schools that make up the total number of
schools today are still primary schools, there is also a significant number
that offer a full 12-year Steiner curriculum. Some, such as the Waldorfské
Lyceum Praha in the Czech Republic are senior schools only, offering
Years 10–13. Where there is a high school or senior school following a
Steiner Education program, it can usually be characterised by a curriculum that is again unique in a number of ways.
Firstly, all students do all subjects—there is little or no streaming or
opportunity to specialise, say to drop maths and chemistry in favour of
more humanities subjects. This includes the handwork or technical subjects, so that both boys and girls do woodwork, metalwork and other
technical or craft subjects that are offered—which could include jewellery, sculpture, blacksmithing and so on. All students do all the Main
Lessons, and all students will continue to be involved in the class plays,
the class camps and so on. This is contrary to a trend that has long
occurred in mainstream schooling for students to be able to choose some
subjects and drop others, as early as Year 10 in high school and sometimes
earlier depending on the school and its offerings. It is also now common
to find specialist senior high schools, such as Taidelukio School in Finland
which focuses on music and art, or The Australian Science and
Mathematics School in South Australia.
Where a traditional high school curriculum is geared towards a higher
school certificate or matriculation or equivalent, focused on achieving
high academic results linked to university entrance requirements, the
Waldorf approach is to be egalitarian and offer a more inclusive and comprehensive program that is in fact traditional as it harks back to the idea
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of the seven liberal arts from mediaeval times, as discussed in Chap. 2.
While it could be argued that the students are disadvantaged at not being
able to choose particular subjects which they may feel more interested in
or better able to tackle, it does require them to face up to their weaknesses
as well as their strengths and not necessarily take the easy path. It also
aims to produce graduates who have experienced all facets of the curriculum and not just a specialised or limited program (Fig. 6.5).

Fig. 6.5 Main Lesson Book, Class 12
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Contrarily, I have been aware of many students in mainstream high
schools experiencing stress and anxiety at having to make choices about
subject selection that will determine their pathway into higher or further
education already as early as Year 9, when as a 14-year-old they may have
no idea of who or what they want to be and are not yet mature enough to
look ahead four or five years into the future; which as we now know is
very unpredictable in terms of constantly changing career and job opportunities. Therefore, a general liberal education that focuses on life skills as
well as academic achievement actually makes more sense in the twenty
first Century.
Where Waldorf senior students do get to exercise choice and focus on
something that they are passionate about is the Year 12 project. From
schools as far apart as Denmark and Australia, the Year 12 project is key
feature of Waldorf senior schools. Each student must decide on a topic of
their choice that will suit their interests but also challenge their learning
in a deeper way; identify a supervisor who will advise and guide them
through the year-long process of proposing the methodology and rationale for the research; undertaking the work involved; then presenting
their findings to the whole school community and for assessment by
the faculty.
The project allows the teaching faculty to develop a very realistic assessment of a student’s abilities in expression, creativity, endurance and the
practical skills involved in bringing their project to completion, writing
about their methods and results, discussing what they have learned, and
defending their thesis in an oral presentation to a public audience. The
final presentations provide an opportunity for the community to share
the struggles and achievements of each student as they talk about their
projects and present their final work. For some it is a real challenge to
stand up in front of an audience and reveal their strengths and weaknesses and is truly a rite of passage for the students in their eighteenth
year. As a parent, it is particularly gratifying to be able to share in this rite
or ritual, as it gives something back to the community which has nurtured the students through school from infancy to young adulthood and
is a stark contrast to the anonymity and isolation of externally assessed
examinations in the final year of school.
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Examples of projects from past years at Mt Barker Waldorf School
includes practical activities like boat building, furniture making, costume
design and instrument making; and projects that explored the making of
art, music, sculpture, photography and creative writing. The most spectacular project was the construction of an outdoor amphitheatre on a
hillside on the rural property of a student’s family, completed in time to
be the venue for the Class 12 end of year play.
Although not unique to Waldorf, since the International Baccalaureate
program for example also features a special project as part of its senior
school curriculum, the Year 12 projects are central to the alternative
assessment process which combines results from all the subjects taken in
the senior years to come up with a qualitative assessment that, while not
producing a score based on simple grades or percentages, does however
provide a clear pathway into university entrance and higher education.
There are now many examples worldwide of Waldorf graduates with doctoral degrees and successful careers in all occupations including the arts,
sciences, medicine and law. Some of these are featured in Chap. 9.

Schools Independent and Self-managed
Key characteristics of Waldorf Schools as outlined in Chap. 3 include
those of Entrepreneurial health and School governance. Steiner was adamant that the schools should be self-governed and self-managed, free of
state control and limitations, and administered not by a hierarchical system of bureaucratic management with a principal and subordinates, but
by a collective group of the teaching faculty working collegially through
a process of consensus decision-making. The German term for this collective group is Lehrerkollegium, known more commonly by the English
phrase the College of Teachers. Even this translation is misleading, since
many such collegial groups include non-teaching members of staff.
As briefly introduced in Chap. 2, this body would also act as a professional development study group for the collegiate members, who are also
on a personal learning journey. However, its most important function
would be managing the educational affairs of the school including
appointing and deploying staff; researching, developing and evaluating
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the curriculum; formulating and monitoring policy; and generally being
responsible for running the school from the ground up—rather than the
top down. As Clouder and Rawson note, “it is a challenging and demanding way to work and requires a high level of individual responsibility”
(1998: 110). However, this responsibility also must be shared equally
according to the terms of non-hierarchical leadership, and amongst any
group of people, even professionals with a common purpose and set of
values, the dynamics of consensus decision-making rely on putting egos
and personalities aside and focusing on the common good.
This is not always easy and has increasingly become difficult to maintain in some of the larger and more established schools in jurisdictions
where state regulations and requirements, even for independent schools,
have become so pressing and onerous that asking staff to teach all day,
then make policy decisions at long after-school meetings until late at
night, then having to prepare for the next day’s teaching, becomes
unworkable and impractical. Many teachers have experienced burn-out,
relationship breakdowns or health problems just from being overworked
in this way. The result has been the gradual development of modified
versions of this ideal model of self-government and collegial management, particularly in the first decades of the twenty first century, so that
many schools now have moved to a more traditional management model,
with a principal or head teacher appointed to manage the policy direction
and human resource decisions, usually in collaboration with a school
board or governing council that includes parents and other community
members. Within this model a modified version of the College of Teachers
can also exist to continue to be responsible for the educational direction
of the school.
While these schools can still be characterised as independent and fully
adhering to the Waldorf curriculum and method even if the management
model has been compromised from the original model, a further development has evolved in Australia and other countries, where ‘Steiner
streams’ have been established within state schools. Here the school is
managed by a traditional principal and executive structure and all teachers—including those offering a Waldorf curriculum—are employed by
the state Education Department, which also means parents pay almost
no fees. This trend is also partly a result of the difficulties and collective
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energy and commitment required in establishing a fully independent
Waldorf School from the ground up and will be discussed further
in Chap. 9.

 ommunity and Parent Involvement/Grass
C
Roots Initiatives/Parent Education
In a Waldorf School it is considered of paramount importance that the
parents have a close relationship to the educational practice and an appreciation of the underlying philosophical approach. (Clouder and Rawson
1998: 106)

In fact, as has been emphasised so far in this book, it is through the
drive and commitment of parents that the initial impulse for establishing
a school is usually found, and so in the pioneering days the school is very
much ‘owned’ by the parents. An appreciation of the underlying philosophy is therefore crucial to supporting the ongoing work of the teaching
staff, and for parents who have been physically involved in building the
school from the beginning, this also becomes part of their journey as
parents and adult learners (Stehlik 2015). As the schools mature and
develop into well established institutions, new parents may not have this
background understanding, and may have been attracted to a Waldorf
School because of what presents itself superficially without a full understanding of why the classrooms are painted in those colours, why the
children are not yet reading in Class 1, why Waldorf dolls do not have
fully formed faces, or why it is important to limit or remove televisions
and screens at home.
Most schools have become places where parents can drop their children off at the school gate and never enter the grounds or participate in
activities, treating the school as a glorified baby-sitting service, and leaving the work to the ‘professionals’—the teachers. In fact, they are often
not even welcomed by those professionals, who may feel very protective
of their territory and believe the classroom is no place for parents. In this
model, the relationship is clear—parents have children; teachers have students—and those relationships should not mix. In any classroom how-
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ever, behind every child stands a support group of parents or guardians
who should be part of the educational partnership, just as the support
and administrative staff in a school are part of the educational picture in
support of the teaching staff. The well-worn aphorism ‘It takes a village
to raise a child’ is a truism in this regard.
In most Waldorf Schools, parents are not only welcome but are vital to
the ongoing functioning and survival of the school, particularly in those
countries where independent schools receive little or no state funding,
since the fees they pay contribute to the running costs and directly pay
the teachers’ salaries. In addition, parents can be found building classrooms and furniture, developing and maintaining gardens, serving on
school boards and committees, and contributing to fundraising events.
Such a committed involvement becomes a challenge in contemporary
situations when parents are busy with modern life. Often both parents
are working, and there are many instances of single parents and separated
households trying hard to manage everything on top of committing to
school working bees and fundraising activities, let alone parent education talks.
Parent education however is also a vital role of the Waldorf Schools if
they are to survive and maintain the values and ideals that underpin the
education and keep the school community focused and committed to its
collective work. While information evenings, lectures and talks are part
of this process, learning thru practical craft activities is often the most
effective way for some of the more esoteric aspects of Steiner’s philosophy
to be experienced and understood; for example, one parent described
attending a doll-making workshop:
I know I learnt a lot by going to the craft group when I was very early in
the school, because you just get chatting, you have this lovely thing you
learn how to make … What’s a Waldorf doll? And then in making it you
talk about, well why do you have eyes like that? A world of concepts comes
through this one simple thing, just in a nice way. (Stehlik 2015: 84)

As my doctoral thesis investigated and reinforced, this engagement
and involvement becomes a learning journey for parents as well, so that
ultimately the schools function as more than just places to educate children, as recognised by this parent:
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In that process of seeing what your child goes through, you suddenly start
waking up to yourself and understanding your own path as an individual
more clearly. (Stehlik 2015: 86)

In this regard, they are fulfilling the function that Steiner initially
hoped for in establishing the very first Waldorf School, as part of the
process of building a social future in which all humans were encouraged
and supported to “Learn how to learn” (Hahn 1958: 2).

Seasonal Festivals
The seasonal festivals have already been described in some detail in Chap.
3 in relation to their links to the curriculum. However, they are also
important in bringing the whole school community together to celebrate
the cycles of the year and maintain that reverence for nature and the
quality of the season for adults and children alike, to “mark not only the
outer changing seasons of the year but to express the inner mood of the
spiritual calendar” (Clouder and Rawson 1998: 15).
While many schools also bring their parents, teachers and students
together for events such as plays, concerts, speech nights, sports events
and fund-raising fairs, the Waldorf seasonal festivals also have deeper
underlying meaning and are scheduled according to ancient astrological
milestones, some of which have Christian significance but others which
hark back to pagan times. With this underpinning meaning, they therefore function as a way of reinforcing to the school community its purpose
and its mission as a whole, as part of a wider global community that is also
subject to the same laws of nature. As Clouder and Rawson conclude:
Like religious rituals, such festivals reinforce shared values, strengthen the
sense of community and mark development through time. But such festivals are also linked to the intuitive realm of the future through the creative
artistic medium. In an age in which traditional forms of ritual and community are fading, the Steiner Waldorf Schools strive to cultivate a new,
free consciousness of time, human development and community.
(1998: 16)
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Conclusion
This chapter has presented a necessarily brief and curated summary of
some of the aspects of Waldorf Education that could be considered as
unique or different to other forms of traditional schooling. Just as the
curriculum strives to be integrated and holistic, it will be seen that these
aspects are inter-related, connected and reliant on all working together to
contribute to what could be defined as the essence of Waldorf Education.
The following chapters continue to aim at addressing and defining this
essence, with Chap. 7 featuring some case study examples of selected
Waldorf Schools from around the world.
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7
The A to Z of Waldorf Education—From
Australia to Zanzibar

Introduction
This chapter provides some case study information and analysis from
schools around the world, in response to an email request with questions
about their establishment and history, approaches to Steiner Education,
and challenges past, present and future. Much of the text is taken from
information provided in response to this international survey of Waldorf
Schools that aimed to address the overarching research question:
Is there a universal essence of Waldorf education that can be recognised in different social and cultural contexts?

Using an email interview process (Gaiser and Schreiner 2009) and the
contact information contained in the 2018 Waldorf World List, Waldorf
Schools in all of the countries listed were contacted with information
about the book project as part of the Waldorf 100 centenary year, and
were asked to respond to the following questions:
1. How long has Waldorf Education existed in your country or state, and
when and how was your school/centre established?
© The Author(s) 2019
T. Stehlik, Waldorf Schools and the History of Steiner Education, Palgrave Studies in
Alternative Education, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-31631-0_7
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2. What challenges have there been in establishing and maintaining
Waldorf Education in your city/state/country? (eg regulatory, financial, pedagogical, political, parent interest, attracting qualified teachers)
3. To what extent has your school adapted or compromised the founding
curriculum or Lehrplan to local conditions?
4. What in your opinion makes Waldorf Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream schooling?
5. What do you think are the challenges and opportunities for Waldorf
Schools into the future?
6. If one could determine a universal ‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner
Education that could be found worldwide, what do you think it might
consist of?
Schools were either contacted directly through their email address, or
for some countries, through the national association representing Waldorf
Schools if there was one. Although this would have reached a potential
sample of over 1000 schools, the response rate was disappointing, but
perhaps not surprising as it became apparent that the email went into the
‘spam’ or ‘junkmail’ folders of many of the schools’ email accounts, and
so was not seen or read. Furthermore, many responded positively but said
they were busy and would follow up … some did, many did not. Again,
this is not surprising given the busyness of teachers, school administrators
and school leaders who are dealing with the day-to-day tasks of self-
managing an independent school and spending most of their time in the
classroom. This was rather bluntly explained in one email response from
a school in Russia:
Dear Tom Stehlik,
Hope you will have answer before next 100 year! You know—teachers see in the
classes!
All the best!
Sergey Ivashkin

The final number of responses was sixteen—not at all a representative
sample but in fact a self-selecting sample, representing schools from
eleven different countries. In alphabetical order, the countries are
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Australia, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ireland, Luxembourg, Nepal,
Portugal, Romania, South Africa, Switzerland and Zanzibar, and the
responses are now presented and discussed in this chapter in the form of
an ‘A to Z of Waldorf Education from around the world’. The text presented in italics represents the verbatim words of the respondents.

Australia
Goora Gan Steiner School, Kindlehill School, Samford Valley Steiner School
As documented in Chap. 4, Waldorf Education came to Australia in
the 1950s with the establishment of the first school, Glenaeon in Sydney,
following several decades of activity by a small group of anthroposophists
in New South Wales. Australia is an example of a country that has
embraced and championed Steiner Education as well as other movements
arising out of anthroposophy, in bio-dynamic agriculture, medicine,
architecture and initiatives in social renewal. From a very small beginning
with three students at Glenaeon in 1957, given its current population of
25 million people, Australia today has a significant percentage of Steiner-
inspired educational institutions, including playgroups, kindergartens,
primary schools, comprehensive K-12 schools, teacher training centres
and adult education programs. The national organisation Steiner
Education Australia (SEA) represents the 52 schools and also the state
schools with Steiner streams, and the Australian Association for Rudolf
Steiner Early Childhood Education (AARSECE) represents most of the 30
pre-schools and kindergartens.
Goora Gan Steiner School, located in a remote coastal town in the
Wide Bay area of Queensland is an example of a young pioneering school.
It was founded in 2015, to quote from the survey response, by a community of passionate playgroup and home-schooling parents wanting more for
their children than the public system offered. Creativity, well-being, quality
relationships.
In its third year of operation, the school offers Prep to Class 4 and aims
to grow with a new year level each year until reaching Class 6 in 2021. In
2019 two composite classes are offered: one with Prep/Class 2 children
and one with children in Class 3/4. In Queensland, the Prep year is the
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preparation year before Class 1, the equivalent of kindergarten or
Reception in other states and schools. As a young school in its early stages
these composite or multi-age classes are not ‘ideal’ but are the reality for
small schools in rural areas and have been, and still are, very common in
country schools around Australia.
However, being small and remote is also a challenge for Goora Gan
School due to costs and location in being able to attract quality teachers;
as well as accessing networking and training opportunities for its staff of
two teachers and one School Facilitator. The school is also still in that
stage of being in temporary accommodation and growing slowly, waiting
to find an appropriate site to establish a campus, but more importantly
getting to a size where the school community would be able to fund a
building program as well as being able to fund more teaching staff.
Goora Gan Steiner School considers that what makes Waldorf
Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream schooling is:
Teaching though the Arts, cultivating creativity, courage and compassion and a
sense of responsibility.

In response to my question about trying to determine a universal
‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner Education, they respond:
It is truly the heart of education—building relationships with self, others and
our world.

Kindlehill School, according to its website “is a K-10 Steiner school
opened in the year 2000, and sits on a hill above Wentworth Falls lake, in
the Blue Mountains of New South Wales” (https://kindlehill.nsw.edu.au/).
The school was established with a view to being a Steiner school for the
new millennia. There is a big focus on global citizenship and the school is
embedded in the local community. This local community is the town of
Wentworth Falls, located 100 kilometres west of the city of Sydney in a
picturesque tableland bush setting, named after the set of waterfalls
nearby. With a population of over 6000 people it is a regional centre big
enough to support a number of schools including the Steiner School
which in 2019 had reached an enrolment of 100 students from kinder-
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garten to Class 10. Kindlehill seems particularly connected with and
respectful of the Aboriginal heritage of the local area, whose original
inhabitants were from the Darug and Gundungurra peoples.
The growth of Kindlehill School since it was established from humble
beginnings with seven students but with fiery enthusiasm by a small group
of parents and teachers is almost a text-book example of how Steiner
schools evolve year by year:
In 2010 we purchased land, upgraded and renovated the old building, and
built a new kindy garden and performance hall.
In 2011 following a Welcome To Country by Aunty Carol Cooper, the new
kindy garden and performance hall were opened.
In 2012 the High School was launched with classes from year 7 to 10.
In 2013, we welcomed our first Japanese exchange students to the school,
hosted by Kindlehill families and joining us in shared cultural experiences from
Kindy to high school.
In 2014, our first Year 10 graduates were celebrated as they departed for
their next life adventure.
In 2015 we completed building our education centre, including library,
shared kitchen, tutorial rooms and sound proof music and break out rooms.
In 2016 we welcomed our first Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander scholarship students to the school and commenced our after school care service.
In 2017, we advanced the IT room for high school, purchasing Apple MACs
for all students and setting up a secure network and server.
In 2018, works commenced on a new high school classroom, breakout rooms,
dedicated art room, science room and hard craft/woodworking space. (https://
kindlehill.nsw.edu.au/our-history/)

The school’s website features many galleries of images showing a beautiful campus with Steiner-inspired architecturally designed buildings and
classrooms. While the physical body of the school is now well established,
and a full program is being offered, ongoing challenges for the staff and
community still continue in the form of state regulatory requirements
which in New South Wales require Steiner schools to address outcomes
set by the Education Department; for example: Keeping the balance of
working pedagogically as a Steiner school while meeting regulatory requirements particularly in regard to early learning and digital technology.
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Given these constraints there has been lots of compromise in delivering
a Steiner curriculum but the school feels they are still able to maintain the
integrity of striving to work creatively/artistically and with an understanding
of child growth and development. This in their opinion is what makes
Waldorf Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream
schooling:
It is very much an alternative, swims against the tide of public education
though not always the best practice theory behind contemporary education.
Emphasis of public education is to serve the “state”. Steiner education serves the
individual in the context of a social mandate to create a more fair and
peaceful world.

This is a challenge but also an opportunity for Waldorf Schools into
the future:
Potentially it can be a model for a healthy and productive education. The challenge is largely around the strength to continue to forge an education that serves
something higher than government defined ends.

As far as determining a universal ‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner
Education, Kindllehill’s response is very interesting:
Steiner said to the young people in his time, we must mean something to one
another … Chomsky called this a dangerous idea—to care about something
other than the self. He then said the most dangerous idea of all would be to
attune ourselves to the sacred in nature as indigenous people have done for millennia. I think this about captures it.

Also in Queensland, the Samford Valley Steiner School started in 1987
with a small kindergarten group, initiated by parents who mainly comprised the board. This group of parents had a hard time with the local
community and individual shire council members who were very resistant to the establishment of a Steiner school, resulting in a financial and
emotional cost for the beginning of the school. However, eventually, the
school incorporation was able to buy land and build on the site where the
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school is still located, in the Samford Valley 25 kilometres north-west of
the capital city of Brisbane.
The history of the establishment of the school again tells a story of the
tenacity and determination of the founding group of parents:
Before the current school site was purchased the kindergarten was held in a variety of locations. In the first two years, a parent donated their house and then part
of another house which included a large play room, kitchen, toilets and garden/
fenced yard for outdoor play. For 6 months during the third year, the kindergarten was held 3 days weekly in a community hall which had to be set up and
taken down each week as the hall was used for other purposes. For the remainder
of that year the school obtained second-hand wooden military barracks that the
parents completely sanded back, inside and out and refurbished. A local farmer
allowed us to locate the buildings temporarily on his land until the newly purchased school site was ready for construction. In 1991 nearly 4 years after the
kindergarten began, the school was able to move to its current site.

This is a very common story in the early years of many Steiner
Education initiatives. Also common are the struggles with finances and
external regulations:
In 1999 funding regulations were tightened in Queensland so that only children one year before class 1 were eligible to receive commonwealth funding.
This meant that half the children were no longer funded and had an enormous
impact on income for the school. Wages, staffing and hours were impacted. The
teachers, parents and board remained committed to the value of mixed-age
kindergarten. Despite the loss of funding, the mixed age groups remained.
In 2012 with the government implementation of the National Quality
Framework and Standards, the school was eligible to receive funding for the
younger children. The NQF brought with it a great amount of administration,
documentation requirements and many new regulations to comply with. It also
meant that kindergarten teachers were forced to plan, programme, assess and
document for 2 different regulatory bodies in addition to working with Steiner/
Waldorf pedagogy. A monumental task!

Despite these challenges the school has survived and flourished—the
first Class 7 students graduated in 1995; then in 2006 the current High
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School began with the first Class 12 students graduating in 2009. Today
the school is a well-established and respected Steiner School; held by a dedicated body of teachers and staff, surrounded by a vibrant community of parents and catering for over 360 young people across classes K-12.

Croatia
Waldorfska Skola Sv. Jurja
After a long history of domination by Hungary and Austria, and as a
state within the Socialist Republic of Yugoslavia for most of the twentieth
Century, Croatia eventually achieved independence in 1991. However,
the separation from the Yugoslav state was not without conflict and the
separatist war of independence continued in Croatia until 1995. Despite
the ongoing conflict and concern, Waldorf education in Croatia was
established in 1993 with the founding of the Association of Waldorf Pedagogy.
Those times were critical, after the war in Croatia (1991–1995)—people were
full of fear and any kind of different education was unacceptable. But there
were enough parents who thought this is right.

In 1993 the Waldorfska Skola Sv. Jurja in the capital city Zagreb
opened its doors but struggled for many years against lack of support and
even attacks by the Ministry of Education and the Catholic Church, with
threats of closure and lack of funding. It was not until the year 2000 with
a change of government that the school was able to enjoy full legal and
educational recognition. This opened the way for other Waldorf initiatives, and in that year a kindergarten was opened in the port city of
Rijeka, growing to a school by 2001. Other kindergartens also began in
the southern cities of Dubrovnik and Split.
These developments were given help with support from the Waldorf
networks in Europe, particularly Germany:
There were different seminars for teacher training and teachers from the
Lehrerseminar in Berlin were the mentors in these fields.
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The Waldorf schools in Croatia are elementary schools, which like the
state schools are from Grades 1 to 8. Because the children than must go
to public high schools, the Waldorf schools have adopted a system of
assigning marks in Grades 7 and 8, for example in Croatian language,
maths and physics, yet still following the Lehrplan. They consider that
they offer an alternative to the rigid state system, with the main difference
being the relationship between pupils and teachers, an artistic curriculum
and holistic approach.
The state schools in Croatia are very strict in facts, as the other countries of communism, so are a bit stuck in time.

Waldorf Education in Croatia is well established but still evolving, and
the challenges and opportunities include being able to eventually move
into offering a high school program. In the meantime, the Waldorf
School Zagreb website shows a vibrant and colourful school community
and facility with a focus on outdoor and nature play, and examples of
student work and performances including videos http://www.waldorfska-skola.com/.
In Croatia, they consider the universal essence of Waldorf
Education to be:
Learning with heart, with head and with hands!

Czech Republic
Základní škola Dědina, Waldorfské lyceum Praha, Svobodná základní
škola, o.p.s.
As with Croatia, Waldorf Education began to flourish in the Czech
Republic from the 1990s after the country emerged from decades of
political and social oppression and achieved its independent entity as a
republic after the fall of communism. Three examples of Waldorf Schools
in that country are the Základní škola Dědina (Elementary School
Dědina) and the Waldorfské lyceum Praha (Waldorf Lyceum) in Prague;
and the Svobodná základní škola, o.p.s. (Free Elementary School) in the
area of Litoměřice in northern Bohemia.
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Established in year 2000 the Základní škola Dědina offers a 9 year
concept like state elementary schools after which the students go to secondary
schools—some of them continuous in the Waldorf way, some go to other different schools. It was established in response to the initiatives of parents
after the first Waldorf School in Prague at Jinonice became full and could
not accept the demand for more enrolments. In the beginning the parents had to help with funding and organising the repair of buildings, but
with the help and support of a local politician the school has thrived and
were and still are financed like other common schools.
The opportunities for continuous Waldorf education into high school
from this elementary school include the Waldorf Lyceum in the outer
suburbs of Prague, which has been operational since September 2006 and
was set up as a senior school offering Years 10 -13. At first it was an
experiment in offering an alternative high school program, but one that
has been successful, with the first cohort of graduates in 2010, and the
second graduation class in 2011 ranked first in the Czech Republic
among secondary vocational schools in state school leaving exams. It is
also classed as a public school and there are no tuition fees, only a small
fee to parents for extra materials and resources.
The Svobodná základní škola is a more recent initiative in a regional
area of the Czech Republic, established in 2015 and so far offering
Classes 1–4:
In the first years there were probably problems with all of that (politics, finance,
not enough of qualified teachers etc.) Today we have problems with having not
enough teachers but the other problems are quite solved. Newly establishing
schools have often problems with money in beginning. Children we all have
enough and some schools cannot take all applicants.

In offering a Steiner curriculum this school has adopted Tobias
Richter’s Lehrplan (see Chap. 3), but has had to make some compromises, for example: Compared to “Lehrplan” we have to teach multimedia
education. In Rudolf Steiner’s time this was not needed.
Základní škola Dědina also finds a challenge in How to keep our “manners” in this “media” world …
These Czech schools consider Waldorf Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream schooling for several reasons:
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Fig. 7.1 Waldorf Lyceum, Prague. (Photograph taken by the author)

The philosophy in the background, the educational aim which brings the preparation of pupils for the life with all around …

In comparison with mainstream or “common” schools We have much
more art lessons. Complex education for body, soul and spirit as well as for
intellect, not aiming for encyclopedic knowledge …
They consider the essence of Waldorf Education to be, inter alia:
Observation, contemplation of the human being and nature, arts and
craftsmanship.
Commonwealth and will to learn and grow together (children, teachers
and parents)

Much more information, pictures and links are available at the schools’
websites (Fig. 7.1):
www.svobodnazs.cz
https://www.wlyceum.cz/web/
http://zsdedina.cz/
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Ireland
Kildare Steiner School
As outlined in Chap. 4, Steiner Education first came to Northern
Ireland in 1975 and then a decade later to the Republic. Kildare Steiner
School, located 50 kilometres south-west of Dublin, has provided very
comprehensive responses to my questions, so that I have presented them
as written.
Steiner Waldorf education has existed in the Republic of Ireland for over
30 years. The first Steiner school in Ireland was the Raheen Wood Steiner
Waldorf school, established in 1986 in County Clare. This became a state-
funded Steiner national school in 2008.
The Kildare Steiner Waldorf School started life in 1987 as the Dublin Rudolf
Steiner School and relocated to Co. Kildare in 1999. It is an independent,
multi-denominational and co-educational school offering a comprehensive
Steiner Waldorf education for children aged 3 to 12 years in its Kindergarten
and Primary School and for younger children in a Parent & Child group. Plans
are also underway to establish a secondary school initiative.

What challenges have there been in establishing and maintaining
Waldorf Education in your country?
The key challenges have been financial, political and regulatory, as there is no
State support for alternative pedagogy unless the State curriculum is followed.
There are three Irish Steiner national primary schools that have received state
funding which are in this position and they also cannot hire teachers with
Steiner training unless those teachers also have the state-recognised primary
teacher qualifications, which includes proficiency in the Irish language.
This in turn places a huge constraint on being able to attract trained and
experienced Steiner teachers—the pool of available teachers in Ireland is usually too small so schools have to look abroad for candidates. The lack of financial
support also has implications for the salary levels that can be offered, as well as
the means to provide teacher training here in Ireland and also fund on-going
professional development for existing teachers.
Parental interest has also been a challenge in the Irish context. Ireland has
only recently moved on from being a largely conservative, traditional Catholic
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society with little history of challenging authorities, including education providers. As a result, there are only a tiny number of alternative or independent
schools and virtually no culture of paying for primary education. While there
are a number of fee-paying secondary schools, these are often viewed as being
“elitist” and for some, are associated with the British system.
All of these factors are a key reason why our school has remained independent.

To what extent has your school adapted or compromised the founding
curriculum or Lehrplan to local conditions?
Our teachers would emphasise the difference between adaptation and compromise of the Steiner curriculum. In the first place, they are of the view that the
Steiner curriculum is, at heart, something that has to be adapted to national
and local contexts. For example, here in Ireland, the “Man and Animal” main
lesson is adapted to include native Irish and European birds, mammals, etc. so
as to make the material resonate more with the children.
Another adaptation is where schools have combined classes i.e. two grades are
by the same teacher simultaneously (usually in smaller independent schools with
financial constraints). One example of this is where the teacher will orient the
main lesson more for the junior class at the start of the year and for the older
class later in the year. Emphasising different elements in the same main lesson
taught over two years can also help avoid direct repetition of the material.
A third type of adaptation is where the methods of teaching the Steiner curriculum are changed to reflect the changes occurring in society. In this instance,
the curriculum itself is not changed or compromised, since the stages of child
development do not change; rather, the methods used may be changed. Western
societies, for example, have become more individualistic in recent times, resulting in observable changes in children’s behaviour and the expression of their
developmental stages. One adaptation of teaching methods to address this is the
need for smaller classes than has traditionally been the case, so that it is easier
for the teacher to meet such children as individuals; however, the child is still
working with the curriculum and not engaging in self-directed learning.
However, for such adaptations to be successful, it is vital to have properly
trained teachers who understand and appreciate what the essential elements in
the Steiner curriculum are. In this regard, there is a certain lack of proper training
for Steiner teachers at present. Without quality training, two outcomes are likely:
firstly, poorly trained teachers may only “cherry-pick” those aspects of the Steiner
curriculum that appeal to them, as they have not undergone the in-depth study
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needed for a true understanding of why the curriculum as whole matters. Secondly,
without deep training (which crucially involves self-examination), some teachers
may think they understand the curriculum but only have a superficial comprehension and can become very dogmatic about certain elements. Steiner teacher
training courses must provide opportunities for inner personal development and
the trainees themselves must be willing to participate in this, not only during their
initial training but also on an on-going basis through their lives.
Perhaps the ultimate goal for Steiner teachers is to constantly strive towards
developing that magical space between teacher and child where there is a
“dance” of back-and-forth exchanges between both, as the teacher responds to
the child’s needs and guides them toward the expression of their individual
potential, but is still able to leave the child free at the end of it to follow
their own path.

What in your opinion makes Waldorf Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream schooling?
A fundamental difference is the Steiner curriculum. In mainstream schools, the
presentation of facts to meet predetermined educational ends is the main goal.
In Steiner education, what, when and how one teaches is instead guided by the
key question of “Who is this child and how can I help them on their path?”.
Secondly, the continuity of relationship made possible by the “loop” system
builds a very different relationship with pupils than that possible in mainstream schools. If a teacher knows that his or her pupils will be moving on in
just ten months, there is no motivation to invest in one’s relationship with them.

Here the term “loop” system refers to the key characteristic of Steiner
Education explained in the previous chapter, that of the seven- or eight-
year journey of the class with the same teacher in their primary years.
What do you think are the challenges and opportunities for Waldorf
Schools into the future?
A key challenge is the lack of State support for Steiner schools to enable them to
teach the Steiner curriculum as it needs to be taught.
Secondly, there is a need for Steiner schools to be able to support parents so
that they can be strong and clear about the value of Steiner education. This is
especially important in the face of resistance or misunderstandings from family
and friends when one chooses an alternative school.
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Thirdly, Steiner schools need to be able to explain and justify important core
elements of the Steiner curriculum, including such aspects as the importance of
play (especially “risky” play) as well as the right of parents to have a choice in
how their children are educated. Increasingly, such choice is becoming restricted
as governments, even in “progressive” countries such as Sweden, seek to dictate
and control how children should be taught. This situation is exacerbated by a
lack of balanced media coverage about alternative education in general and
Steiner education in particular.
An apt description of this current situation is captured in the saying: “When
lights get stronger, shadows get deeper and deeper”.

If one could determine a universal ‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner
Education that could be found worldwide, what do you think it might
consist of?
A universal essence of Steiner education is its focus on the stages of child development and how to guide this in a healthy and balanced way. While societies
may differ, human beings and how they develop are not very different, wherever
you go in the world.

Luxembourg
Waldorfschoul Lëtzebuerg
The Luxembourg Waldorf School (the Fräi-ëffentlech Waldorfschoul
Lëtzebuerg) was founded in 1984 on the initiative of a group of parents
who were also teachers, following the establishment in 1982 of the Veräin
fir Waldorfpädagogik Lëtzebuerg, a non-profit association set up to promote the Waldorf education system in Luxembourg. The association provides the organisation, administration and legal representation for the
school, which by 2019 has grown to 380 pupils and offers a Steiner curriculum in early learning, spillschoul (kindergarten) and Classes 1 to 11.
Years 12 and 13 are also offered with the International Baccalaureate (IB)
curriculum.
The school’s Handbook for Parents (put together by the parents) shows
how involved the parent body is in the life of the school, and how much
effort the school puts in to making parents feel included and involved,
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through Parent Panels, Parent Representatives, parent-teacher evenings,
parent education, celebrations and cultural events, and project and working groups. This reciprocal relationship is reminiscent of Steiner’s fundamental social law, quoted in Chap. 1.
According to the school’s Public Relations Coordinator, Luxembourg
has the most expensive school system in the world. The cost of living is also
very high and is one of the reasons the school finds it difficult to attract
teachers to come to Luxembourg to live and work. Many of their staff
currently come from the neighbouring countries of Belgium, France and
Germany, but commute from their home country to work because it is
cheaper to live over the border. Teacher salaries are also set locally at a
higher rate than the school can afford which also makes it less of an
incentive for potential teachers to move to Luxembourg. The school only
receives 40% of its funding from the state, while the rest of the running
costs must be covered by parent fees and donations. However, like many
other jurisdictions such as Australia, a large proportion of infrastructure
costs can be reimbursed from the state.
Given its unique location in Europe surrounded by three countries,
Luxembourg has three official languages: French, German and
Luxembourgish. The latter local language is used in the Waldorf School
early learning and kindergarten classes, while in the primary classes the
teaching is mainly in German. In the secondary classes, French is increasingly used, while in the IB program French is predominant with some
courses also given in German and English. This is quite a contrast to
countries like England and Australia where all instruction is in English,
and other languages are only taught as ‘foreign’ languages.
Waldorfschoul Lëtzebuerg considers that it offers an alternative to the
local state schools, which emphasise competitive academic and intellectual work, by treating the children as human beings and not as ‘little soldiers’, and that parents agree with these values. There is no place in the
classroom for computers until secondary school, and all mobile phones are put
in a box for the school day. They believe that the mission of their school is
not only to share the spirit of Waldorf Education but to keep and fight for it.
This ‘fight’ includes dealing with competition from other schools that are
starting to adopt Waldorf methods—see Chap. 9.
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Nepal
Tashi Waldorf School
In direct contrast to Luxembourg, Nepal is one of the poorest countries in the world, despite the regular influx of tourists to the country in
which Mt Everest is located. The first Waldorf school, Tashi Waldorf
school, was founded in Nepal in 2000, with assistance from the UK based
charity, Children of Nepal, “which builds classrooms, provides clean
water facilities and installs sanitation at government schools, to extend
and improve educational opportunities for children in rural central
Nepal” (http://children-of-nepal.btck.co.uk/).
There are many challenges in establishing and maintaining Waldorf
Education in Nepal:
There is no regulatory body to monitor, particularly, the Waldorf schools. The
ministry of education does not recognize the Waldorf curriculum. Therefore, it
is not possible to implement the purely Waldorf curriculum here in Nepal. And
Waldorf schools are compelled to localize the spirit of Waldorf pedagogy. These
schools must teach the government curriculum in addition to Waldorf
curriculum.
Most of the Waldorf schools and Waldorf-inspired schools are funded with the
help of foreign donors. Some of them are established as support center for the
students with some special difficulties. Parents have the impression that Waldorf
schools are for the disadvantageous group of children.
Yet most of the parents are not well-informed about what Waldorf education is. Waldorf schools are unable to attract the middle-class parents/children. Christian festivals celebrated in the Waldorf schools are another
problem for the parents because here around 90% of the people are Hindu in
Nepal.
Qualified and Waldorf trained teachers are very few in number in Nepal.
Though the first person who took initiation to establish Waldorf school came
from Israel, some Waldorf campaigners visit here from India. Their visit and
training is not sufficient for fulfilling the demand of the Waldorf school-teachers.
All the teachers in the Waldorf schools may not have got Waldorf education
diploma or teacher training. So, whatever the teachers know from the online
resources about the Waldorf is applied in the schools.
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What makes the Waldorf Schools different and attractive to parents
include the Humanitarian approach to learning, age-group wise teaching-
learning approach, and practice of zero tolerance to corporal punishment.
If one could determine a universal ‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner
Education that could be found worldwide, what do you think it might
consist of?
It might consist of humanistic approach to education, minimal use of dehumanizing gadgets, age-group wise teaching, concept of three-fold human being,
use of art in the Steiner pedagogy, Yoga, meditation, spatial movement, painting, drama and so on.
Karma: It is logical and spiritual extension of the law of cause and effect.
Because of karma we create our fate for ourselves.
Waldorf campaigners should carry on the universal characters of Waldorf
pedagogy which are suitable in all society, culture and society.

Interested readers are directed to the Tashi Waldorf School Facebook
page for pictures of the school and the children: https://www.facebook.
com/waldorftashischool/

Portugal
Jardim de Infância S. Jorge, Escola Casa da Floresta Verdes Anos
Introducing Waldorf Education to Portugal was a struggle, as documented briefly in Chap. 4, and began with a kindergarten, Jardim de
Infância S. Jorge, or the S. Jorge Kindergarten, which was established in
1984. Fifteen years later, the Casa da Floresta School began to offer 1st
grade up to 6th grade. As S. Jorge Kindergarten note in some detail:
The task of establishing Waldorf Pedagogy and S. Jorge Kindergarten in
Portugal was very complex. Its dissemination was limited and only found echo
in people who sought the balance between artistic, manual and intellectual
activities. The educational initiatives of anthroposophical roots seems to continue to be only for some families who seek an active involvement in their
children’s education and that take into account some differentiation, some singularity and, above all, a way of living in harmony with everything surround-
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ing us. Practically there were no trained people in Portugal, to the point that it
had been necessary to wait until the first kindergarten teacher of S. Jorge, Ana
Abreu, to complete her formation in England, for the kindergarten to begin its
activity. On a financial level, the difficulties were also immense. The number of
parents was very small and could not provide for all expenses. The beginning
was only possible because the physical space and the material were donated to
the Association. For many years the children were few, the difficulties were
enormous at all levels and the kindergarten was several times at risk of closing.
Only in the last 10 years can it be said that the Kindergarten has definitively
established and can now be self-sufficient.

Even so, there are still many challenges:
Nowadays the Waldorf education in Portugal is growing but there’s few schools
with primary school. The kindergarten initiatives are growing throughout the
country, some are very small but still we see that people are finding their way to
create a initiative based in waldorf pedagogy. The main challenge that we face
is the recognition from the government of our curriculum, that’s why at the
moment we are negotiating with the Ministry of Education for the recognition
of waldorf curriculum in Portugal.

Despite this, there is much interest from parents and the community:
Each year the number of parents that want to know the school is increasing. At
our school in the last 2 or 3 years the number of children grew. We started with
small classes with 7 or 8 students and now we have classes with 20 students.
This shows us also that the parents are more and more interested in an alternative education, whether waldorf education or not. Some of the parents really
want waldorf education others are searching for a new path of education for
their children once they stop believing in the traditional education system. At
our school, we also receive many applications for internship from university
students who are studying to be teacher and come across with waldorf pedagogy
and want to see how it works.
Currently we also have a group of waldorf initiatives that get together
approximately once a month to share their work and to reunite synergies to
make waldorf education stronger and recognized by the government and also
help each initiative in their own growing.
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Addressing the issue of localised teacher training is a significant point,
given the difficulty in obtaining trained teachers that has been a theme so
far in this chapter:
In Portugal we have two training courses to study waldorf education, and both
are in Lisbon.

To what extent has your school adapted or compromised the founding
curriculum or Lehrplan to local conditions?
Because in Portugal there is no compulsory curriculum for kindergarten, it is
not difficult to apply Waldorf pedagogical principles at this age level. The biggest
concessions may be made in an attempt to make compatible with the standard
of living of parents who work many hours a day, in a scheme that is not suitable
for part-time work, where maternity leave is still very small. In this sense, the
kindergarten works from 08:00 to 18:30, 10 and a half months per year. On
the other hand, it is not expected to have a strong involvement of parents.
In Portugal and in the Lisbon area we don’t have higher grades, so we have
commitment to the parents to give some subjects in the last year at our school
(5th & 6th grade) to help the students transition to the traditional school. And
we do that respecting consciously the essence of subject in the children in that
phase of development bringing the light and beauty of it.

What in your opinion makes Waldorf Education ‘alternative’ or different to traditional mainstream schooling?
In our opinion, what makes Waldorf Education truly different is that it is based
on an image of the threefold man, and works from that image of Man and the
laws of development that characterize it. Working from Man to Man, to an
ideal image of Man and not for any other interest. And above all, do it from
the point of view of teachers’ self-education.
The parents know and feel the necessities of their children, even if they don’t
know what is Waldorf education they know that the traditional mainstream
schooling doesn’t apply for their children (because have to learn a lot of subjects
and the way the subjects are taught are too hard for the children, and most of
those are very abstract for the children). They don’t agree with the system and
want to give a different education to their children. It seems that people (con-
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sciously and unconsciously) want to connect with the Human Being potentialities and to discover them throughout Waldorf Education.

What do you think are the challenges and opportunities for Waldorf
Schools into the future?
All challenges are opportunities for growth and development. Today, the major
challenges facing kindergarten are related to the overuse of technologies in
younger and younger children, the lack of a healthy lifestyle and the lack of
social contact. Helping families to realize the negative consequences and to face
these problems becomes a great challenge and requires us and the pedagogy to
reinvent ourselves every day.
The world is changing. We have so many ways to discover and so many different things and subjects (the internet brought this world of apparently information) but still people are lost because this world of information and apparently
easy way for communication to be set among people leaves an empty space in
which there are missing pieces. One of the challenges are the constant effort to
take part of the development that occurs nowadays.

And this response seems to me very apt:
What makes Steiner Education universal is the threefold image of Man. This
image is the same in America, China or Europe; in rich countries and in poor
countries. The awareness of this equality in spirit is the essence of Steiner
Education and leads us to immediately feel in tune wherever we are despite all
the differences.

Romania
Scoala Gimnaziala N. Balcescu
Since emerging from long decades of communist rule and a transition
towards democracy after the 1989 revolution, Romania is still classed as
a developing country (Human Development Index). Waldorf Education
came to Romania in 1992 and has proven to be very popular, with a current list of sixteen Waldorf Schools and thirty-three kindergartens in a
country with a population of around 20 million. In addition, there are
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four state schools with Waldorf classes, including Gimnaziala N. Balcescu
in Targu Mures, a city in the north central part of Romania.
We are a Waldorf section of a state school in Targu Mures which started five
years ago at parents’ initiative. Parents are interested, they organize conferences
twice a year.

While there are three Waldorf Schools in Romania that offer a full
12-year high school program, most of the schools are at the comprehensive or elementary level. As with the other state schools with Waldorf
streams, Gimnaziala N. Balcescu offers classes in the preparatory and
lower primary years:
Starting 2013, we have the Waldorf national curriculum for the preparatory
classes, first grade and second grade, and 2016 for third and fourth grades.
Teachers are teaching in the 9 classes (5 classes at the Hungarian section and 4
classes at the Romanian section) are all qualified teachers. All teachers have
Waldorf courses.

As with Luxembourg there is more than one language of instruction
since the city of Targu Mures is bilingual with both Romanian and
Hungarian as official languages. The School operates within Romanian
ministerial regulations and curriculum frameworks but still offers a
Waldorf Education:
The pleasure of teaching and learning at Waldorf School is much larger. Here is
the freedom of learning for both teachers and children.

Demand and interest seem high and there are plans to grow and
develop into a high school and eventually become a fully independent
school, but challenges remain (Fig. 7.2):
An important challenge for us is changing people’s minds how Waldorf school is
not for children with disabilities. People are increasingly interested in the alternative. There are also interested companies who want to help school on projects
that we start thinking with parents.
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Fig. 7.2 Main Lesson Book, Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala
N. Balcescu)

Currently we have nearly 200 students and we hope that in a few years we
can have a Waldorf-independent school. We have the support of the mayor and
many parents.

South Africa
Village Waldorf School, Imhoff Waldorf School
As documented in Chap. 4, Waldorf Education has existed in South
Africa for almost 60 years. The first kindergartens started in Cape Town
in 1959 and in Johannesburg in 1960. The first Waldorf school in South
Africa was established in Constantia, Cape Town in 1967 as the Constantia
Waldorf School. Further south of Cape Town on the peninsula is Imhoff
Waldorf School, offering early learning and primary programs from Class
1 to 7 in a rural setting:
Imhoff Waldorf School was founded in 1996 by a group of parents who believed
in alternate education with roots in conservation of the environment. They felt
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that Waldorf education was the nearest form of curriculum that aligned with
their ideals. The school is situated on an historical, charming and mostly undeveloped farm called Imhoff Farm. The school grounds are untamed, resulting in
a natural and appealing sense of freedom.

The Village Waldorf School was established in 1997 on the southern
fringe of the northern South African city of Pretoria. It also offers early
learning and primary programs from Class 1 to 7. Both schools are well
established but dealing with the sorts of ongoing challenges that seem to
face all Waldorf Schools. For Imhoff:
Enrolment has always been a challenge for our school. A variety of local schools
offer various forms of alternative education in our small peninsula at the tip of
Africa. The South African Federation of Waldorf Schools is our holding body
and dedicate an enormous amount of their work to ensuring that Waldorf education is recognised and given accreditation within the educational systems of
South Africa.
Our school’s sponsorship program has always been an integral part of our
vision since the school was established 21 years ago. Our striving for inclusivity
has attracted families who value our diversity. This program has enabled many
children to receive a Waldorf Education that would have been unaffordable for
their families. We do face financial challenges in upholding this endeavour but
it is integral to the ethos of our school community.

For the Village School:
• Initially the School had to cope with statutory legislation requirements, but
these were not particularly difficult to comply with.
• However, at present the Waldorf Federation of South Africa is working
with the government and allied education bodies to have the Waldorf curriculum approved since it’s status and validity is being questioned.
• Our School is currently struggling to fund a building project which will
add four classrooms and a new office and reception area, and will revamp
and enlarge the present classrooms. The School also needs to raise funds to
purchase the land on which the School is located.
• We do not experience any pedagogical difficulties at present
• Our parents are mostly very interested and supportive of the School, but
they are not always particularly au fait with the Waldorf educational phi-
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losophies. As a result, they are not always aware of dietary and television
policies and need to be educated in this regard.
• Finding suitably qualified teachers has been a challenge over the years.
Our teachers should ideally have a degree in teaching or a degree and post-
graduate teaching qualification, together with the Foundation Course in
Waldorf teaching.
The Waldorf curriculum has been locally adapted at the Village School:
• We include African fables in Class Two and African Kingdoms and African
History in the History blocks in Classes Four to Seven
• We teach a local African language in the Primary School
• The Kindergarten learns songs in a number of different African languages
• We follow the local seasons in our timetable and adapt our festivals to
allow for this too
However, the cultural conditions in South Africa also require a deeper
understanding of the relevance of the Waldorf way over and above curriculum offerings:
One of the biggest challenges facing South African society is to lift the quality
and creativity of our education after the devastating effects of apartheid. Parents
know that quality education is essential for their children’s future and many
living in the poorer communities close to our school value the aspirations of
Imhoff Waldorf School. They see the worthiness of our child-centred approach,
and the nurturing and creative environment which thrives on cultural diversity. Our Curriculum has been tapered to explore these different cultures. In as
many ways as possible one adapts the essence of the curriculum to meet the spirit
of the school and the diversity of our children.

Both schools consider that they offer something different to traditional
mainstream schooling:
The focus in Waldorf schools is on the whole child and the child as a spiritual
being.
The pace of teaching is slower and in line with the child’s developmental
phase.
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Our school motto or rather ethos is ‘Bringing Learning to Life’. It is this that
makes Waldorf education alternative to that of mainstream. Children are
encouraged to find the love of learning through direct experience. Waldorf education engages all faculties of the human being, and allows children to experience the beauty, truth and goodness of the world by allowing the child to
experience it through imaginative pictures and practical experience, through
work within the community, through engaging with one’s surroundings and
through a genuine love for the work we do.

Apart from local challenges, both schools see themselves as part of a
global Waldorf community which has wider opportunities and challenges:
I believe that Waldorf Schools are the schools of the future for forward-thinking
people who are concerned the future of the earth and humanity, but the challenges are many, particularly in retaining the ethos and fundamentals of
Anthroposophy in teacher training.
The world view on education at present seems to be one where the focus has
become the intellectualism and the compartmentalizing of learning into specifics. This way of educating children seems to limit possibilities in the world we
are facing, and the content with which we are dealing. Waldorf education gives
children the opportunity to get a view of the ‘whole’ in the way we teach and in
the full pictures we bring to the children that filter through all our subjects.
… and a universal ‘essence’ or ‘spirit’ of Steiner Education might consist
of:
Artistic and free expression through child-centred learning and COMMUNITY

Switzerland
Rudolf Steiner Schulen
Even though the first school was established in Germany, the neighbouring country of Switzerland could be considered the spiritual home of
Waldorf Education, as it was here in Dornach near Basel that Steiner
established the centre for the Anthroposophical Society with the building
of the Goetheanum. Already in 1921 a school was also established there:
The first School operated at the Anthroposophical Center Goetheanum in
Dornach. Followed by the Rudolf Steiner School in Basel in April 1926, three
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classes with 30 pupils. The 3rd school was erected in Zurich 1927. Not until
1945 a new school was founded in Berne. The big wave of school creations in
Switzerland was in the 70s and 80s of the last century with more than 20
openings in all three parts of the country (German speaking part, French speaking part and Italian speaking part of Switzerland). Today there are schools in
31 cities around the country. Some 7000 pupils (including Kindergarten
classes), 1300 teachers and some 4500 families paying contributions.
NOTE: whereas internationally the term Waldorf School is used mainly, the
term commonly used in Switzerland is Rudolf Steiner School or short
Steinerschool.

Even with such a long established and well-patronised educational tradition, there is a multiple array of challenges with regard to Waldorf Schools
in Switzerland.
1. Financial funding as there are no state subsidies. The cost bearers are the
parents mainly. The pricing is based on solidarity funding which means
high income parents pay substantially more than low income parents. The
aim is to be a school for every child irrespective of social and economic
standing. Financial crises are recurring events.
2. Number of young teachers: a) limited in numbers, b) weak or no Waldorf
background, c) Steinerschools can hardly meet salary expectations and certainly not compete with state schools with regard to financial remuneration.
3. High quality public schools at high geographical density (average time
from home to school below 30 minutes) and with seamless access to higher
(tertiary) education. Free public schooling.
4. Rather less supportive general mentality versus private schools. This manifests in a prejudice against Steinerschools of being an institution for pupils
not meeting the intellectual demands of the public state school.
5. Stagnation in number of students.
6. The management philosophy of Waldorf Schools is ambitious and often
time consuming.
7. A new country wide curriculum for state schools forces Steinerschools to
adaptations/developments of their own curricula.
Nevertheless there are strategies and programs in place to cope with above
threats. And most importantly recent empirical research has shown that parents
are highly satisfied with the pedagogical performance of Steinerschools and with
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the achievements of the students. (see Brodbeck, H., 2018. Rudolf Steiner
Schule im Elterntest, Lob—Kritik—Zukunft. ISBN 978-374586-979-8.)

While the founding Lehrplan has not been compromised, the Swiss
Steiner Schools have established points at which the academic capabilities
of their pupils could be demonstrated to meet those of state school peers,
according to the requirements alluded to in point 7 above. However, they
still manage to stay true to the “unique selling proposition” of Waldorf
Education which lies in the Anthroposophischem Menschenbild (anthroposophical idea of man). Hence, it’s the holistic dimension of the anthroposophical conception of the human being that’s essential.
Furthermore, the focus of the Steinerschool curriculum to develop the
pupils in their entirety makes them strong to cope with the circumstances of
an ever-changing world and to contribute to social and scientific development
… People with Steinerschool education might on average be more resilient,
open minded, multi-perspective, creative, entrepreneurial and social.
Capabilities that might become more important in the future.

Zanzibar
Zanzibar Steiner School
Tanzania on the east coast of Africa has a Waldorf kindergarten and
school in the capital Dar es Salaam, opened in 1997 and 1998 respectively (Hekima Waldorf School). Zanzibar is a semi-autonomous region
of Tanzania consisting of an archipelago off the coast of the mainland,
sometimes referred to as the ‘Spice Islands’ due to one of their main
industries. About half the population lives below the poverty line and
child mortality is high. On Zanzibar Island, another Waldorf school
opened in 2013 under the umbrella of the Creative Education Foundation,
a charitable Tanzanian NGO which was established in 2011 in response
to the lack of access to quality education for Zanzibar’s underprivileged children:
Zanzibar Steiner School provides access to quality education for girls,
orphans and children from disadvantaged backgrounds. Our philosophy is
to raise young people who are socially and environmentally responsible and
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future agents of change. We do this by blending the local school curriculum with the educational principles of Rudolf Steiner. (https://cefzanzibar.
org/en/our-story)

Although the school is entirely funded through donations and sponsorship and receives no assistance from the state or the Ministry of
Education and Vocational Training:
We need to comply with government regulations and sit exams in grade 4, 6, 8,
10 and 12. Financial support from government is non-existent, the educational
level of local teachers is comparatively lacking, so we include our own intensive
mentoring program, we must comply and pay taxes, although we are a r egistered
charity, also we must pay skill development taxes, which are not refunded
against our own teacher training expenses. Attracting foreign mentors to
Zanzibar to train our teachers is expensive and hard to get long term
commitment.

Some financial support comes from the Friends of Waldorf Education
who, as part of their mission to support Waldorf Education in developing
countries, help with travel costs for teachers to attend the Rudolf Steiner
Teacher Training Course in Mgabathi Kenya three times a year. Otherwise
the director does everything to protect the learning resources for the students
and the training for the teachers so that somehow we are now in our 7th year
with Classes 1 to 6.
Waldorf Education offers much that is alternative or different to traditional mainstream schooling:
In the context of Zanzibar; everything, the strongest fact being the ability to
problem solve, think creatively and critically being developed in Waldorf schools
whereas the local curriculum fosters memorisation only. Generally though,
Waldorf students are able to critically evaluate and have a certain level of
engagement and creativity they apply to their everyday interactions.

While Zanzibar Steiner School is a private and independent school, it
is far removed from the type of the privileged private school that we may
be familiar with in the western world; a stereotype that Waldorf Schools
are often associated with. In addition to the humanness at the heart of all
Steiner Education, this school also has a humanitarian ethos.
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According to the director of the school: I think it’s very sad that Waldorf
Education has become elite education and is unaffordable for those who
might be interested in countries where it is not supported by governments such
as Australia—my own country.
However: It’s lovely that every foreign teacher who visits our school in
Zanzibar finds so many common elements and they settle in to working with
the team within a day. Although the culture in Zanzibar (being 95%
Muslim) is very different from other countries—personally I feel the common
elements is the reverence for the education of the child, and the love and
respect for the child by the teacher.
In a country and culture where children are growing up as orphans
with poverty, malnutrition, overcrowded housing, low literacy and
numeracy skills and lack of educational opportunity, Waldorf Education
is truly having a curative effect with the efforts of the Zanzibar Steiner
School. Furthermore, the need for and the relevance and success of this
form of education in a country, hemisphere and climate far removed
from the context of the first Waldorf School is evident, even in a culture
which is 95% Muslim. It should serve as a salient example to those detractors of Steiner Education who dismiss it as ‘a religious cult’ and “a mulch
of reincarnation and homeopathy” and make accusations of “white
supremacism”. The results and outcomes from schools such as this should
speak for themselves.

Conclusion
This chapter has contributed comparative information on the way in
which self-selected Waldorf Schools have been established, how they are
managed, what challenges they have faced in staying true to the Steiner
curriculum and methods, what particular features make them distinct in
their country, region and culture, and how they see the future of their
school and the Waldorf movement in general in the light of contemporary educational developments. While it provides an interesting picture
of the Waldorf movement it is rather limited and not representative of
many other countries, cultures and situations where Waldorf Education
has flourished for 100 years (eg Germany) or where it is just taking hold
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and slowly emerging, (eg Vietnam) or where it has recently been introduced and seen remarkable and rapid expansion (eg China).
For example, Waldorf teachers in China talk about how the methods
correspond with much of the old Chinese wisdom as exemplified in
Confucianism. Teachers from the Waldorf School of Shefa-‘Amr in Israel
relate how they have children from three religions—Muslim, Christian
and Druze—interacting together in their classes with no apparent issues
(Waldorf 100 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfec6eF4I_4).
A further comparative variable which was not addressed in the survey
but can be seen in some of the examples of images from various schools
also concerns the types of buildings, structures and classroom environments found in Waldorf Schools around the world. One of Steiner’s
founding principles was an appreciation of aesthetics, which has inspired
many Waldorf Schools to feature unique architecture, imaginative building and garden design, the careful use of colour, and artistic sensibilities
in creating an environment of beauty that celebrates form as well as function; with buildings, grounds and classrooms often designed, constructed
and decorated by the school community.
However, these ideals are tempered by considerations of cost, circumstance and feasibility, with some schools occupying traditional school
buildings or whatever structures happen to be available. Many schools
have even started in a house, a shed or a local hall until such time as the
community could afford to buy land or construct purpose-built classrooms. One Waldorf Kindergarten is actually located in such a poor area
of Kosovo that it is called “The Kindergarten on the Dump”. In lieu of
nice toys, children play with bottle tops and found objects on the dump,
yet even here the spirit of Waldorf can still prevail (Waldorf 100 https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfec6eF4I_4).
In conclusion, the responses from the schools replying to my email
survey can be summarised into several common themes as follows:

The challenges:
• Parent education, so that parents are informed of Waldorf philosophies and school policies
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• Educating the general public about Waldorf Schools due to misinformation, eg they are not for disadvantaged or disabled children; play is
children’s work
• Finding and training teachers and being able to pay them appropriate salaries
• Adapting to state curriculum requirements and dealing with regulatory policies
• Funding and enrolment numbers

The essence of Waldorf Education:
•
•
•
•
•

Educating the whole child—child-centred learning
Teaching at a slower pace
Artistic and free expression
Building relationships with self, others, nature and our world
A focus on the human being, variously described as the threefold
image of man, a humanistic and holistic approach, the anthroposophical idea of man
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8
The Landscape of Education
in the Twenty-First Century

Introduction
This chapter fast forwards 100 years to an investigation of the very different environments and contexts in which education and schooling now
exist and unpacks what the notion of alternative education means in the
Twenty-First Century, in comparison with the milieu that led to the
founding of the first Waldorf School in 1919. The chapter provides
examples of current alternatives to traditional schooling and explores reasons why parents are making different choices about schooling for their
children as well as interrogating what the term alternative implies.
Alternative education in the contemporary context includes the
Unschooling movement, which incorporates home-schooling and other
non-institutionalised teaching and learning methods; programs for young
people offered outside of school, often based in the community and
delivered by service providers with an adult learning/vocational training
focus, now labelled as part of the Not-school movement; and flexible and
individualised student learning plans operating within mainstream systems (Sefton-Green 2013).
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The chapter includes consideration of what has been termed the Global
Education Reform Movement (Sahlberg 2012), a trend that has seen
schools become even more pressured towards accountability and
outcomes-based requirements, measured by high stakes testing, completion rates, teacher quality and policy regulations that produce public
‘leagues tables’ and competition between schools locally, nationally and
now internationally (Ravitch 2010). Since Waldorf Schools focus more
on the holistic assessment of individual children with very little reference
to competitive tests and exams, this agenda for example has created tensions and challenges for the movement going forward.
The chapter also explores the way in which contemporary alternative
movements in education, as well as developments in mainstream education, are aligning with some of the aspects of Steiner Education, suggesting that for the last 100 years Waldorf Schools have been quietly practising
pedagogical approaches that now in the Twenty-First Century are proving to be more widely recognised, accepted and adopted.

 lternative Streams Within the Mainstream
A
of Education
The ‘mainstream of education’ is defined as the dominant paradigm of
schooling in the western world in which the state provides an education
system for all children up to a compulsory age as determined by legislation. Historically this model emerged during the Nineteenth Century,
before which schools were often operated by the church or by benevolent
and philanthropic industrialists providing schooling for the children of
factory workers. The latter is one of the reasons for the characterisation of
this as the ‘factory model’ of schooling; a schooling whose outcome has
been directed towards producing citizens educated enough to enter the
workforce for further education for vocational purposes. Various versions
of the model evolved so that in England for example, the church schools
became elite private schools for the upper classes while state schools
became not much more than places to ‘mind’ working class children
while their parents were at work.
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Various forms of this model still persist globally, and in the South
Australian example, children are ‘under compulsion’ by law to attend
formal schooling until the age of seventeen, and a state education department is responsible for implementing policy, operating schools, paying
teachers and monitoring the attendance of children under compulsion.
Within this model private or independent schools can operate if they
satisfy certain regulatory requirements. Currently the ratio of public to
private school attendance is around two-thirds to one-third; that is,
around 35% of South Australian parents are choosing to send their children to non-government schools, which is somewhat of an indictment of
the ‘free’ state school system since most non-government schools require
parents to pay fees. Waldorf Schools fall under this ‘non-government,
independent fee-paying’ category; however in countries like Finland for
example, while they are independent and offer a Steiner curriculum, they
are fully funded by the state.
Regardless of funding models though, Waldorf Schools can be characterised as alternative to the mainstream of traditional schooling for several
reasons. Firstly, as has been described in some detail, they feature a form
of education based on a specific and defined philosophy including a
unique view of child development and a sequentially structured, arts-
based and comprehensive curriculum. Secondly, as explained in Chap. 1,
the first Free Waldorf School was to be free of state control, free of class
distinction, and open to all children regardless of gender, class, ethnicity
or background. Thirdly Waldorf Schools offer a broader sense of community with a clear partnership between children, teachers and parents
who can all be part of a collective learning journey that is inclusive of
social, spiritual and individual development.
Perhaps fourthly, a more pejorative use of the term alternative also
applies; with reference to the anti-establishment, counter-culture movements of the 1960s and 1970s which saw a rejection of consumerist and
materialistic values and a striving towards more collective, communal,
ecological and spiritual ways of living. Interestingly, much of Steiner’s
rhetoric in 1919 when setting the agenda for the first Waldorf School was
about the dangers of a materialist and consumerist way of thinking and a
need for new social forms based on collaboration rather than competition. Also interestingly, as outlined in Chap. 4, the establishment of new
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Waldorf Schools expanded exponentially from the 1960s and 1970s
onwards in step with the growth of social movements against the prevailing hegemony of militarism and capitalism: activist movements for peace,
women’s rights, equality of opportunity and environmental sustainability, as well as movements against sexism, racism and the exploitation
of workers.
Caution is often needed in using the appellation alternative as it has
overtones of deficiency or compromise, even implying ‘second best’.
There is much debate around this terminology, and even in a journal
entitled Other Education: The Journal of Educational Alternatives, it is
acknowledged that the use of language to describe ‘other’ ways of educating has its inherent limitations and that labels can be misleading, yet
researchers often fall back on the use of words such as democratic, autonomous, free, progressive and child-centred in an attempt to indicate types of
schooling that are other (Lees 2014).
At the time of writing however, alternative forms of education now
encompass a multitude of possibilities, all of which seem to have evolved
and emerged from a general recognition that the mainstream model of
schooling has limitations and has not adequately addressed the needs and
expectations of many children and their parents; ranging on a broad spectrum from those who do not fit the model due to intellectual, behavioural, social or religious differences, to those who feel that the model
actually has a damaging and negative effect on child development.
Certainly, the idea that ‘one size fits all’ in terms of education is long past
its use-by date. In addition to independent schools based on religious,
philosophical or pedagogical ideals, these alternative forms of education
also include the concepts of un-schooling, de-schooling and not-school,
including the increasing trend for homeschooling.
In 1971 Ivan Illich published a landmark book entitled Deschooling
society, a radical discourse on modern education in which he systematically critiqued formal mainstream schooling as being responsible for
institutionalising society, ineffectual in educating young people, and
actually inducing ignorance. At a time when global ecological issues were
becoming wicked problems, when the military-industrial complex was
overtaking nation states in world politics, and when technological innovations and economic prosperity in the developed world only highlighted
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the disadvantage and poverty in the third world, Illich believed that
schooling was part of the problem:
School is the advertising agency which makes you believe that you need the
society as it is. (Illich 1971: 163)

Disestablishing schools and promoting networks of like-minded people learning, sharing and caring through educational webs would break
the nexus of schooling which—through both the overt and the hidden
curriculum—simply reproduced the bourgeois capitalist and commercial
culture that was responsible for the problems of society as Illich saw them
in 1971. Illich’s basic idea of ‘deschooling’ was centred on a model of self-
education, which would replace the need for institutions and bureaucratic structures, and his radical ideas sparked a lot of interest at the time,
since then leading to various other movements away from traditional
universal schooling.
Another radical response to the ‘problem of education’ has been the
unschooling movement, inspired by Ivan Illich’s call to ‘de-school society’
and taken up and promulgated by John Holt in the 1970s and 80s, which
is now manifest in the expanding interest in ways to educate children
without sending them to school at all, such as the growing trend of
homeschooling.
John Holt was an American teacher who became disillusioned with
compulsory schooling and eventually decided that the system was too
entrenched and difficult to change, so the only solution was to withdraw
from it completely. Holt believed that children did not need to be coerced
into learning, that they would do so naturally if given a rich assortment
of resources and the freedom to follow their own interests (1967, 1980).
This line of thought is directly descended from Rousseau’s ‘back to nature’
ideals, but in the last few decades has developed into an identifiable
movement that has come to be called unschooling.
Holt believed that one of the main things holding children back from
learning in school was fear: fear of getting the wrong answers, fear of
being ridiculed by the teacher and classmates, fear of not being good
enough; and that this was made worse by children being forced to study
things that they were not necessarily interested in. Even without the
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 erceived negative influences of traditional schooling, Holt argued that
p
“home is the proper base for the exploration of the world which we call
learning or education. Home would be the best base no matter how good
the schools were” (1980).
When challenged about the lack of socialisation opportunities if children were kept at home, Holt was outspoken about the ‘dark side’ of
social interactions that occurred at school, namely bullying, cliques, competitiveness, acting up and peer pressure. Putting pressure onto children
in general can also affect a child’s performance in school. Holt pointed
out that behavioural problems and disengagement in the classroom often
resulted from children reacting to being put under pressure by setting
their own limits, tuning out, not paying attention, fooling around and
often just saying that ‘they don’t get it’.
Blurring the boundaries between school and home could be one
approach to reducing this pressure, as described in the Waldorf approach,
especially in early learning and the kindergarten. Homeschooling takes
this approach to its extreme by keeping children at home and turning
everyday activities such as cooking, cleaning and gardening into opportunities for learning, as well as having dedicated study time and formal
lessons which can be mediated by information technology and guided by
set curricula. Reasons given by parents who are joining this increasing
trend for homeschooling their children include some of the issues mentioned above—bullying, peer pressure and a competitive environment
focussing too closely on academic performance at the expense of well-
being—as well as a range of other positions such as religious beliefs, personal philosophies, having children with special needs and a general
dissatisfaction with compulsory schooling (ABC TV 2017; Trenholm
and Stehlik 2019).
The extreme end of the unschooling movement is a completely radical
approach in which children are not sent to any school or formal educational program but are kept at home under the supervision of their parents, usually mothers. However this is not even classed as homeschooling,
because there is no attempt to offer any educational program or direct
instruction; children are just left to play, explore and ‘run wild’ in a sort
of tribal model under the assumption that ‘children can be trusted to
learn from each other’. This appears to be a complete rejection of societal
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expectations as well as the idea that the government can legislate how,
when and where one’s children should be brought up; a position that
finds expression in the extremist, paranoid and anti-government positions adopted by survivalists in the United States for example
(Westover 2018).
Not-school is a term used to describe alternative forms of learning in
educational settings that are generally non-formal or informal, yet
contribute to re-engagement, skill development and increased motivation for young people that can be ends in themselves, but also create
pathways into formal learning and/or further education. The salient
feature of Not-school programs is that they are literally ‘outside the
box’—outside the boundaries imposed by traditional compulsory
schooling, which include the physical requirements of daily attendance
on school grounds as well as more subtle boundaries such as regulations that control dress, behaviour, attitudes and authority structures.
Programs based outside of traditional school grounds appear to be a
preferred option for those young people who genuinely find it difficult
to be in a school environment for a range of personal, social and emotional reasons.
All of these alternative forms of education appear to have emerged in
response to the inadequacies of the factory model of schooling as we
have inherited and persevered with it, seemingly without stopping to
ask why we send our children to school for the best years of their lives.
We still take it pretty much for granted that schooling is a necessary
and good thing even though as Illich noted nearly fifty years ago
“because school is obligatory it becomes schooling for schooling’s sake”
(1971: 15).
The educational landscape in the Twenty-First Century therefore
appears to have become bifurcated—on the one hand there is a range of
increasingly popular alternative choices that parents and students are
making for their basic education; and on the other the institutionalised
mainstream model of schooling is becoming universally more entrenched,
less flexible, and dictated by policy decisions that have more to do with
economics than education. This trend is what has been termed the Global
Education Reform Movement, or GERM.
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The Global Education Reform Movement
Global Education Reform Movement is a term coined by the Finnish educator Pasi Sahlberg with the intentional acronym of GERM (Sahlberg
2012). This movement, which has gained traction and momentum since
the late 1980s, parallels other developments in politics and policies such
as economic rationalism and neo-liberal agendas which have spread
through western and now eastern economies (witness the ‘westernisation’
of China) like a disease epidemic. The Global Education Reform
Movement can be defined in terms of five key characteristics which have
consistently taken hold in education policy and practice in most capitalist developed societies.
These five globally common features are:
1. Standardization of education—Based on measurable outcomes; setting performance standards for schools, teachers and students; test-
based accountability
2. Focus on core subjects—Such as literacy and numeracy and STEM
(science, technology, engineering and maths) at the expense of subjects which become marginalized, eg social studies, art, music
3. Low-risk ways to reach learning goals—Minimizing experimentation, creativity and alternative pedagogies in teaching and learning
methodologies, with a defined focus on ‘guaranteed content’
4. Corporate management models to drive improvement—Policies
and ideas borrowed from the business world, including managerialism, key performance indicators, accountability requirements and so on
5. Test-based accountability policies—School performance closely tied
to processes of accrediting, inspecting, rewarding or punishing schools
and teachers, based on high stakes testing and national and international comparative data (Sahlberg 2012)
Processes that drive the GERM agenda include PISA, the Program for
International Student Assessment, a triennial international survey which
aims to evaluate education systems worldwide by testing every three years
the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old school students living in c ountries
that are part of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
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Development). “Over half a million 15-year-olds from 80 countries and
economies took the PISA test in 2018” (www.oecd.org). Countries and
schooling systems can compare their results across a range of literacy and
numeracy indicators, and as never before in the history of education,
countries like Australia can compare their students’ achievements with
countries like Singapore and Finland, which, although having completely
different education systems, cultures and even languages, are held up as
benchmarks as if there was a level international playing field.
In the United States, criticism of the GERM agenda has included
accusations that the introduction of standardised testing and school
choice is ‘undermining education’ (Ravitch 2010). In Australia, the
response to relatively low PISA results has been a kind of moral panic in
which schools, teachers and students are all seen as failing, leading to the
introduction of even more standardised testing in the form of NAPLAN—
the National Assessment Program for Literacy and Numeracy—which is
a local variant of the PISA, but testing begins much earlier in Year 3.
Since 2008, Australian students in Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 have been assessed
annually via a series of tests developed by an independent statutory body
specifically set up to manage this process—the Australian Curriculum,
Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA).
At the same time the federal government set up a system in which the
results of the NAPLAN tests would be required by all schools to be made
publicly available on a website entitled ‘My School’. This website also
contains detailed information of school finances, student characteristics,
staffing, and other quite confidential information which is readily available to anyone able to log on (http://www.myschool.edu.au/).
The result of all this has been that Australian schools are now exposed
to scrutiny not only by government inspectors but by parents who are
making choices about schools, producing a sort of leagues table where the
‘high performing schools’ (according to NAPLAN results) are able to
market themselves as academic success stories at the expense of those
which do not perform so well, for a range of reasons. Of course, the
NAPLAN is a blunt instrument, and does not measure other important
considerations like student wellbeing, the health of the school community, or successes in other not-so-academic areas (arts, music, sport and so
on). In fact, the test creates so much stress for children that it can
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 egatively impact on their wellbeing. Teachers and principals realise that
n
so much is at stake that they also stress about their schools’ performance
and how they will be judged on the MySchool data. Instances of manipulating test scores to try and make them look better have been reported,
but the main criticism of mandatory testing like NAPLAN is that teachers ‘teach to the test’ and it is not actually a reliable measure of a school’s
performance (Polesel et al. 2012).
In the United States a similar response saw the George W. Bush administration’s No Child Left Behind Act introduced in 2001. This required
districts to measure student and school progress through increased testing. “The viewpoint was clear: Schools were failing their students, and the
best way to improve was to understand—and measure—what teachers
and students were getting wrong” (Reingold 2015: 1). Holt’s views that
children’s learning was being held back by fear of failing had become a
frightening reality, not only becoming a whole-of-school failure but one
entrenched in US legislation. In the United Kingdom the response was
the introduction of the Progress 8 Benchmark—an accountability measure
introduced in 2016 and used by the UK government to measure the
effectiveness of secondary schools in England, again leading to public
ranking of schools on their academic performance. These types of national
responses based entirely on metrics and measuring of outcomes have
resulted in a contemporary educational landscape that has been characterised as the Age of Measurement, a term identified by Biesta (2009) and
others that is discussed later in this chapter.
Apart from the dubious effects on teaching and learning, the other
outcome from the introduction of such policy responses to the GERM
such as No Child Left Behind, NAPLAN and MySchool has been the
reality that public as well as private schools are now competing with each
other in an open and aggressive education market, struggling for enrolments and spending more time and resources on marketing campaigns
and consequently less on educational programs. School Principals are
now ‘School Managers’ and many schools—even Waldorf Schools—have
Business Managers and Public Relations Coordinators as key staff. School
choice is now a reality as parents are confronted as never before with decisions about how best to educate their children, and with a raft of
alternative options ranging from expensive private schools, to the local
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public school, to no school at all. These decisions are obviously determined by things like, cost, location, religious beliefs and values; but pedagogical or philosophical reasons are often the last to be considered. In the
case of Waldorf Schools however, these considerations are usually at the
forefront of parents’ decision-making reasons about school choice (Stehlik
2015); nevertheless the schools are increasingly finding themselves competing in an open and crowded education marketplace.

 hy Is Finland Seen as a Model for Good
W
Education?
Finland has always done well and scored high on the scale of international PISA test results, and as a result, countries like Australia and the
USA have looked to that Baltic state for clues about how to increase their
own schools’ academic outcomes. Ironically, the Finns do not ‘hothouse’
their children or make them do lots of homework to achieve these
results—quite the opposite in fact. I visited Finland myself in 2014 and
spent 3 months researching in schools, with teachers, teacher educators,
educational administrators and policy makers. What I found was a high
trust society where teachers were trusted to do their jobs well, where children were trusted to do the right thing and where parents and the whole
community could trust their state education system to deliver good outcomes for all Finnish children. There were no inspectors or external regulatory mechanisms imposed on schools and teachers, who were recognised
and respected as professionals making an important contribution to
Finnish society and culture.
Of most importance to the Finns is their desire for their children to be
happy. Remarkably, because they are generally happy, the children achieve
good academic results in school! They have plenty of time for play and
outdoor activity, they are fed a hot meal every lunchtime, they have wellbeing teams in schools consisting of nurses, counsellors and psychologists, and they are not put under undue pressure to perform. Finland
does not have the equivalent of NAPLAN or MySchool, because all
schools receive the same state funding and all teachers receive the same
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training, salaries and respect to do their jobs without constant testing. In
Finland “parents don’t have to shop around for schools…they are all the
same” (Finnish teacher cited in Moore 2015).
Pasi Sahlberg, the Finnish educator who realised the extent of the
GERM agenda, now lives in Australia and has been able to make comparisons between the two education systems at first hand. A recent interview reports on:
… the one big difference that has struck Professor Sahlberg since his
arrival—that Australian parents and schools put far more emphasis, and
therefore pressure, on academic performance and comparisons than their
Finnish counterparts. In Finland “parents and teachers accept that play
time is a learning time. Here I see people think more that play time is
wasted time”. (Baker 2019)

Finland is a country with an egalitarian society, with all citizens enjoying the same level of education, health and welfare. The status of ‘what
college you went to’ is irrelevant when all schools—even Waldorf
Schools—receive the same state funding, support and resources and the
wellbeing of all children is everyone’s concern. Compare this for example
with countries like the USA which has such disparity between rich and
poor communities, between school funding models, between those who
can afford health care and those who cannot, and so on. In Australia, the
UK and many other generally affluent countries, great store is still put on
‘the old school tie’, and parents often pay high fees to send their children
to elite schools just because their career chances will be improved by
being part of the ‘old boy’ or ‘old girl’ network.
The Finns have also been early adopters of another aspect of education
that has become a recent phenomenon, the Slow Education Movement:
Countries that take a “slower” approach to education are already reaping
the benefits. In Finland, children enter preschool education at the age of
six, and formal schooling at seven. They then face fewer of the high-pressure
standard exams that are the bane of student life from Japan to Britain. The
result? Finland routinely tops the Organization for Economic Co-operation
and Development’s prestigious world rankings for educational performance and literacy. (Honoré 2019)
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Here we begin to see how some of these ‘recent’ educational fads have
been part of Steiner Education for 100 years. As outlined earlier, children
in a Waldorf School do not start Class 1 until they are in their seventh
year. The approach to academic learning is much slower and more measured with an equal amount of activities, creative play and artistic
work (Fig. 8.1). The children are not subjected to high pressure competitive testing. Their capacities and individual strengths are allowed to
unfold naturally as the teacher gets to know them over their seven or-
eight-year primary school journey, and they get to know themselves. This
gradual introduction to formal schooling is also part of the ‘more relaxed’
Finnish approach to education:
Central to early years education in Finland is a “late” start to schooling. At
Franzenia, as in all Finnish daycare centres, the emphasis is not on maths,
reading or writing (children receive no formal instruction in these until
they are seven and in primary school) but creative play. This may surprise

Fig. 8.1 Pitici, Romania. (Photograph courtesy of Scoala Gimnaziala N. Balcescu
Romania)
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UK parents, assailed as they are by the notion of education as a competitive
race. In Finland, they are more relaxed: “We believe children under seven
are not ready to start school,” says Tiina Marjoniemi, the head of the centre. “They need time to play and be physically active. It’s a time for creativity.” (Butler 2016)

Movements in Education
These sentiments are entirely in line with the approach to early learning
in a Waldorf School. We can see other examples of education in mainstream settings ‘catching up’ or aligning with what has been happening in
Steiner Education for the last 100 years. The importance of play has been
discussed already and will be discussed further below. The Slow Education
Movement cited above is being picked up in other schools looking for a
different approach to that imposed by GERM and NAPLAN; for example Blue Gum Community School in Canberra Australia is “presenting a
counter-model which contrasts with the currently dominant educational
project” by offering a flexible and negotiable learning environment that
allows the children to explore their own learning interests in their own
time (Smith 2017: 16). The school is independent, community-based,
secular, non-selective and fee-paying; “established by a group of teachers
dissatisfied with what they saw to be an education system failing to keep
pace with the rapidly changing world around them [and] disappointed
with the mass-produced one-size-fits-all approach to education” (Smith
2017: 23).
Establishing an independent school from the ground up is a huge task
and involves much commitment, foresight, planning and resources both
human and physical—yet this is what groups of informed teachers and
parents are doing, having rejected the mainstream model and become
inspired by groundswell movements such as Slow Education. As a movement, Steiner Education has also relied on such groups to commit to a
philosophy of education that is outside but parallel to the mainstream.
The case studies in the previous chapter from schools around the world
give examples of how such groups from small beginnings in their local
area can bring into fruition a living and dynamic entity such as a Waldorf
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School, with its practical outcomes of not only educating children but
creating community as well as creating a positive influence on the
local area.
Other contemporary developments in education include the Nature
Play, Adventure Play and Forest School movements which align closely
with many aspects of Waldorf Education that are inclusive of the natural
world, as discussed in Chap. 6, including the local variant of Bush
Kindergarten. The current interest in such ‘back to nature’ initiatives
appears to be a response to an increasingly technologised and digitised
Twenty-First Century world, yet it is not a recent idea and has a long history, even going back to Jean-Jacques Rousseau’s book Emile, or On
Education, published in 1762. In the 1850s in Germany the founder of
the kindergarten movement Friedrich Froebel had already advocated the
importance of natural settings for the healthy development of very young
children, and this influenced the English sisters Margaret and Rachel
McMillan, who founded outdoor nurseries in the first decade of the
twentieth century in response to their observations that young children
in industrial settings were not thriving due to lack of fresh air and outdoor exercise (Knight 2017; McMillan 1919).
Since the 1950s, forest schools have been a feature in Scandinavia, and
in Germany where they are recognised as an official form of childcare. By
the 1990s, the Forest School movement in the UK had grown rapidly in
response to contemporary concerns around children’s health and wellbeing. The Adventure Playground movement is a similar offshoot, with
examples including ‘The Land’ in Wales, a place where children can play
amongst both natural and recycled materials in an environment that
actually encourages them to set their own boundaries and recognises the
importance of risk-taking, with their motto being “better a broken bone
than a broken spirit” (Moore 2014). However, the extent to which the
Forest School idea has become an educational ‘fad’ is reinforced by a
recent book which suggests that “some schools and nurseries, in both the
state and independent sectors, are using the term as a marketing tool”
(Lightfoot 2019), without following through with the full range of outdoor activities based on discovery learning.
In the USA Richard Louv sparked the Children and Nature movement
and advocated reintroducing children to nature in response to what he
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termed ‘nature deficit disorder’ (Louv 2005). The importance of play as a
child’s work is therefore well established, and the freedom to be able to
play outdoors and engage with both the natural and man-made worlds is
accepted as a critical response to the current technologised and risk-averse
environment which young children are experiencing.
Some experts have suggested children are experiencing “nature deficit disorder”, helping to create a generation of children who are suffering obesity,
attention disorders and depression … Play is so significant to a child’s
development that children have a legally binding right to play entrenched
in Article 31 of the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child
… When children are engaged in play, they’re activating their prefrontal
cortex—the part of their brain that’s responsible for executive function—
which is helping them develop planning skills, sequencing, organisation,
critical thinking, reasoning and understanding. Everyone needs these skills,
but we actually start to learn them in childhood, through play.
(Mansfield 2018)

The fact that children have a ‘legally binding right to play’ would seem
to vindicate the Waldorf approach to early childhood education which
has always been based on the notion of play as a child’s work, in recognition of the vital years up until the age of seven when contemporary
research has confirmed that “the brain is still young and plastic” (Knight
2017: 18). Play is now nationally and internationally recognised with
dedicated organisations advocating and promoting the value of healthy
play, such as Play Australia, which is the peak National Advocacy
Organisation for Play and the secretariat for the International Play
Association (IPA) in Australia. The IPA, a global body with a membership
of around 50 countries, is recognised by the United Nations Economic
and Social Council, UNICEF and UNESCO (https://www.playaustralia.org.au/).
Outdoor and environmental education have also long been a feature of
Waldorf Schools, with the camps and excursions described in Chap. 6
being a central part of the curriculum, inspired by the Goethean phenomenological view of understanding science and nature through close
observation and direct experience. A foundation in play in the early
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childhood and primary years sets up the program in the high school years
which culminates in a thorough immersion in the physical sciences
through a holistic and experiential approach which is also inclusive of
arts-based and aesthetic sensibilities. A recent movement in mainstream
education known as Creative Body-based Learning (CBL) has now
caught up with this approach. “CBL uses active and creative strategies
from a range of art forms to increase student engagement and expand
pedagogic possibilities across the curriculum”, with research demonstrating how effective an arts-based approach can be in STEM subjects such
as mathematics (Garrett et al. 2018).
A further aspect of Waldorf Education that aligns with current educational thinking is the recognition of the importance of encouraging creativity, imagination and innovative thinking in children and adolescents.
Again, this begins with the idea of creative play, but is now being recognised as key capability for young people transitioning from school into a
world of uncertain futures:
Creativity is considered a cornerstone of the arts, and is increasingly recognised as a fundamental attribute for future effectiveness in a rapidly changing, technologically advancing world. The value of learning across a range
of arts domains is thus increasingly being promoted as essential for the
preparation of twenty-first-century learning capacities. (Burke and
Cleaver 2019)

The English educator and commentator Ken Robinson has actually
been saying for many years that “schools kill creativity”, arguing that “we
don’t grow into creativity, we grow out of it [and] creativity is as important as literacy and we should afford it the same status” (Robinson 2006).
His views have sparked much debate, with responses including the argument that creativity is not an absolute attribute but is contextual and
subject-specific, ie being creative within mathematics is different to being
creative within music; that “creativity involves being at the edge of a field
but still being within it” (Astle 2018). The resulting pedagogical approach
to accommodating both sides of this argument is to teach all subjects and
disciplines in a creative way. Again, this has been demonstrated to be at the
heart of the Waldorf approach since 1919.
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An arts-based curriculum that engages all the senses, as outlined in
Chap. 6, will include all aspects of the visual and manual arts as well as
movement, music, drama and performance. However, these aspects are
not just limited to those subjects or disciplines, but if integrated across all
curriculum areas elevates them beyond being ‘marginal’ or ‘elective’ or
‘enrichment’ subjects to become important pedagogical processes that
enhance learning. Recent research is now reinforcing this:
Anecdotal and empirically based evidence has shown that the integration
of arts-based pedagogies into common curricular content offers deeper,
richer and embodied learning experiences. (Garrett et al. 2018)

Music education in particular is central to the Waldorf approach from
day one, with kindergarten children developing oral and aural skills
through story, song and recitation that eventually becomes part of the pedagogical process in core subjects in the primary school, progressing to proficiency in one or more musical instruments as well as choral singing,
drama performance and oratory skills by senior school. Steiner wrote and
lectured at length about the importance of music in spiritual and emotional as well as physical development, from the harmonising relationship
of the “rhythm of breathing” to the view that “there is a musician in every
human being—which echoes the music of the cosmos” (1997a: 43, b: 44).
In his well-known book Emotional Intelligence (1995) the American
author Daniel Goleman reinforces the view that music is one example of
how important a thorough education of the emotional sphere is in developing skills and attributes to cope with today’s violent society. According
to Steiner, especially between the ages of seven and fourteen the developing child is experiencing the world through their feelings, and healthy
emotional development at this stage is crucial to ensuring a stable emotional life in the future adult. However, the emotional life is a subtle and
fragile part of an individual personality, and especially for children who
can be ‘out of tune’ with the world, music can be part of a curative
approach to understanding their needs.
We can never explain the life of feeling and passion with natural laws and
so-called psychological methods. We can understand it only when we consider the human being as a whole in terms of music. (Steiner 1997a: 44)
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A child’s feelings and emotions can also be influenced by their immediate
surroundings and the built environment, and in Waldorf Schools—where
possible given various constraints—much attention is given to the mood
that can be induced by the form, feel, colour and ambience of the classroom
and spaces in which the children and teacher are to spend their time together.
Again influenced by Goethe and his theories and experiments with colour,
Steiner recommended that colour could be used in a curative and healing
way with children, for example red and red-yellow to calm a restless child;
blue and bluish-green colours for an inactive or listless child. Applied to
clothing, furnishings or walls, the effect of the colour “produces in the child’s
organs the complementary colour” and “will help both in family-life and the
kindergarten” (Von Baditz 1970: 123–124). In the Waldorf kindergarten,
everything is constructed and designed to make the children feel safe, secure,
warm and embraced in a calm and gentle environment. Ideally the walls are
painted a warm tone such as pastel pink and the room has rounded forms
and shapes—almost reproducing the womb (Fig. 8.2):
Round in form and soft in feel, to support the oneness of the group, the
Kindergarten building has a soft inner space devoid of detail—the room,
without corners, is filled with warm, low light. The roof is domed completing the gesture of gentleness. (Keyte 2010: 68)

In many Waldorf Schools this attention to colour is carried through into
the primary school, so that by the time the children are in Class 6 and 7 and
moving into adolescence the walls of the classroom are painted a cooler
tone of blue-green to encourage and stimulate thinking. Such considerations are “aimed at supporting the development of the child through agespecific aesthetic spatial support, fostering the class as a reflective community
and providing room for thinking” (Bjørnholt 2014: 115). Ideally the use of
appropriate interior designs and colour schemes will extend to other spaces
in the school (Fig. 8.3). By contrast a trend in mainstream school design
has been to mirror the open plan work-space environments that have
become popular amongst policy makers and business managers yet have
proven to be counter-productive in terms of wellbeing, job satisfaction and
productivity. Flexible classrooms and school buildings have become a similar trend driven by technologies and economies of scale, with open plan classrooms now being built around virtual communication rather than human
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Fig. 8.2 Willunga Waldorf School Kindergarten. (Photograph taken by the
author)

interaction. The negative effects of this trend have already been documented
in studies of open plan schools and kindergartens, which Bjørnholt refers to
in her suggestion that “ideas of architecture and space inform, are part of, and
interact with educational practices” (2014: 116).
Waldorf Schools then remain fixed against this trend as the educational practices that they subscribe to involve creating a sense of identity
and collective social community for each class level, so that the conceptualisation of the classroom is actually as a containing structure—“a personalised space that strengthens class identity and the sense of the teacher and
class as a team” (Bjørnholt 2014: 126). Such architectural and spatial
designs therefore represent a contrast to contemporary trends in public
schools, although in this realm Waldorf Schools are also increasingly
coming under pressure to conform to mainstream trends and developments, such as sacrificing arts and crafts rooms to become computer
rooms for example. Such challenges will be discussed in the final chapter.
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Fig. 8.3 Free Waldorf School Stuttgart interior design. (Photograph taken by Dr
John Paull)

The Age of Measurement
Since the Program for International Student Assessment or PISA was
introduced by the OECD in the Year 2000, one could more or less pinpoint that date as the start of the ‘Age of Measurement’, since more than
any other educational policy decision this program has been the most
visible and influential in driving a global trend that is captured in the
GERM agenda: standardisation of education, focus on core subjects, test-
based accountability and so on. Some of the reasons for, as well as some
of the results of, this global obsession with metrics include what Biesta
(2009) has termed the “learnification” of education with the rise of a new
discourse which replaces teaching with learning, which places the learner
at the centre of the learning process and relegates the act of teaching to a
side-bar as just one of the ‘key factors’ in producing high academic performance, as measured of course by high-stakes tests such as PISA.
This is not the same as the concept of ‘student-centred learning’, but
more in line with trends such as the quantified self and the rise of individualism versus collectivism; where the individual is now seen as responsible
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for their own career choices, educational achievements and life pathways
in a contemporary world where information is taken as knowledge and
online courses such as MOOCs are given equal status with university
degrees. While lifelong learning is a wonderful thing and learning should
not cease after completing formal studies, there is a danger in throwing
the baby out with the bathwater in assuming that all learning should be
self-directed, and especially with children this assumption can put undue
pressure on them for ‘ownership’ of their learning. In this scenario of big
data, learning analytics and learning by numbers, we abrogate our responsibility for teaching by “letting the algorithms do the work” (Harford
2014: 1). Even though I believe it is a contradiction in terms to be able to
quantify quality, we are now seeing that what were once indicators of quality are being accepted unquestioningly as definitions of quality.
Learning as an individualistic concept then “stands in stark contrast to
the concept of ‘education’ which always implies a relationship: someone
educating someone else and the person educating thus having a certain
sense of what the purpose of his or her activities is” (Biesta 2009: 6). This
relationship comes back to the importance of the role of the teacher in
the learning contract and the teaching-learning interaction which should
be a reciprocal and not necessarily a one-way process. Biesta advocates the
rediscovery of teaching at the heart of which he suggests is an encounter
between subjects; where the ‘subjects’ refer not to the content but to the
people involved in the encounter, in an important distinction between
treating students as objects of measurement (2017).
In the Netherlands, the independent Education Council has recommended that subjectification is one of three domains that should comprise
the purpose of education, in addition to the role of socialisation and developing skills and knowledge. Here subjectification refers to the identity formation of the person, the recognition that each child or student is an
individual entity and not just an object of measurement. In one of their
many reports to the Dutch Minister of Education, Culture and Science,
the Council also reinforces the important role of teachers in guiding the
formative development of their students, referring to the concept of
Bildung, which, as discussed in Chap. 2, incorporates all aspects of personality and identity:
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This report puts the role of the teacher centre-stage. To benefit from
Bildung, children and young people need others, including teachers, who
convey knowledge, demonstrate expertise and whose actions bear testimony to certain values or ideals. Teachers and tutors therefore have an
important role to play in setting an example for pupils and students. But
this is not their only role: given their position and the way they behave,
teachers are always working formatively, whether they intend to or not. It
is important that teachers and tutors are aware of their formative roles so
that they can use their role in a targeted way. (Education Council of the
Netherlands 2011)

‘Putting the role of the teacher centre-stage’ is exactly what Waldorf
Schools do. As this book has attempted to describe, the Waldorf method
of teaching relies very much on a traditional classroom arrangement in
which the focus, authority and direction rests with the teacher, whose
relationships with the children and the class go much deeper than just
transmitting knowledge and skills, to recognising their role in the subjectification and socialisation of each child. To reiterate, this can be demonstrated by the long-term commitment between the teacher and the class
over the seven or eight-year journey; the importance of teaching as an art
using imagination and creativity; and most importantly by developing a
relationship that can be characterised by the concept of pedagogical love.
Pedagogical love has been defined as a form of love that is distinct from
other, perhaps more familiar forms, for example: romantic love; maternal
love; love for fellow humans; or love of one’s country. Instead of teachers
adopting an authoritarian role, “pedagogical love would rather aim at the
discovery of pupils’ strengths and interests and act based on these to
strengthen students’ self-esteem and self-image as active learners” (Mӓӓttӓ
and Uusiautti 2011: 34). Pedagogical love is a well-known and accepted
concept in Finland, where it is seen not as a form of sentimentalizing or
watering down of standards and expectations, but an acknowledgement
of achieving well and aiming high according to the expectations of self,
school and society—which in that country are closely aligned according
to its strong nationalistic culture.
The original meaning of pedagogy is grounded in the relational and intentional responsibility of adult to child. The vulnerability of the child calls
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forth a loving attitude from the adult, as pedagogue, that is directed toward
the physical security and the social, emotional and educational well-being
of the child as student. (Hatt 2005: 671)

The ‘rediscovery of teaching’ in the mainstream educational landscape
is therefore an interesting development, seeing that teaching has been a
central aspect of Waldorf Education from the beginning, ‘grounded in
the relational and intentional responsibility of adult to child’. It is also
interesting to note this rediscovery occurring in the Netherlands, a country with the largest number of Waldorf Schools in Europe after Germany,
and the greatest number proportional to the population. It suggests
another important consideration of the role of Waldorf Education in the
broader educational landscape—that it has undoubtedly influenced the
development of mainstream educational policy and ideas about teaching,
learning and child development that are counter to the agendas of GERM
and the Age of Measurement.

Conclusion
Educational ideas and practices that have ‘caught up’ with Steiner Education
in the Twenty-First Century have been discussed in this chapter, such as
play, nature play, educating through art, the importance of reading and oral
traditions, the central role of the teacher, and the impact of treating children as human beings and individuals. While some of these trends in education have converged with and confirmed the relevance of Waldorf
Schools today, other developments have diverged, such as an increased
focus on technology, individuation, measurement of outcomes through
high stakes testing and so on. These remain as challenges for all schools.
Nevertheless, the growth and expansion of Waldorf Schools as discussed in Chap. 4, the case study snapshots of international schools as
presented in Chap. 7, and the overall standing of the movement in the
global education landscape of today reinforces a key point:
Steiner Education is an idea that has become manifest in the reality of
the schools.
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The idea travels around the world and takes form when people get together
to make it happen. It also appears to be an idea whose time has come, with
other movements in education aligning with many of the key characteristics
and values behind Steiner Education, which in a sense vindicates the initial
impulse that has persevered over the last century. The final chapter then discusses how this global impulse is being maintained and how it might develop
going forward, in particular given that young children still require the
same nurturing environment and ability to enjoy the kingdom of childhood
now and into the future; as they did one hundred years ago (Fig. 8.4).

Fig. 8.4 Main Lesson Book, Class 5
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9
The World of Waldorf in 2019:
Celebrating 100 Years and Looking
to the Future

Introduction
The final chapter gives a picture of Steiner/Waldorf Education in 2019
and discusses the likely challenges, opportunities and innovations that
the movement might experience and embrace going forward; against an
analysis of Twenty-First Century developments in the broader educational and societal environment that the Waldorf Schools operate within.
Will their growth continue to be exponential or will they plateau or even
succumb to modern pressures?
For example, recent developments have seen Steiner streams established within mainstream state schools—an alternative model that is
expedient and more realistic than establishing a brand-new school from
the very start; yet by definition a compromise of the initial impulse established in 1919. In Australia, this model has been operating successfully
for many years, providing an opportunity to evaluate its effectiveness in
relation to the ‘ideal’.
The chapter and the book conclude with reference to some of the successful outcomes of Waldorf Education, including intentional communities and some famous Waldorf alumni, and a final reflection and response
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to the initial question posed for this review of Steiner/Waldorf Education
in its centenary year:
Is there a universal essence of Waldorf education that can be recognised in different social and cultural contexts?

F rom Blackboards to Tablets: 21st Century
Demands on Education
This review of Steiner Education in its 100th year has noted that on the
one hand, an educational ideal that began with one school in 1919 has
become a global phenomenon that has largely stayed true to the initial
impulse of providing an alternative form of schooling based on a firm
philosophical foundation grounded in anthroposophy. For example, if
one were able to walk into a Waldorf classroom in the 1920s the scene
would not be that different from a Waldorf classroom today—students
would be sitting at desks, facing a blackboard and their teacher who
would be the focus of attention, using crayons or pencils and working on
creating their own main lesson books. Colourful paintings and drawings
would adorn the walls, there might be clay models and craft artefacts
displayed, and possibly a nature table in one corner. These physical manifestations have endured, as have the subtler aspects of the ‘hidden curriculum’ which underpin the whole pedagogy and teaching methodology.
At the heart of the picture then and now is the relationship between the
teacher and the children.
On the other hand, this review has also noted how developments in
educational policy and delivery, in wider societal expectations about education including school choice, and in information and communication
technologies have encroached upon and shaped this picture over the
ensuing century. Some of these influences are local and contextual, such
as state policies on school funding and teacher registration as well as economic and social factors such as poverty, war and conflict. Other influences are global and widespread and reflect a worldwide trend towards
schooling as a competitive, standardised, corporatised and low-risk enterprise as illustrated in the GERM agenda (see Chap. 8).
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While Waldorf Schools have generally managed to maintain their
integrity and vision, there have also been significant changes within many
schools in relation to school management and administration, the use of
technologies and the role of teachers; as well as compromises in delivering
a full Steiner curriculum and being able to operate a fully independent
school according to the original template established in 1919. In extreme
cases some schools have succumbed to various pressures and closed down.
The most recent and possibly most unfortunate example of this is Kings
Langley School in Hertfordshire, almost the first Steiner School to be
established in England in 1921, which ceased operations in March 2019
after a series of inspections since 2016 by Ofsted and the Chief Inspector
of Education found the school lacking in some key administrative areas,
including ‘risk assessment’ and ‘procedures for safeguarding and child
protection’ (https://en.wikipedia.org).
In 2018 the school had transitioned from a traditional management
structure based on a College of Teachers and had appointed an interim
principal in response to these inspections and reports, but it was already
too late. I visited the school in June of that year and found an established
and attractive campus set in large grounds on the edge of the village of
Kings Langley still in operation, but by then the writing was on the wall.
Here is a sad example of the difficulty in maintaining the original impulse
of the first Free Waldorf School against the pressure of performativity,
managerialism and accountability that has dominated educational institutions in recent decades. However, at the same time, a Steiner School in
Nottingham, the Iona School:
… was recently declared outstanding by the School Inspection Service—
the independent equivalent of Ofsted. The report noted that “pupils do not
use computers or the internet when in school but staff have ensured that
they have learned about internet safety”. It went on: “Teaching is inspirational and highly effective … teachers are very well trained and highly
skilled.” (Manzoor 2016)

As outlined in Chap. 6, Steiner was adamant that the teaching faculty
should manage the school collectively in a ‘College of Teachers’, eschewing traditional hierarchical and bureaucratic structures, with no one
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teacher elevated above others as ‘Principal’ or ‘Rector’ so that all decision-
making was by consensus. Some schools have managed to maintain this
ideal—sometimes at great cost to individual wellbeing—while others
have moved on and adopted variations of the model including many
schools that now have a principal and other designated leadership roles
such as Business Managers in order to deal with the increasing regulatory
frameworks involved in managing a school, implementing mandated
policies and employing staff. In many cases a School Board with membership from the school community has become the legal entity ultimately responsible for individual schools, with the school leadership
responsible for day-to-day management but reporting to the Board.
There have been tensions and challenges among both faculty and community members in compromising the long-held principle of integrating
teaching and administration as one of the six ‘key elements’ of Steiner
Education. However history has shown that, like Kings Langley School,
some Waldorf Schools have come close to failing or even have closed
down, due to financial struggles and /or problems with administration.
The inevitable ‘modernisation’ of administrative and leadership structures
has therefore been necessary in seeing many schools survive and thrive,
with various models of leadership and management being adopted.
For example, the Mt Barker Waldorf School in South Australia for
many years was an established school offering a full 12-year Steiner curriculum, managed collectively by a College of Teachers with support
from administrative staff and a board with membership from the wider
school community. After thirty years of operation in this mode, the
school was in dire need of renewal and revitalising, as enrolments had
decreased, parents were withdrawing their children and with fewer parents paying fees the school was in financial difficulties; some parents were
even trying to sue the school for ‘not providing a Waldorf Education’ for
their child. Teachers were becoming burnt out trying to run the school at
the same time as teaching full-time, on top of dealing with dissent and
dissatisfaction amongst the parent community. The board stepped in and
in consultation with parents, teachers and the wider school community
proposed a new management model that would consist of a threefold
leadership structure consisting of an educational director, an administrative director and a finance officer. This model proved to be transitional,
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as by 2014 a further consultation process proposed moving to a ‘mainstream’ hierarchical model with a principal and two assistant principals,
one each for the lower and upper schools.
While there was much angst among those who wanted to uphold the
tradition of the school and stay true to the original guiding principle of
collective decision-making, this had proven to be unwieldy and inefficient given the pressures on the school both externally and internally, and
after many meetings, letters, surveys and reports, the process was carried
through and a principal appointed at the beginning of the 2015 school
year. Now in its fifth year of operation under this new model, which still
incorporates a Collegiate Leadership Group and a board to whom the
principal reports, the school is thriving and financially stable, enrolments
are steady, a master plan has seen new buildings being constructed and
the school community is celebrating its 40th year at the same time as
celebrating 100 years of Steiner Education (http://www.mtbarkerwaldorf.sa.edu.au/).
Contemporary external pressures include competition from other
schools that are adopting aspects of Steiner Education, yet in the case of
public schools offering these without fees and therefore undercutting the
market for the local Waldorf School. This is happening in Luxembourg
for example, where state schools are taking and applying Waldorf ideas
and methods in the classroom, leaving the one Steiner School in that
country (Waldorfschoul Lëtzebuerg, see Chap. 7) struggling to maintain
enrolments as well as attract and pay staff, while the public schools receive
state funding and resources. This is an interesting development as there is
no ‘copyright’ on the ideas of teaching as an art, of teachers staying with
the same class for some years, of learning with ‘head, heart and hands’ for
example, which can be applied in any school setting. As outlined earlier,
while there are some attempts at monitoring consistency from associations like Friends of Waldorf Education who have an international remit,
and Waldorf Schools of North America who applied a trademark to the
name ‘Waldorf ’ in the USA, there is “no effective regulatory body that
can ensure the quality of Steiner education in schools” (Rawson 2019). In
this regard, the adoption and broader application of Waldorf methods
vindicates their effectiveness and relevance, while at the same time leaving them wide open for exploitation and possible compromise.
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A contemporary compromise from the original ideal of the first Free
Waldorf School that does seem to be working well however is the establishment of a ‘Steiner stream’ within public schools. The Romanian
school featured in Chap. 7 is a ‘Waldorf section of a state school’, the
Scoala Gimnaziala N. Balcescu, established in 2014; while in Australia
this development has been an interesting blend of public schooling with
an alternative pedagogy since the 1990s. There are also state schools that
are ‘Waldorf inspired’, such as Christies Downs Primary School in South
Australia which has a strong sense of community and a focus on learning
through play and presents itself as “a school that believes in the whole
child” (http://www.cdownssch.sa.edu.au/index.htm).
Introducing a Steiner stream within an existing school is a compromise
based on practicalities and logistics, since establishing a new and fully
independent school from the ground up is a huge challenge for a small
group of parents and teachers, and even though most Waldorf schools
such as the ones featured in Chap. 7 have started in this way, there are
also examples of initiatives that did not get off the ground. For example,
in South Australia the two established Waldorf Schools were both in rural
settings some 40 kilometres distance from the capital city Adelaide, and
while some dedicated parents were bussing or driving their children to
attend the schools, many potential Waldorf parents in the metropolitan
area wanted to see a school established in the city.
In the early 1990s a ‘City Steiner School’ association was formed,
money was raised and a property was bought just north of the city—an
old two-story brick building that had been part of a medical precinct.
However the process of seeking registration as a school, finding and
appointing teachers who were Waldorf trained, and achieving a critical
mass of parents who were committed to the project in order to see it
through proved too difficult, and the City Steiner School idea never
became a reality. Instead, the association was left with an expensive piece
of real estate that was eventually sold at a loss. By the early 2000s, the idea
to make Waldorf Education available to children living in the city through
a Steiner stream seemed more realistic than trying to start a new school.
In the state of Victoria, several public schools had begun to offer classes
delivering the Steiner curriculum with Waldorf trained teachers who
were employed by the Education Department, for example East Bentleigh
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Primary School which has been offering a Steiner Stream since 1991
(https://www.eastbentleighps.vic.edu.au/page/9/Our-Steiner-Stream).
This model was adopted by Trinity Gardens Primary School in the
eastern suburbs of Adelaide, and since 2006 the school has made Waldorf
Education from Reception to Class 7 available for children in the local
area (http://www.trinitygs.sa.edu.au/). Many of the teachers have come
from the two independent South Australian Waldorf Schools and brought
their experience with them. The Steiner Stream operates within a standard public school arrangement: the school is managed by a principal
and traditional leadership team, it is state-funded, parents pay only minimum fees for some materials, and teachers are salaried employees of the
South Australian Education Department. Parents can choose whether to
enrol their child in the Steiner Stream or in the mainstream classes,
depending on capacity, since the model has proven to be very popular
and successful. This has since influenced other South Australian state
schools to develop a Steiner Stream—Sheidow Park Primary in the southern suburbs (https://www.sheidowps.sa.edu.au/); and Basket Range
Primary in the Adelaide Hills which calls itself a ‘dual stream school’ and
nicely refers to this duality as “Two streams one river” (https://www.basketrangeps.sa.edu.au/).
These initiatives have also been driven by parents but can only succeed
with the support of a sympathetic school principal and some flexibility
and understanding from a normally rigid state education bureaucracy.
However, they again raise complex issues for the Waldorf Education
movement, such as compromising the philosophical integrity of the original impulse of a fully independent school free of state control; and more
pragmatically creating competition between those fully independent
Steiner Schools which require parents to pay full fees, and those Steiner
Streams integrated within the state system where fees are almost non-
existent. School funding is in fact a perennial issue for parents, principals
and policy makers, and reviewing Waldorf Schools from a wider international perspective shows how inconsistent and varied this is, since there
are interesting comparisons between countries and jurisdictions as to
how Waldorf Schools are funded.
In Australia for example, they are part of the Independent School system which includes Catholic, Islamic and other private schools that are
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mainly funded by parent contributions with some state and federal funding for infrastructure such as buildings. In Luxembourg, the Steiner
school receives some state funding but still relies on parent fees and donations and struggles to compete with the well-resourced state schools. By
comparison, in Finland, Steiner schools are independent but fully funded
by the state. In the Republic of Ireland ‘there is no State support for alternative pedagogy unless the State curriculum is followed’, and in Nepal
there is no state support at all for Steiner schools. Even in an affluent
country like Switzerland, there are no state subsidies and fees are charged
on a sliding scale so that high income parents pay substantially more than
low income parents, yet still ‘financial crises are recurring events’. In the
United States, Waldorf Schools come under the Charter School system.
Charter schools are independent public schools of choice, meaning that
families choose them for their children. They operate with freedom from
some of the regulations that are imposed upon district schools yet still
receive public funding (https://www.ecs.org/charter-school-policies/).
In addition to this widely varying funding picture, a recurring theme
throughout the responses to the question of challenges to the operation
and maintenance of Waldorf Schools internationally is the importance of
support from the community, both financial and in-kind. Especially in
the pioneering years, schools struggle with financing until a critical mass
of fee-paying parents is achieved or the school is established enough to
attract other sources of funding. Many schools have benefited from initial
and ongoing sponsorship and donations of money and resources. For
example, the land which the Mt Barker Waldorf School now occupies
was donated by a member of the Anthroposophical Society in South
Australia; parents donated their time and skills to build or renovate the
buildings and the classroom furniture and establish the gardens; and constant fund-raising by the school community continues after 40 years. The
Zanzibar Steiner School is a registered charity and is entirely funded
through donations and sponsorship with no assistance from the state,
and for the School’s Director Judi Palmer “it’s precarious to say the least
and I am constantly walking the funding high-wire”.
One of the biggest changes and challenges to the traditional Waldorf
teaching approach over the last century has been the rapid rise and
influence of electronic media and information and communication
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technologies, beginning with the pervasive influence of television in the
1950s and 60s, and escalating with video gaming in the 1980s, the
introduction of personal computers, mobile phones, the world-wide
web and the internet in the 1990s, and the appearance of social media
such as Facebook which arrived in 2004. In 2019, children in the western world are confronted with screens everywhere and toddlers as young
as three years old can be seen scrolling the touch screen on a phone or
tablet just like their parents who are often ignoring their child while
gazing at their own screen. The almost unquestioned introduction of
new technologies into educational practice has been relentless: by 2015
for example, 30% of all Australian schools had a policy of ‘Bring Your
Own Device’, in which parents were obliged to purchase tablets or laptops for their schoolchildren to be used in the classroom (The Australian,
January 29/30 2015).
In Chap. 6 I briefly discussed the effects of screens and electronic
media on very young children, in limiting their development of individual imagination and creativity and providing pre-determined images and
concepts in a passive one-way process. The opportunity to experience and
engage with life directly is mitigated or even lost when it is mediated by
a screen. Yet this is the reality of the world in the twenty first Century and
while parents and teachers must deal with the consequences they can also
guide and limit children’s exposure to screens, the internet and social
media. As reinforced by Escola Casa da Floresta Verdes Anos in Portugal,
Waldorf Schools can have a role in educating parents as well:
Today, the major challenges facing kindergarten are related to the overuse
of technologies in younger and younger children, the lack of a healthy
lifestyle and the lack of social contact. Helping families to realize the negative consequences and to face these problems becomes a great challenge
and requires us and the pedagogy to reinvent ourselves every day.

Reinventing the pedagogy every day acknowledges the dynamic nature of
teaching in a changing world, and reinforces the fact that education is
future-focussed—it is concerned with the coming generation(s), not the
current one, so schools must continually strike a balance between tradition and innovation. In Australia this is a process of:
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Keeping the balance of working pedagogically as a Steiner school while
meeting regulatory requirements particularly in regard to early learning
and digital technology

In the Czech Republic the effects on the Waldorf curriculum are noted:
Compared to “Lehrplan” we have to teach multimedia education. In
Rudolf Steiner’s time this was not needed.

We are living in a digital age, and must acknowledge that this offers
opportunities as well as challenges, even in the realm of creativity. For
example, a recent study into young people’s participation in creative
activities by the Child Development Council found that in 2017–18,
67% of children and young people aged 5–14 years in South Australia
participated in 1 or more creative activities in the previous 12 months,
defined as:
Creative activities included participation in drama, singing, playing a
musical instrument, dancing, art and craft, creative writing or creating
digital content. (https://childrensa.sa.gov.au/wellbeing_snapshots/)

However, the role of schools in the digital age is being questioned,
with some commentators believing that schools as we know them will
disappear as all learning becomes mediated by online technologies; and
experiments in self-organising learning systems have demonstrated that,
given access to technologies, children can teach themselves almost anything without the intervention of a teacher (Future Learning 2012).
How interesting then, that the world centre of the digital revolution
and computer technology industry—Silicon Valley in California USA—
is a place where Steiner Education and a traditional, non-technological
approach to teaching and learning are very popular. The Waldorf School
of the Peninsula (WSP) was established in 1984 to provide children in
the fast-paced, technology-oriented culture of Silicon Valley with a holistic education that addresses the heart and will as well as the mind, and
currently serves approximately 320 students in nursery through to high
school programs.
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On the west coast of the United States, there are over 50 Waldorf-
inspired schools and kindergartens in California alone. Waldorf Schools
are well known for their aversion to introducing children to screen devices
such as TV and computers in the early years, even up to Grades 7 or 8.
Grade 12 students at WSP are completing a curriculum that has been
integrated since Grade 1. They are taking the traditional subjects including English, Drama, History, Science and Visual Arts, but all through
high school they have also been taking choral and instrumental music,
Eurythmy, Wellness and Service Learning and PE. Now, in their final
capstone year, they are also undertaking the Senior Project—a year-long
independent investigation of a chosen topic that will culminate in a written thesis and oral presentation to the school community. This project is
a feature of the final year and is found in those schools around the world
that offer a full 12-year Steiner curriculum (see Chap. 6). What is interesting at WSP is the expectation that, being located in Silicon Valley—
the home of Google among other things—the students would necessarily
be exploring high-technology projects and cutting-edge explorations into
computing and IT.
However, the US press such as the Sunday New York Times has picked
up on an apparent contradiction in Silicon Valley, the heart of new technology, and posed the question: “Why were so many high-tech executives
sending their children to a school that eschews the use of computers from
kindergarten through grade school?”, as discussed on the school’s website:
This perceived paradox struck a chord with the American public growing
increasingly more dissatisfied with the current paradigm in education. It
illustrates that people are hungry for an alternative to the status quo where
content is increasingly brought through computers rather than teachers,
academic learning is being pushed down to younger children, and the focus
in the classroom is “teaching to the test”. (https://waldorfpeninsula.org/)

Furthermore, this alternative approach has not been a disadvantage or
reduced the opportunity for the senior students to achieve high academic
results, quite the opposite: since 2007, 93% of graduates from WSP—
which characterises its program as ‘21st Century Smart Education’—
have gone on to colleges and universities. Interestingly, the Waldorf
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approach to technology which has come in for such heavy criticism has
been vindicated by independent research such as the 2015 report by the
OECD based on a global study into the impact of school technology on
international test results, which concluded that “Investing heavily in
school computers and classroom technology does not improve pupils’
performance”; and nor does it increase equality of educational opportunity, as “One of the most disappointing findings of the report is that the
socio-economic divide between students is not narrowed by technology,
perhaps even amplified” (Coughlan 2015).

 aldorf and the World—Alumni, Outcomes
W
and Impact
There are some interesting independent testimonials from well-known
and respected educators, such as Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie
Institute for the Advancement of Teaching and former US Commissioner
of Education, whose quote is found on the websites of many US
Waldorf Schools:
Waldorf students are encouraged to live with self-assurance, a reverence for
life and a sense of service.

The global picture of Steiner/Waldorf Education that has been presented and discussed in this book has shown that while there are vast
differences in approaches to education and schooling in different countries and cultures in terms of funding, status, structures and regulations,
and despite having to work within limitations, restrictions and even
criticism from some very powerful opponents, this alternative educational approach appears to be consistent in most contexts and achieving
successful outcomes that can be clearly demonstrated in a number of
ways. The movement as represented by schools and national associations
is now beginning to recognise that in order to effectively promote itself,
this success needs to be evaluated, documented and promulgated
more widely.
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For example, Steiner Education Australia conducted a survey of over
50 member schools in 2018 to gain a picture from parents, students,
teachers and alumni of their views against a number of indicators of satisfaction. The Snapshot of Steiner Schools survey received 3055 responses
and provides some interesting statistics in relation to school choice,
expectations, quality of teaching, and so on (SEA 2018a):

Parents
• 86% of parents either strongly agree or agree that they are/were satisfied with their choice.
• 78% strongly agree or agree that their expectations have been/were
fulfilled.
• 77% strongly agree or agree that the quality of teachers is/was strong.
• 86% strongly agree or agree with the statement that they value/valued
an arts-based approach to learning.
• 84% of parents strongly agree or agree that the teacher knows/knew
their child.
• 73% strongly agree or agree that the community is supportive
and unified.
• 81% strongly agree or agree that the quality of classrooms and
resources is high.

Students
• 50% strongly agree with the statement ‘Teachers know me’
• 43% strongly agree with the statement ‘I have good relationships with
my teachers’

Alumni
• 56.31% of respondents strongly agreed with the statements ‘An arts-
based approach fostered my creative side’ and ‘I developed a more
rounded view of the world’
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The responses from alumni are particularly interesting, since the
achievements and success of graduates from Waldorf Schools are also
strong indicators of their effectiveness. While there are many examples of
success in terms of careers, influence and achievements, ‘success’ should
also be measured in other ways since “Waldorf graduates ask not just how
to make a living but also how to lead a life” (Mitchell and Gerwin 2007:
11). Mitchell and Gerwin’s 2007 survey of 550 Waldorf graduates in the
USA from the class of 1943 to the class of 2005 found, inter alia, that
they overwhelmingly considered themselves ‘citizens of the world’. An
earlier US survey of 2776 Waldorf graduates focussed on their further
and higher education destinations, with results showing that over 80% of
respondents had graduated in either arts or humanities, a much higher
rate than in the general population (Baldwin et al. 2005).
Of interest therefore is to identify and name some famous Waldorf
alumni and parents, many of them in the arts and humanities fields.
These include German film director Rainer Werner Fassbinder and car
designer Ferdinand Porsche; American actors Sandra Bullock and Jennifer
Aniston; Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg and Dutch actor
Rutger Hauer to name a few. Hannover Waldorf School graduate Thomas
Südhof went on to become a Professor at Stanford University and win the
Nobel Prize for Medicine in 2013.
In addition to graduates, some well-known personalities whose children have attended Waldorf schools include American actors Harrison
Ford and Clint Eastwood, English musicians Robert Plant and David
Gilmour, the North American writer Saul Bellow, and former German
Chancellors Helmut Kohl and Gerhard Schroeder.
However, the strong focus on arts-based education does not necessarily
imply that Waldorf graduate career destinations are always weighted in
the arts and humanities. Sophia Mundi Steiner School in Melbourne was
established in 1985 and has been tracking graduate pathways since 2013,
with data showing that 44% of their alumni went on to further study in
the fields of science and medicine, 24% in the arts, 13% in international
relations and politics, and 9% in education (SEA 2018b: 13).
Dahlin however points to the difficulties in undertaking empirical
research into the outcomes and impact of Waldorf Education, since in
addition to academic achievement and general satisfaction, “descriptors
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like ‘individuality’ and ‘freedom’ are hard to measure in a reliable way”
(2017: 125). Many survey respondents are self-selecting, and studies
comparing Waldorf and mainstream students and graduates are limited
and based on quantitative survey methods. Dahlin’s own research into a
sample of 870 Swedish Waldorf alumni found that after graduation they
studied to become doctors, engineers, economists, lawyers, teachers and
artists; and while a very small proportion had pursued any anthroposophical vocational training such as in Waldorf teaching, curative education or eurythmy, he did find that only 6% of respondents thought their
Waldorf School background was a disadvantage when pursuing further
or higher education (Dahlin 2007).
Not surprisingly, the most evaluative research into Waldorf
Education has been conducted in Germany. Among other things, some
studies found that by the 1970s Waldorf students were increasingly
coming from upper middle-class families, and by the 2000s most were
from the well-educated classes which could afford private school fees,
given the lack of state funding for Waldorf Schools in Germany; a significant departure from Steiner’s intentions for the schools to be accessible for all children irrespective of social class or background (Dahlin
2017). A 2012 comparative survey of 800 German Waldorf students
and around 2000 state school students found no statistically significant
differences between their academic achievements, but did find that the
Waldorf cohort had significantly less physical ailments such as headaches, stomach aches or disrupted sleep, experienced good relations
with teachers, were more enthusiastic about learning, and less bored in
school where they found the environment more pleasant and supportive (Barz et al. 2012).
A large study of 23 British Waldorf Schools using surveys, interviews
and documentation analysis aimed at identifying good pedagogical and
methodological practices that could also be applied in mainstream school
practice. Woods, Ashley and Woods (2005) suggested several things that
worked well in Waldorf settings and could be transferred to mainstream
settings. These included:
• Combining class and subject teaching for younger children
• Developing speaking and listening through oral work
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• Pacing lessons with an emphasis on rhythm
• The importance of child development in guiding the curriculum
and testing
• How to approach the arts and creativity
Ashley (2009) also concluded that the salient lesson that could be
learnt from Waldorf Schools is how to create stability, rather than the
fragmentation of curriculum and relationships that children generally
experience in mainstream schools; and went further to suggest that on
the other hand Waldorf Schools could learn more efficient forms of management and organisation from the mainstream system. This last has
proven to be the case with the examples given above of the evolving management and administrative structures now occurring in Waldorf Schools
in response to dynamic changes in the educational landscape. The extent
to which mainstream schools are taking up some of the suggested good
practices from Waldorf Schools will require further evaluative research
(Fig. 9.1).

Fig. 9.1 Winter Festival, Mount Barker Waldorf School. (Photograph taken by
Wendy Pryor)
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Anthroposophy—The Bigger Picture
At this stage near the end of the book it is important to re-visit and to
stress the point that Steiner Education and Waldorf Schools have arisen
directly out of Anthroposophy, and as such are part of a bigger world
picture of social and spiritual renewal that began with ideas and ideals
that have become manifest in practical and tangible outcomes and developments since 1913 with Steiner’s founding of the Anthroposophical
Society, and even before then with the publication of The Philosophy of
Freedom in 1894. The schools are an important and well-known part of
this picture, yet they sit within a wider movement that has had many
other positive influences for humanity. Examples have been given in this
book of other initiatives arising out of Anthroposophy, including new
forms of art and architecture, new approaches to agriculture and medicine, holistic approaches to curative or special education, and the form of
movement known as eurythmy.
While Steiner’s vision of a Threefold Social Order based on liberty,
equality and fraternity has not been realised, and there are still many
social and political problems among the world’s nation states, many of
the initiatives that he inspired have thrived and, in many cases, have
joined up in connected and collective endeavours. These include some of
the intentional communities to be found in countries around the world
that combine and incorporate various Anthroposophical enterprises,
from education to banking, that have also become places to celebrate the
arts and culture and present different forms of community living.
The Kulturcentrum Järna in Sweden, briefly mentioned in Chap. 4, is
one example of an intentional community that has been built and developed around Anthroposophical principles. According to its website:
Kulturcentrum Järna, with its award-winning architecture, has developed
into an institution giving courses and education with an international profile, in which art, health and human development inspired by anthroposophy are promoted. The characteristic buildings and the beautiful park
make Kulturcentrum Järna an inspiring destination to visit. (https://ytterjarna.se/guide/kulturcentrum-jarna/?lang=en)
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The architectural style developed by Rudolf Steiner that gave rise to
these characteristic buildings is called the goetheanian style, reflecting the
significant inspiration of Goethe and the subsequently named
Goetheanum building in Dornach, Switzerland, recognised by a “characteristic organic shape that has become the trademark of Waldorf schools”
(Bjørnholt 2014: 119). Architect Erik Asmussen and artist Arne
Klingborg collaborated with colour designer Fritz Fuchs to create structures using organic forms, natural materials, light and colour, so that each
house is a work of art and the design of each building supports the activity it is meant for, such as the high-ceilinged, eight-sided clear blue
Eurythmy building.
Other purpose-built buildings include a hotel, shops and restaurants as
well as housing, offices, rehearsal and music rooms. As a cultural centre
and lived community, the complex hosts conferences, lectures and artistic
performances and is the centre for Steiner teacher training in Sweden as
well as the location for a Waldorf School, a residential centre for people
with special needs, and a biodynamic agricultural enterprise. With an
on-
site hospital and even an ethical bank—Ekobanken—here is an
example of a collective enterprise that brings together all of the various
impulses arising out of anthroposophy into one intentional community;
providing a model picture of Steiner’s vision for the social future. There
are many examples of such Waldorf communities in other countries, such
as the Rudolf Steiner Centre Toronto in Canada which is also mentioned
in Chap. 4.
Within this bigger picture of the Anthroposophical movement there
are many strengths in terms of its position and global achievements
over the last century, as evidenced by the various well-established practical outcomes described above; but also many weaknesses and challenges for the future. One of the weaknesses is a certain reticence for
the movement to ‘sell itself ’, given the misinformation and criticism
about Steiner and spiritual science that has briefly been addressed. It is
actually very surprising how many people have not heard of
Anthroposophy, Rudolf Steiner or Steiner Education, and even Waldorf
students learn very little about him or about spiritual science in their
years at the school:
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For decades, schools have avoided offering this information because they
did not want to be seen as promoting a particular ideology, and quite
rightly so. (Selg 2010: 12)

Selg further points out that even parents and school community members may know very little about Anthroposophy, and merely see a Waldorf
School as an attractive and colourful alternative that gives their children
opportunities for play and artistic activities, without fully understanding
the underpinning educational philosophy. As mentioned above, some
Waldorf teaching methods can be and have been transposed into mainstream classrooms, where they are in danger of just becoming fads without meaning, if presented out of context as just one or two aspects of the
full picture.
Competition with other schools is therefore a challenge for Waldorf
Schools, as is the task of educating parents so that they fully understand
and support what is happening in the classroom, which can be an added
burden for teachers. Especially in countries and cultures where any alternative form of schooling is treated with suspicion, this is an extra challenge. One example is the École du village in Haiti which was established
using Steiner Education methods in 2008:
Among the many tasks that had to be tackled when founding a school on
one’s own initiative, gaining the parents’ trust was particularly difficult.
They didn’t believe that children would learn properly at a school to which
the children didn’t have to carry a stack of books every day, and where
teachers didn’t use harsh discipline. (SEA 2018b: 6)

In addition, finding teachers “who truly understand the essence of
Waldorf Education” and then being able to offer them adequate salaries
is a perennial struggle (Selg 2010: 10). In some situations, such as the
Liceul Teoretic Waldorf in Moldova, salaries are so low that many teachers are forced to take up additional work to survive. Such sacrifices are
common and demonstrate the incredible commitment and selflessness of
those who are determined to see Waldorf Education succeed. As mentioned in Chap. 6, eurythmy is a unique subject within Steiner Education,
but finding and attracting trained and dedicated eurythmy teachers is
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difficult, especially for small or remote schools, and often a modified
form of movement must be offered such as at the Zanzibar School:
… we call it movement, because we don’t have a qualified Eurythmy teacher in
house normally (occasionally one comes to volunteer, which is invaluable for the
learning of our local team).

However, there are also many opportunities and strengths for the
movement going forward. A Waldorf Groundswell initiative in South
Australia has recently come together, inspired by Waldorf 100 and using
social media and the strong networks developed in the community to
work on ways to support new school initiatives, to promote parent education, to expand teacher training opportunities and explore innovative
and ethical approaches to fundraising. It is just one of many impulses
sparked by involvement in Waldorf Education, in recognition of the fact
that it offers not only students but all members of the school community
a truly global perspective on education, but one that is grounded in their
local community.

Waldorf 100
A number of global activities are planned and already underway in the
lead-up to the centenary year, which are bringing the international
Waldorf community together; and schools have been networking and
connecting with each other across continents and countries, reinforcing
the relevance of the Waldorf impulse and benefitting from the opportunity to further develop a joined-up community of world teachers and
learners. For example, the global Waldorf School network is currently
focussing on honeybees, in recognition of the threat to their survival and
the consequent potential for environmental disaster. In Prague, I observed
Waldorf students building wooden beehives; while in South Australia
students are connecting with their international peers through the ‘Project
Postcard Exchange, Bees and Trees’. This theme is not surprising, since
Steiner lectured and wrote in some detail about honeybees, the ‘unconscious wisdom contained in the beehive’ and how this relates to the
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human experiences of health, civilization, and the cosmos (Steiner 1975).
Of more contemporary relevance in terms of environmental sustainability and the future that schoolchildren will face is the current concern
about the worldwide collapse of the bee population due to disease and
habitat devastation.
This quality of focussing on the bigger picture of society and the community as a whole rather than being concerned only with individual
needs and wants is a feature of the Waldorf movement, going right back
to its original philosophical and philanthropic impulse:
One universal quality in Steiner education around the world is the striving
for improvement—of the human being, the environment and society—for
the greater good. I cannot think of anyone I have met or heard of, who has
entered Steiner education as a teacher who has been motivated by greed or
consciously for personal material gain. People involved with Steiner education are generally “seeking”. They are looking for ways to find, manifest
and live with “goodness, beauty and truth”. (Grawert 2019)

Here is one example of a ‘universal quality’ of Steiner Education that
this book has aimed to identify. Striving for improvement for the greater
good of humanity has been reinforced by many responses from schools
around the world to my question of what this quality might be. In this
age of individualism and materialism, which celebrates the self, the cult
of personality and the pursuit of personal and material gain, this has even
been termed a ‘dangerous idea’:
Steiner said to the young people in his time, we must mean something to one
another … Chomsky called this a dangerous idea—to care about something
other than the self. He then said the most dangerous idea of all would be to
attune ourselves to the sacred in nature as indigenous people have done for
millennia.

Caring about something ‘other than the self ’ highlights the importance of relationships:
It is truly the heart of education—building relationships with self, others
and our world
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Or as otherwise stated:
Commonwealth and will to learn and grow together (children, teachers
and parents)

Interesting here is the use of the term commonwealth, which also refers
to the common good, but in its original meaning the term wealth referred
to well-being. It is almost self-evident that adults—parents, teachers and
others—are intimately involved in the education of children and in their
socialisation and enculturation into the world; but not so self-evident that
this relationship also involves a learning journey for the adults. Steiner
Education however specifically foregrounds this notion with its focus on
the ‘common well-being’, its clearly prescribed methods of teaching, and
its influence on the emotional and spiritual growth of parents. While the
word education as derived from the Latin word ‘ēducātiō’ means “a breeding, a bringing up, a rearing” (Wikipedia); as discussed in Chap. 2, the
German term Bildung gives a richer picture of this process of ‘bringing up’
by incorporating the ideas of personal and cultural maturation:
In the German academic context, the intercultural approach to Bildung is
an important approach to education in general, both on a theoretical level
and on a practical pedagogical level, taking otherness into account and
dealing with plurality and diversity on an ethical level. (Hu 2015: 18)

This implies a much more holistic picture of development than the
‘culture of performativity’ within the current dominant paradigm of the
knowledge society, and it can be enhanced and achieved through:
Observation, contemplation of the human being and nature, arts and
craftsmanship.

Conclusion
All of the responses, opinions and positions gathered and reviewed
throughout this book reinforce the conclusion that Steiner/Waldorf
Schools represent a worldwide movement in education that is focussed on
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the human being, and the evolution and development of humanity in a
collective, holistic and spiritual sense. In this regard Steiner Education
was in 1919 and still is in 2019 clearly underpinned by the literal meaning and central tenet of Anthroposophy—the wisdom of the human being.
A universal essence of Steiner education is its focus on the stages of child development and how to guide this in a healthy and balanced way. While societies
may differ, human beings and how they develop are not very different, wherever
you go in the world.
What makes Steiner Education universal is the threefold image of Man. This
image is the same in America, China or Europe; in rich countries and in poor
countries. The awareness of this equality in spirit is the essence of Steiner
Education and leads us to immediately feel in tune wherever we are despite all
the differences.

The vision that Rudolf Steiner presented in a lecture in 1921 for a
‘world association of schools’ seems to have evolved and to a certain
extent become a reality, with the picture presented in this book of the
worldwide Waldorf Education movement and its place in the educational
landscape of the past, present and future (Fig. 9.2):

Fig. 9.2 Kindergarten painting
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I am convinced that nothing is more important for the social development
of humanity than the foundation of such a world association of schools
which would then awaken a real sense for a free cultural and spiritual life
in the widest circles of people. If such a feeling were to exist throughout the
world, Waldorf Schools would not have to be founded as isolated experiments that exist by the grace of the state. (Steiner 1970: 74)
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Waldorf 100 https://www.waldorf-100.org/en/.
WECAN Waldorf Early Childhood Association of North America
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